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This case has attracted immense public interest arising from which Kelly and
her family have become almost household names. We are concerned at the
long term impact of this on the otherinnocent victims, Kelly's brothers and
sisters. For this reason we have decided not to use their names or the family
name in the course of this report.

We hope that this approach will be

respected and maintained in any further public comment on the case.

I wish to express my -gatitude to the following people who assisted the inquiry.

I would like to thank everyone who gave evidence to the inquiry which included health board
staff, personnel from other organisations and individuals. I wish to record an appreciation of the
co-opention and assistance we received from management and staff of a number of authorities

i '

in the United Kingdom including Lambeth Social Services Department. West Lambeth
Community Care Trust, and the Metropolitan Pollce Child Protection Team. Although we did
not actively seek submissions the inquiry was pleased to receive a small number which we
carefully considered and found most helpful.

It is important that I record with pteEul thanks the co-opention and assistance we received from

the outset from the management and staff of the Western Health Board. This. I believe, reflected
the boards investment in, and commitment to, the inquiry. l wish to particularly thank members
.

>

.

.

of the board's community care staff in both Galway and Mayo who responded to our many
requests for files and information with speed and efftciency. We also greatly appreciated the
assistance of management and staff of Aras Athacta in Swinford and the Child Care Unit in
Merlin Park, Galway in facilitating us with accommodation on many occasions.

-

The assistance given the inquiry by Angela C a n a m of Bamardo's National Children's Resource
Centre and Sandra Keating, librarian with the Midland Health Board was especially Valuable both
with literature searches and loan of publications.

I am prateful to Marion Donoghue who typed the entire report, both preliminary drafts and the

fmal version, for her positive, professional and efficient approach.

On behalf of the team I wish to acknowledge the particular contribution of Laurence Gaughan
who was appointed secretary to the inquiry. His astuteness, determination and quiet efficiency
proved to be an invaluable resource to the inquiry at all times.

Finally I wish to pay a special tribute to my colleagues Mary Finucane and Siobhan Keogh for
their knowledge, insights, expertise and commitment whilst also managing many other
professional and personal demands.

The members of the inquiry team share the hope that their contribution in producing this report

will add to our knowledge and capacity to protect children at risk of abuse and neglect. We are
unanimous in our fmdings and recommendations as contained in this report.

OWEN KEENAN
3rd November, 1995

..

.
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-

RECOMMENDATIONS .- -,.

We recommend most strongly that the Government make a commitment to the continuing
development of services for children over a seven to ten year period.

We recommend the creation of a senior professional post with responsibility for child
welfare within the headquarters management staff of each health board.

i

We recommend that a dedicated child welfare management post be created in each
community care area to provide the leadership and direction necessary for the e
discharge of the board's statutory child welfare functions, including child protection.
.

~

We recommend that these posts be filled by professional staff with a relevant qu
frontline child welfare experience, post-qualifying training and a clear interest in managing
this function. We further recommend that these child care management
developmental function and respo~$bility for children in care, fostering and ad
.

family support semces.

.

We recommend that the Western Wealth Board establish an internal cons
with relevant staff and semces with the objective of maximising its organisatio
to accurately identify children at risk in the region and to intervene effectively
or to reduce the degree of risk to which children are exposed.

We recommend that the Western Health Board review its own current d
community care staff.

We recommend that the Western Health Board give consideration to the
multi-disciplinary child protection teams covering a geographical area.

We recommend that the Department of Health examine, in consultation wit
interested parties, the most effective means of delivering child welfare ser

We recommend that the Department of Health take appropriate measures to protect
resources for preventive, support and treatment services thus avoiding their being directed
exclusively towards investigation of instances of abuse and neglect.

We recommend that the Department of Health adopt a proactive approach in monitoring
health boards child care developments in order to ensure consistency on a national scale
both in provision and of procedures and practice.

We recommend the establishment at national level of a system for the setting and
monitoring of child protection standards, to promote examples of good practice and to
inquire into serious failures of practice.
In view of its ratification by Ireland in 1992 we recommend that all Government actions in
respect of children and, in particular, in respect of children who are vulnerable due to abuse
or neglect, be founded on the principles and articles of the U.N. Convention on the Rights
of the Child.

The i n q u i ~supports and echoes the recommendation of the Kilkenny Incest Investigation
that consideration be given by the Government to the amendment of .irticles 41 and 42 of
the Constitution so as to include a statement of the constitutional rights of children.

We further recommend that the body currently reviewing the Constitution

give

consideration to ensuring consistency between Ireland's ratification of the United Nations
Convention of the Rights of the Child and the constitutional provision in this regard.

We recommend the development of national standards in the provision of an advocacy o r
guardian ad litem service to children who are the subjects of legal proceedings.

We recommend that judges and officers of the Courts be informed of the indicators of
emotional abuse and neglect and of their particular risks to individual children.

W e recommend that the reporting of actual or suspected child abuse o r neglect become a
legal requirement for relevant designated staff, including health board personnel, general
practitioners, the Gardai, teachers and s t i c b f voluntary and private child care services,

W e also recommend that the mandatory reporting requirement be accompanied by
guidelines to these staff who should have immunity in any legal proceedings.

We recommend that the Irish Government take the initiative in establishing European
I

Union protocols for liaison and sharing of information between Member States in the
-interests of protecting children.

W e recommend that the Department of Health establish bilateral arrangements with other
jurisdictions for the sharing of information between relevant authorities where children are,
or are suspected of being, at r i s k

W e recommend that any authority where it knows that a family whose children are, or are
suspected of being, at risk has moved to another area, take all steps to ascertain the family's
new address and to provide the equivalent authority in the new area with all relevant
information. This should include the extent to which the family was known to the senices
in the former area and their motivation for moving, where known.

W e recommend that the receiving authority adopt a proactive approach
information on any family which has recently moved into its area in relation t
allegation or referral is made.

W e recommend that a national agreed standard and format be established by the
regional health boards for the transfer of information from one board to another.

W e recommend that health hoards support in principle and facilitate wher
relevant staff from two or more authorities meeting, even where this involves t
another jurisdiction.

We recommend the adoption of a standardised case summary sheet similar to the format
used in the chronology included in this report.
.-,. This should be located at the front of all
files, should include details of family history and be continuously updated with factual
summaries of new information and events.

We recommend that all allegations be recorded on a special colour-coded form to be used
for this purpose by all disciplines in all health boards.

We recommend that where a completed investigation indicates that a child is indeed at risk,
hislher name should be entered on an 'At Rjsk' Register. The operational aspects of this
Register, including protocols for the registration, maintenance and removal of a name
should be enunciated by the Department of Health following consultation with the health
boards, voluntary organisations and other interested parties.

We recommend that the Western Health Board assess the current level of knowledge and
compliance of its staff with the Department of Health Guidelines &d establish and address
any reasons for non-compliance.

;

We recommend that the Western Health Bowd ensure that all of its child protection staff
are aware of the importance of assessment and that all relevant staff receive training in the
identification of abuse including indices of abuse, and in risk assessment.

We recommend that in each case the Western Health Board develop a plan of intervention
based on its assessment of the risk involved to the child.

We recommend that the Western Health Board take all necessary steps to ensure that the
arrangements for the holding of case conferences be substantially overhauled and that
appropriate' training be provided to relevant staff to ensure that the case conference
becomes a significantly more effective element of the Board's child protection strategies.

We recommend that the Western Health Board clarify the status of legal advice given at
case conferences and whether any such advice which indicates that a Court application will
not be successful, should be followed in every case irrespective of the views of relevant staff.

We recommend that a key worker be appointed in each case and that all those with an
involvement in the case are aware of the key worker's identify and share information with
.. -,.
himlher.

We recommend that the Western Health Board, in the interests of strengthening
collaboration between agencies in support of the child protection function, give serious
consideration to reversing its policy of requesting representatives of other agencies to leave
case conferences once they have given their report.

&

i t
We recommend that a comprehensive training programme be developed in consultation with
staff to include, inter alia,

-

assessment

-

team development

-

dynamics of abusing families
case conference management, roles, etc.
corporate responsibilities under Child Care Act 1991

-

.

.

the psychology of inter-disciplinary and inter-agency collaboration
communication - its dynamics and processes
investigative techniques

We recommend that the Department of Health explore the development of a mo
approach to the expansion of child protection training.

We recommend that the Western Health Board take the steps necessary to ensure
adequate level of administrative support to child protection staff.

We recommend that the Western Health Board ensures that all professional staff re
accountable' for appropriate administrative tasks such as the writing, signing and d
case notes.

..

i:

LX
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We recommend that the development of child protection services be matched by the
provision of appropriate accommodation and facilities.

We recommend that responsibility for communicating health board child protection policy
and provision to schools should be one of the responsibilities of the new post of child care
manager in each community care area.

We recommend that each school nominate a teacher to develop special expertise in the
identification of child abuse and neglect and function as its liaison officer with local health
board staff. Special joint in-service training programmes should be provided and this will
assist in developing collaborative relationships locally.

We recommend that the development by the Department of Education of a new sex
education and lifeskills curriculum for primary and postprimary school students should
address issues of child abuse and neglect. In-service training for teachers of this curriculum
should include the development o( skills in identifying and facilitating pupils who wish to
make a disclosure.

We recommend that the Western Health Board initiate a process to consider al! aspects of
inter-disciplinary and inter-agency communication and collaboration involving staff from
each discipline and agency.

We recommend that the Western Health Board investigate measures used in other
employments to provide support to workers who may experience trauma in the conduct of
their professional duties.
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CHAfTER 1
- INTRODUCTION-

Kelly was admitted to St. Thomas' Hospital, London, on 1st February 1993 and died there on 4th
February 1993. The inquest into her death opened on 8th February 1793 and was adjourned to
21st April 1993. Preliminary evidence suggested that she had been neglected prior to her death.
The inquest was reconvened on 21st February 1995 where a verdict of death due to gram
negative septIcaemia and natural causes was recorded

In December 1993 Kelly's parents were both charged with wilful neglect and occasioning actual
bodily harm to Kelly. In May 1994 they pleaded guilty to the charges of wilful neglect and the
charges of occasioning actual bodily harm were dropped
sentenced to 18 months imprisonment.

In November 1994, they were each

At the Western Health Board meeting of 7th November

1994, the Chief Executive Officer issUed a statement in which he annotUlced the setting up of a
committee to examine the Board's involvement in the case.

The Western Health Board. at its meeting of 2nd May 1995, was informed by the Chie"fExecutive
Officer of the appointment of an inquiry team. its members were:
Mr. Owen Keenan, Director of Barnardos (Chairperson)
Ms. Mary Finucane, Retired Superintendent Public Health Nurse, Mid-Western Health Board
Ms. Siobhan Keogh, Child Care Development Officer, Midland Health Board
Its terms of reference were:

(a)

To inquire into the circumstances of the late Kelly (

) and her family and, having

regard thereto, to examine the Western Health Board's child protection practices and
procedures and to make such recommendations as are deemed necessary;

(b)

To make such other recommendations as are considered relevant; and

10
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(c)

To report to the Chief Executive Officer of the Board in the maner as soon as possible
-

for presentation by him to the Board.

Mr. Laurence Gaughan. Western Health Board was appointed Secretary to the inquiry

The members ofthe inquiry team met for the first time on the 8th May 1995. In considering the
terms of reference it was decided that it would be necessary to inquire into the Board's contact
with the family from the time of their move to Ireland in 1990. This was in spite of the fact that
Kelly had lived with her family in Ireland from September 1992 until February 1993 only, a
period of five months. Prior to this period the Western Health Board had been involved with the
sisters. All the health board files on the
family due to concerns about one of Kelly's younger
..
family were received by the inquiry team for review. This included a number of hospital records
in addition to files held by the various Community Care disciplines relating to the family.

It was decided to hold initial goup meetings in Castlebar and Galway with members of staff who
had an involvement with the family.~.Ths
i also included hospital based staff. The purpose of
. .
these meeting was to introduce the members of the inquiry team, explain the process which the
inquiry would take and to answer questions from staff.

The inquiry team did not have power to compel witnesses to anend and the leners issued by the
inquiry team invited persons to assist in the inquiry process. All persons attending for interview
were also informed that they could be accompanied if they wished and a number availed of this
oppor7unity.

The thrust of the interviews was inquisitorial rather than accusatory.

For the

purposes of accurate recording or interviews the services of a stenoppher were engaged

While we do not consider our terms of reference extend to evaluating practice in the case during
the time the family was resident in the United Kingdom it was decided at an early stage that it
would be necessaly to visit London to consult with relevant health and social s e ~ c e personnel.
s
Whilst in London we also met with a head teacher from the school anended by some members
of the family and a Detective Constable from the London Metropolitan Police. We also invited
some members of the extended family in London to meet with the inquiq team, but they declined
Our

invitation.

-

During the course of the inquiry the possibility of meeting with other children in the family was
considered In the event we did not seek to meet the children due to the need for sensitivity with
regard to the current nature of health board staffs involvement with them. However, we do wish
to state our view that children's opinions should generally be sought. We did invite Kelly's older
sister to meet with us but she declined

At various stages in the process we had the benefit of legal advice from Mr. J. Rogers, S.C. and
Mr. W.B.Glynn, Solicitor.

Consultations were also held with Dr. H&

Ferguson, senior

lecturer, Department of Applied Social Studies, University College Cork and Mr. John Fitzgerald,
Director of the Bridge Child Care Consultancy Services, London Dr. Owen Hensey, Consultant
Paediatrician acted as medical adviser to the inquiry. Superintendent T. Tully of the Garda
Siochana also met with members of the inquiry team.

At the time of Kelly's death

Superintendent Tully was based in Swinford, Co. Mayo and had direct responsibility for the -pda
investigation

In total, 52 individuals were interviewed in the course of the inquiry. These included, in addition
to Health Board staff and individuals referred to above, members of the teaching profession and
neighbours of the family.

CHAPTER
2
..-,

-

THE FAMILY HISTORY

-

Kelly's parents were both born in England of Irish parents. Kelly's mother is one of a family
of five: two girls and three boys. Kelly's father is the eldest in a family of two boys. His brother
mamed his wife's sister. His mother suffered poor health and he spent the first five years of his
life with his paternal gmndmother in Ireland

Kelly's parents met when her mother was fourteen years old and her father was nineteen years
old When Kelly's mother was seventeen y e a s old she became pre,pant by Kelly's father and
they mamed due to family pressures.

At the time of their first child's birth (a dauphter) the parents were living in a caravan with the
travelling community a short distance outside London. This has been reported to have been a
.. .
stable period but e'nded when thi local authority evicted the travellers from the site. Kelly's
parents returned to London and stayed with her mother's family. Her father did not enjoy a
happy relationship with his mother-in-law and the marriage was strained during this period, with
Kelly's father moving out of the home.
These were the family circumstances at the time of Kelly's birth on 04.06.77.

She was a

premature baby weighing just over 51bs. 7ozs.. Shortly after Kelly's birth the family was housed

On 29th September 1977 when Kelly bas not quite four months old she was seen by the family's
General Practitioner because of her failure to gain weight. Reports suggested that Kelly's mother
was diluting her feeds excessively. Advice was given and she was asked to return in 4 days time
to monitor Kelly's progress. This appointment was not kept.

I

On 23rd October 1977 Kelly was taken to St. Thomas' Hospital casualty department by both
She had lost a considerable amount of weight and was severely emaciated and
.- -,.
dehydrated. The doctors were seriously concerned about her prospects for survival. X rarj

parents.

further revealed evidence of two healed fractures. A Place of Safety Order was successfully
applied for due to Kelly's medical presentation

At the following case conference considerable doubt existed as to whether Kelly's severe neglect
was deliberate or a case of ignorance on the part of the mother with regard to child rearing. At
this time Kelly's older sister was a healthy 18 month old about whom ihire were no concerns
regarding neglect or inadequate parenting. A case conference decided not to place Kelly's name
on the 'at risk' register but the provision of on going support from the social services was seen
. . social services involvement in this case again
as an "urgent requirement". We are not aware of

until 1988 when Kelly was referred to child guidance because of reponed behavioural problems.
By now there were six children in the family, four girls and two boys.

In April 1989 concerns were expressed about the relationship between Kelly and her parents, who
were requesting that s h e be .taken i t q care to be punished

They complained that they were

unable to cope with her behaviour.

On 31st May 1989 Kelly was placed on the Social Services Child Protection At Risk Register
because she was considered to be at risk "of emotional deprivation and abuse an4 at times,
suffers extreme mental cruelty from her parents".

About this time she went to live with her

maternal grandparents. This placement was initiated by the Social Services Department and
Kelly's parents are reported to have only reluctantly agreed to this arrangement. They would
have preferred her to have been punished by being placed in a children's home.

At a case conference six months later, on 22 November 1989, a marked improvement was note
in Kelly who was reported 'to have put on weight',

was now "chatty" and had blossomed

Kelly's parents had, since her move to her grandparents, isolated and excluded her from their
family, not allowing her to meet her siblings or to attend family occasions, such as birthdays.

Concerns however were now being expressed aboui Kelly's younger sister, Girl 3. She was
failing to thrive despite eating abnormally large amoimts of food at lunch time in school, and her
weight had fallen from the 10th to 3rd percentile

*.

Girl 3 was being closely monitored by the

Social Services Department and the Paediatrics Ourpatient Department of St. Thomas's Hospital.
In July 1990, Girl 3 was placed on the 'At Risk' rcgister under the heading 'Grave Concern'.
This situation was still being investigated when the family moved from London to a house and
small fann in a rural part of east Co. Mayo in the west of Ireland Kelly remained with her
_mandparents in London. Neither of Kelly's parents had any connection with Co. Mayo and
neither had had any experience of farming.

They financed the purchase of the farm w i h

compensation received following a road traffic accident in 1986 in which Kelly's father lost lus
left leg.

In December 1990, as soon as it became awareof the family's move to Ireland West Lambeth
Health Authority (now West Lambeth Community Care National Health Service Trusr) sent its
child health files to the Westem Health Board which was the relevant child care authority for
counties Mayo, Galway and Roscommon. Concenls regarding Girl 3 were noted in file reports.
Subsequently, in January 1991; the Fambeth Social Services Department notified the Western
Health Board in writing of its involvement with the family and of concern regarding Gut 3.
They also referred to prior concern which resulted in Kelly now residing with her maternal
,gandmother.

lmmediate monitoring of Girl 3's weight began as it continued to be a cause for

concern. The Western Health Board's involvement is described in detail in the chronology
(Chapter 3).

In July 1991 Kelly came to Co. Mayo on holidays for two weeks with relatives from England.
In August 1992 she returned again for holidays. This time, on her return to London, Kelly
contacted her parents by phone and asked if she could come back and live with the family in
CO. Mayo. Within days, at the start of September 1992, Kelly returned to live with her family.
She had not .lived with them for more than 3 years. Kelly died in suspicious circumstances 5
months later. Her parents were charged and pleaded guilty to a charge of wilful neglect. They
are currently in prison and all their children except their eldest daughter, now aged nineteen years,
are in care.

A detailed breakdown of the Western Health Board's involvement with this fam~lyfrom 1991to
the time of Kelly's death in February 1993 fblgws in Chapter 3

;C

The standard child development cham record children's height and weight and show the
t

w tenth, twenty-fifth, fiftie& seventy-fifth, ninetieth and ninety-seventh percentiles.

One would expect 80% of all children to fall between the tenth a$

ninetieth

range. In normal circumstances the height and weight of 3% of children will fall below
the third centile, when the height or weight are ploned at any age. It is advised that
children falling outside the third and ninety
.. seventh percentile range should be monitored
and may need investigations. When the weight falls from one centile to another, as in
Girl 3, this fall is considered sidcant

.and should cause concern.
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KELLY'S FAM.ILY

MOTHER

FATHER
D.O.B.
01.03.1953

i

D.O.B.

1

I

...........

D.O.B.
10.10.82

D.O.B.
13.06.86

...... .....

DAUGHTER
D.O.B.
05.10.93

FEMALE
MALE

....-....
._.

.

.

PERSON WHO HAS DIED

D.O.B.
08.08.87

D.O.B.

D.O.B.
30.04.95

CHAPTER 3

- CHRONOLOGY

d

OF WESTERN REALTH BOARD I VOLVEMENT

- ABBREVIATIONS
.-

-

P.H.N.

Public Health Nurse

S.S.W.

Senior Social Worker

S.W.

Social Worker

.LM.O.

Area Medical Officer

S.A.M.0.

Oficer
Senior Area Medical
..

D.C.CJM.0.H.

Director of Community Care and Medical Officer of Health

N.T.

National School Teacher
..

..

.

.

S.H.O.

Senior House Officer

F.T.T.

Failure to Thrive

O.P.

Out-Patient

RT. A.

Road Tlaffic Accident

P.S.O.

Place of Safety Order

DATE

. -S I G N I F I C A N T EVENTS

- - - .. ...

.
CHILD
DEVEL~MENT,
ILLNESS, I N J U R Y

~

Girl 3 weigl~cd3sl. 81hs.

24.01.91

- consent received liom

SOURCE

CHILD
IMPACT1
RESPONSE

P.1I.N. records
signed & doted
24.01.91.

mother for audiology
servicc for Boy 2 and Ciirll
--

31.01.91

I

Lellzr from Lan~helllSuciii
Serviccs lo S.S.W.I
rrolilying:

~

Lctlcr from
Lambclh Social
Services signed &
tlaled 31.01.91

Girl 3:

- wirs on lllc Child
Ahust: Register uuder lhe
licadh~g"grive concern".

- closing strnirnary allaclied
Jan / Feh
'9 I

Tclcphonc calls to S.S.W. I
liom rclalivc expressing;
-

serious concerns Ibr Kelly
should she rcturn to licr
Pimily.
no concerns for ollicr
children.

Unrccorilctl.
vcrhal report I 1 1
inquiry hy S.S.W. I .

7
:

DATE

TIME

SIGNIFICANT EVENTS

06.02.91

Consent form for school medical
not returned by parents to
school.

06.02.91

Mother signs consent lo school
medical examinations Tor Girl 3,
Girl 4 and Roy I.

07.02.91

HEALTH BOARD
INVOLVEMENT

SOURCE

CHILD
IMPACT1
RESPONSE

CHILD
DEVELOPMENT,
ILLNESS, INJURY

I'.II.N. records
signed & &led
06.02.9 1.
P.1 I.N. records
signed & ilatetl
06.02.9 I.

llome visit hy P.1-I.N. 1.

School Medical Examination.
,

.

Girl 3:

- thin and u~ntlcnveight.
relicrred to l'aediatric

Child I leallh
Service School Card
signed & tlalcd
tl7.02.9I.

I

2

- I lcilring m d sight
normal.
08.02.91

I'.Il.N. I rercrs fanlily to
S.S.W. I throrrgh S.I'.II.N. I
because of U.K. concerns
re: emo~ionalahuse and
possihle physical alx~se.

I'.I I.N. recnrtls.
Lellcr signed &!'
dated OX.02.91.

--..

DATE

TIME

HEALTH BOARD
INVOLVEMENT

SIGNIFICANT EVENTS

Paediatric appointment for Girl
3 cancelled by mother.

I-lome visit by P.1-I.N. I

Father refi~sesto let hcr attend,
stated she was already
investigated in England.

CI-IILD
DEVELOPMENT,
ILLNESS. INJURY
Girl 1: 7sl. 12 lhs
Girl 3: 3sl. 71bs
I 4: 3sl. 9lhs.
noy I: ~SI. m.
Roy 2: 2sl. 121hs.

CHILD
IMPACT

SOURCE

I'.II.N, records
signed & dated
10.06.91.

Mother enquires rc: new
hearing mould ibr Girl I .
Telephone call from
.
A.M.O. I to G.ll. re G ~ r l3:

Child I l c a l ~ h
Service School
Chiart signcd &
.bled
lO~(16.91.

"Iris lillle contact"
"No concerns"

!

P.H.N. I informs A.M.O. I
o f father's refi~salt i let
Girl 3 attcntl 0.1' I'aedialric
Clinic.

Child Ilealth
Fcrvice School
1:hart signcd &
laled I I.O6.9 I.

P.1-I.N. I disci~sscdcase wit11

'.I I.N. rccortls
iigned & h t e t l
l l.06.91.

(3.1'.
School Medical Inspection.

3irl 3 weighed 3st. 61hs.

SOURCE

CHILD
IMPACT

TIME

l'aediakrician 1's letter to G.1'.
and A.M.0, re Girl 3:

l).C.C./M.O.H. file.
l.cltcr signed &
h t e d 17.06.9I.

- . non al~endancca1,Cl.I'
I'aeclialric Clinic.

-

A.M.O. I requests sunimar~
and medical records from
paediutrician in London.
Report o f A.M.O. I to
NS.A.M.0. I on the faniily.

I).C.C.IM.O.II. lilc.
Lcllcr signed &
:laled 19.06.9 1.
I).C.C.IM.O.I I. lile.
Lctlcr signet1 &
:!s!ci! 2!.!!6,9!.

- outlining hcr involvcmenl
with Girl 3 and her
concerns.
I'arents refused to sign limn for
p.sychological referral ibr-Girl 3.

!

I-lome visit by I'.II.N. 1

['.I I.N. records
signed & tlalctl
24.06.9 1.

Phone call from P.11.N. 1 lo
A.M.O. I lo report parcllls
refusal i d sign psycholo~y
form.

I'.I 1.N. records
signed & d;~lctl
25.06.91.

Parenls aware of Girl 3 slcaling
bod.

- described as 'troublesome and
lazy' hy Father.

31

T

DATE

SIGNIFICANT EVENTS

TIME

1I

I

~1.07.91

CHILD
IMPACT1
RESPONSE

parents
angry at
Girl 3.

-

re:

Girl 3:

I ~ o m cvisil hy NS.A.M.0. 1.

- was

Case cmll'crcncc pbinnctl. .

'withdrawn,
thin, frail, very
unlqipy.

parents negalive aboul Girl 3,

- 'there is

no hope for her ~ 1 %

.

'

disrupts the Family',

- Stonti with her

xi

- mother signs consent tbr
psychological refend.

SOURCE

D.C.C./M.O.I-I. file.
llandwritten note
initialled & dated
28.06.91.

Request to AIS.A.M.0. 1
rrom D.C.C./M.,O.I1. for
social report and hrtller
pacdiatric appoinlrnent.

2P.06.91

..

CHLD
DEVELOPMENT;
ILLNESS, INJURY

HEALTH BOARD
INVOLVEMENT

!

shoulders
llunclled in u
semi foetal
position. A
very pethetic
ligure'.

I).C.C.IM.O.II. lile.
LdIer horn
NS.A.M.O In
I'acdiatrician I
signed 81 dated
02.07.9 1 and report
Tram NS.A.M.0 I
lo I).C.C./M.O.II.
signed & thtctl
03.107.91.

DATE

TIME

SIGNIFICANT EVENTS

Rcport liom English
I'acdialriciim.

011.07.91

CHILD
DE,VELOPMENT,
ILLNESS, INJURY

HEALTH BOARD
INVOLVEMENT

Concenls re:

ClllLD
IMPACT

SOURCE

I>.C.C.IM.O.I-I. lile.
Lellcr signed &
dated 04.07.91.

- height and weight
were s l i l l being
invcsligalctl medically
when h i l y nlovctl to
Ireland.

Ij.

- some anxiely as lo
whelher she was
gelling enough lo eat
al homq.

- Ileporled lo eel
vor~ciouslyal school.
09.07.91

Kelly:

Home visit by P.1-I.N. I.

-

- home on holidays for l w o
weeks, due l o return at
weekend.

Girl 3:

I'aediatril: appoinlmenl fnr
Girl 3 not received ycl.

Appwrs lo he mixing
wcll.

I'.II.N. recortls
signed & dated
09.07.9 I .

DATE

TIME

SIGNIFICANT EVENTS

HEALTH BOARD
INVOLVEMENT

CHILD
DEVELOPMENT,
ILLNESS, INJURY

CHILD
IMPACT/
RESPONSE

SOURCE

1l.C.C.IM.O.II. file.
Lctlcr from
I'aediatrician I to
I>.C.C. signed &
dated 19.07.91.

Girl 3 fails to attend Paetliatric
appointment.

Phone call from motlicr' lo
I'.II.N. I.

I'.I I.N.records
signed & datctl
29.07.91.

Failed to attend 0 . P
paediatric clinic appoinlmenl
b c ~ a u s zof ~isito2s R.T.A.
I<equestetl hurlhcr
appointment and if possihle
psychological appoinlnicnl on
same day.
Furlhcr paediatric
appoinlment ardngcd for
01.08.91.'
I'.II.N. I requested by
AlS.A.M.0, to do home visit

I).C.C./M.O.II, lilc.
Lcller liom
N S . A . M . 0 . I lo
P.1I.N. I signed &
dated 24.07.9 1.

and inlimn parents.
Ilome visit hy P.1I.N. I lo
confinn .pacdialric
appninlmenl.

P.H.N. rccortls
signed & dated
30.07.91.

-

TIME

-

-

HEALTH BOARD
INVOLVEMENT

SIGNIFICANT EVENTS

CHILD
DEVELOPMENT,
ILLNESS, INJURY

CIILD
IMPACT1
RESPONSE

-~

I h t e l i c r c f c m l received by
Dietician at O.P.D.

IXclician case noles
signed & dalcd
01.OX.9 I.

Appointment offired h r
22.08.91.

I).C.C./M.O.II. lile.
Letter liom tlieticiu~~
signed & bled
03.03.92.
I'.l-I.N. rccortls
signed & daletl
02.0X.91.

Boy 2:

- did not attend devclopmenlal
clinic.
~

p~~

Girl 3:

P.1J.N. I to continue lo call.

- attends paediatric clinic.

- rcvicw in six inonths.

D;C.C.IM.O.II.

file.

~ ~ &born
r

I'aediatrician I 11)
(3.1'. and D.C.C.
signctl & [laled
09.0X.9 I .
'Appears ollicrwise well.
N o physical evidcncc o f
ahusc: or l~n~iscs'

DATE

'

20.09.91

TIME

SIGNIFICANT EVENTS

C1IIl.D
DEVELOPMENT,
ILLNESS, INJURY

HEALTH BOARD
INVOLVEMENT

CHILD
IMPACT1
RESPONSE

SOURCE

lixlh allegation.

noticed stealing lunches again.
-

-~

,me visit by P.1I.N. I.

23.09.91

. Failed to attend last speech
therapy appointment.

-

at psychology mecling.

Girl 3:

-

weighed 3sl. 61hs.

-

just started school,

-

parenls do no1 scem
Anxious re Speech
delay.

P.1I.N. records
signcd & dnled
23.09.91.

-DATE

TIME

SIGNIFlCANT EVENTS

Case review.

IIEALTH BOARD
INVOLVEMENT

-

CHILD
DEVELOPMENT,
ILLNESS, INJURY

CHILD
IMPACT1
RESPONSE

SOURCE

I'sycholoby casc
noks signed &
dir~cdII,I1.91.

Decisions:

- I'sychology and Dielelic
sppoin~nientto hc arrdngcd
for samc day.

- Social Work Deparlmcnl lo
he involved from early on
if possible.
I-lomc visil by P.1I.N.. I..

Girl 3:

- in hcd will1 cold
- Not weighed.

I'.I1.N .'s records
signcrl & dulcd
14.1 1.91.

-~
-

DATE

SIGNIFICANT EVENTS

TIME

clmn
L)ISVEI.OPMENT,
ILLNESS, INJURY

HEALTH BOARD
INVOLVEMENT

CIIILD
IMPACT/
RESPONSE

SOURCE

-~

llomc visit by L1.ll.N. 1 re:

?irI 3:
wcighul 3sr. Xlhs.

Girl 3:

- did not talk

' . I I.N. recortls
iigned & dated
Z2.1 1.91.

like othcr
children did.

Parents had a lilany of
complaints about Girl 3.
Girl 3

-

"causes a11 h e prohlcms. In
England wc thouglM i t
Kclly".

.. ,
AppoinLment with
I'sychologist I, I'arcn(s and
Girl 3.

Girl 3:

-

appwrs ssad and forlorn.

- looks immalore l i ~ rage.
-

sal cowered on a small
cllitir.

When Girl 3 was
asked
about what
parcnts had
said, parcnls
would no1 give
hcr linw lo
unswcc.

I'sycl~oloby lilc
Lcllcr lo
I).C.C./M.O.I I.
signed & dated
29.1 1.91.
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SIGNIFICANT EVENTS

HEALTH BOARD
INVOLVEMENT

CHILD
DEVELOPMENT,
ILLNESS, INJURY

CHlLD
IMPACT1
RESPONSE

SOURCE

--

Girl 3;

Psychologist I sees Girl 3 re:
admission to St. Anne's.

- slarted tn cry

Psychology case
notes signed &
tlaced 31.12.91.

- " h i no1 going
lo l h a l place"

~~

Referral leltcr from S.lI.0. lo
Si. AMC'S Chiidren's Cenire.

sail, sullen i ~ n d
angry

p~~

Referred hecause o f
queries re:

- masocl~islicsell'
mutilation

St. Annc's records.
I<cltrrdl leltcr l i o m
S.II.0. I'aetlialrics
lo Sl. Anne's
Clliltlren's Centre.

DATE

SIGNIFICANT EVENTS

TIME

Parents:

-

still see Girl 3 as a trouhle
maker.

HEALTH BOARD
INVOLVEMENT

CHILD
DEVELOPMENT,
ILLNESS. INJURY

hopes this hospilalization
will be "the shock she
needs.
D.C.C.IM.O.1.I. updated on
psychologisl I involvemenl.

Girl 3:

-

admilled lo St. Anne's
Children's Centre.

SOURCE

I'sychology case
notes h l e d
112.01.92.

I'armts meet with
psychologist 1 in Castlebar
General I lospitd.

Father:

-

CHILD
IMPACT1
RESPONSE

T r a n s h reported as
"l~avir~g
gone well".

DATE

10.01.92

TIME

CHILD
DEVELOPMENT,
ILLNESS, lNJURY

HEALTH BOARD
INVOLVEMENT

SIGNIFICANT EVENTS

relcpl~onecall from
Sl. Anne's Cl~ildrcn's Centre
!o I'sychulogist I re:

CHILD
IMPACT1
RESPONSE

SOURCE

'sychology case
iofes signed &
IWI lo.nr 32.

- possibiliky of Girl 3 going
home for weckend. .

.

- suggested that parents be
persuaded to come 10
St. Anne's Clddren's
, .
Cenlre.

Telephone call kom
Psychologist I to molllcr
suggesling:

- Girl 3 goes home ibr the
weekend.

- not happy at shod nolicc.
Girl 3:

-

did not go honlc.

I'sycl~nloby case
notes signed &
dated 10.01.92

TIME

HEALTH BOARD
INVOLVEMENT

SIGNIFICANT EVENTS

Case Review:

CIIILD
DEVELOPMENT,
ILLNESS, INJURY

Decisions

-

CHILD
IMPACT1
RESPONSE

SOURCE

D.C.C.IM.O.11. file.
llantlwriltcn notes
&fed 28.0 1.92.

l'.ll.N, I lo non nil or Girl
3's weight weekly

- concerns lo he ~natlecledr
to parents

- parcnts and teacher to
diary Girl 3's behaviour

- Socis! Worker and
Psychologist to work with
parents and Girl 3.
Parents:

I-lomc visit hy S.W. 2.

- report huge difference in

Girl 3's lesions ascribed by
parents as:

Girl 3's bchaviour since her
discharge rrom St. Anne's
Children's Centre.

. has put on I stone
since llospilal
admission.

Social work case
noles tlaletl
3 1.01.92.

"spots Girl 3 picks".
Social Worker 2 and
Psycl~ologist 1 plan Tlicrdpy
session h r Girl 3 and her
parcnts.

I'sycl~oloby case
notes signed &
dated 03.02.92.

PIb,
:

DATE

06.02.92

TIME

SIGNIFICANT EVENTS

1:irst therapy session with

HEALTH BOARD
INVOLVISMENT
jocial Worker 2 and
lsychologisl Isee pi~rcnls
~ n dGirl 3 separately.

CHILD
tl EVELOPMENT,

- cating well, pulling on
weight. No problems.

CHILD
IMPACT1
RESPONSE

SOURCE

loint P~ychology
Work
~ n Social
d
report signed rYr
:kited 06.02.92.

- Girl 3 is lo lake
responsibility far
eating all her meals.

- Weekly reward Liom
parents it' Girl 3's
~nealsare ealen.
12.02.92

School report that Girl 3's
improvement not being
maintained but still better than
pre Christmas.

- collected from school hy
Social Worker 2 for
lherapy session.

Joint I'sychology
a i d Social Work
repod signed 1IL
bled 12.02.92

TIME

SIGNIFICANT EVENTS

HEALTH BOARD
INVOLVEMENT

1
Parenls did not altend due to
illness in the Samily.

Second iherdpy session wilh
Girl 3 i~ndparcnls.

CllILD
DEVELOPMENT,
ILLNESS, INJURY
Girl 3:

- said "she had caten all

ClllLD
IMPACT/
RESPONSE
Appcarcd
unhappy 11) hc
prcseni.

her meals".

'

SOURCE

Joinl I'sycholn~
;inti Sncial Work
report signctl &
clatcd 12.02.92.

- l(ewert1 due lhis
alternoon.

- l las no1 hecn weighed
since lcaving
St. Allne's Chiltlrcn's
Ccnlrc.

r.1

I'honecall from fVS.A.M.0. 2
lo P.H.N. I, requesling
weekly check on Girl 3's
weirhl.

- angry "their power llild heen
taken away".

Tl~irtllhcripy session Sor
parents and Girl 3 with
I'sychologis~ & Social
Worker.

l.N.'s records
aigncd & dared
17.02.92.
Girl 3:

Girl 3:

- lookccl sleepy, liretl and

- said there was

pule.

"nntl~ing
wrong".

- Appureil in bed
Iit1nio11r.

1.
\

Joinl I'sycholo~y
and Social Work
repmi signed &
datcd 19.02.92.

DATE

SIGNIFICANT EVENTS

TIME

HEALTH BOARD
INVOLVEMENT

CHILD
DEVII.LOFMEN"I',
ILLNESS, INJURY

I

1 Case Conference called for

CHILD
IMPACT1
RESPONSE

SOURCE

D.C.C./M.O.II. tile.

Notificul~on by
D.C.C,IM.O.II. lo:

I.c!lcr of 19.02.92
signal & &led.

AIS.A.M.0. 3,

G.P..
AISSW.,

I'aedialrician 2,
I'J1.N. I ,
Child & Adolescent
Psychiatrist,
. .
I~sychologist,
Dietician,
Senior. Psychologist.

L~.II.N.I home visit.

Girl 3 weighed 4sl. 51bs.

t.1I.N. records
signed & &sled
25.02.92.

DATE

TIME

HEALTH BOARD
INVOLVEMENT

SIGNIFICANT EVENTS

Case Conference.

Casc Conference Decisions:

- Lcgnl ntlvicc

lo be sought.

CHILD
DEVELOPMENT,
ILLNESS. INJURY

CHILD
IMPACT1
RESPONSE

SOURCE

Casc ConTerence
minutes signed &
tlnletl 28.02.92.

- Evidence of ncglecl, i:.T.T.
(Ihilurc to illrive) and
pilrcnls non-co-operaiion.

-

I1.tI.N. I lo conlinue
weekly monitoring of
Girl 3's weight.
'
'

- N o wcighi gdin since
discharge from St. Anne's
Children's Cenlre.

I'.II.N. records ill
aase Conference
signed & dittctl
28.02.92.

~

DATE

TIME

HEALTH BOARD
INVOLVEMENT

SIGNIFICANT EVENTS

Summary Report on lllempy
sessious lo I).C.O./M.O.II.

- I'otcnliol for violcnl
explosions from ibll~cr.
-

wcigl~~llteightncctls
monitoring.

- cluery i f parcn~sare 'hondcd
to Oiri 3.

- parents unlikely to address
issues.

CHILD
DEVELOPMENT,
ILLNESS, INJlJRY

CHILD
IMPACT1
RESPONSE
Join1 I'sycholoby
and Social Work
report signed &
tlalcd 02.03.92.

SIGNIFICANT EVENTS

I

ClllLD
DEVELOPMENT,
ILLNESS, INJURY

MEALTll BOARD
lNVOLVEMENT

CtllLD
IMPACT/
RESPONSE

SOURCE

'.kl.N. records
;igncd & dated
19.03.92.

-

wears hearing aids at
school.

- Take: llicm out on
leavihg.
Health Board Solicitor advises
considcralioo of Fit l'crson
Order and holding of case
conference.

l>.C.C./M.O.II. filc.
Leller liom Solicilor
signed & dated
20.03.92.

TIME

CHILD
IMPACT1
RESPONSE

CHILD
DEVELOPMENT,
IL1,NESS. INJURY

t1EALTll BOARD
INVOLVEMENT

SIGNIFICANT EVENTS

SOURCE

I).C.C./M.O.II. tile.
Letter signed &
tbled 24.03.92.
N o social work conlaul sintic
last case conlicrencc pcnding
legal advice.

Copy of Solicilor's lellcr sen1
by D.C.C./M.O.II. lo .

...

A/CS W

. M u . - .

Case discussion with Social
Worker 2 and Clinical
I'syci~ologisl 1,

- no social work involvcment
since lasl cilse conhence.

I

I

Ihntlwrillen nole on
Solicilor's lcllcr or
24.03.92.
social Work fiic.
Ikporl signed &
dated 3 1.03.92.

DATE

02.04 92

TIME

SIGNIFICANT MOVES,
EVENTS, CHANGES

CHILD
DEVELOPMENT,
ILLNESS. INJURY

WEALTH BOARD
INVOLVEMENT
Phone call and visit to school
by Social Workcr 2 regarding
Girl 3.

Girl 3:

- slill more oi~tgoing

CHILD
lMPACT

SOURCE

Social Work file.
Report sibmet1 &
thtetl 02.04.92.

since discharge from
SI. Anne's Cl~il~lrcn's
Ccnlrc.

- now plays will1 otber
chiltlren.
I).C.C.IM.O.I-I. receives
report on Girl 3 from
Director child & adolescent
psychiatry.

Girl 3:
-

no evidence of
psycl~ialricillness,

-

in~malurcand slow in
eating.

D.C.C.IM.O.II. lile.
Rcpori liom
Consultant child &
atlolcscent
psycl~iatris~sigiled
& deletl 02.W.92.

DATE

HEALTHBOARD
INVOLVEMENT

SICNlFICANT EVENTS

TIME

Case discussion between
Social Worker 2 and Clinicdl
l'sychologisl I on Girl 3's
progress at scl~ool.

06.04.92

/

case Conference

I)isctlssion around selljog up
'pkecc ol' Snfcty Order'.

-

CHILD
DEVELOPMENT,

CHlLD
IMPACT/
RESPONSE

SOURCE

;ocial Work file.
lcport signed &
latcd 06.04.92.

Jarious I~andwriltcll
~ t c stlated
16.04.92.

Girl 3 to be seen a\ P.1'.
Paediatric Clinic.

- I'arcnls to be seen and
advised o f grave concern.

-

Sociul Worker 2 to see
Girl 3 at home.

P.1 I.N. records
signed & dated
07.04.92.

TIME

HEALTH BOARD
INVOLVEMENT

SIGNIFICANT EVENTS
1

%rents refuse paediatric
xitpatient appointment.

lome visit hy P.l-1.N. I ,

weeks.
Letter from D.C.C./M:O.II.
requesting to meet psrents on
14.04.92 with A1S.S.W.
Parents fail to attend meeting
with D.C.C.RVI.O.1-I. and
AlS.S.W.

Phone call from Social
Worker 2 to mother re; Failed
appointment,

-

lilrtl~erappointment
olf'ered, moil~erstaled she
would have to discuss with
her husband.

CHILD
DEVELOPMENT,
ILLNESS, INJURY

SOURCE

CHILD
IMPACT1
RESPONSE

P.I1.N. records
sig n ~ d& dated
0'J.04.92.

-

7

r).C.C.IM.O.II.

-

file

Signed & dated
I 0.04.92.

jocial Work lilc.
*lotes tlaied
14.04.92.

-

-

DATE

TIME

SIGNIFICANT MOVES,
EVENTS, CHANGES

HEALTH BOARD
INVOLVEMENT

CHILD
DEVELOPMENT,
ILLNESS. INJURY

Girl 3 wciglied 4sl. Slhs.

Letter from Social Worker 2
inviling parenls lo niccl will1
D.C.C.lM.0.II. and NS.S.W.
on 29.04.92.
llome visit by P.1I.N. I.

CHILD
IMPACT

P.1 I N . records
signed & tlatcil
2 1 S4.92.
Social Work lilt.
Lcikr datcd
21.04.92 & signed

Girl 3 weighed 4sl. 71hs
Mother:

{'.I I.N. records
signed & tlaletl
28.04.92.

- says Girl 3 eating same
as the rcsl of the
family.
I'arenls h i 1 to altend meeling
with D.C.C.lM.O.11.and
A1S.S.W.
l'.l I.N. records
signed & ihlcd
30.04.92.

TIME

HEALTHBOARD
INVOLVEMENT

SIGNIFICANT EVENTS

Lelter from D.C.C.IM.O.II. lo
S.P.II.N.,

CHILD
DEVELOPMENT,
ILLNESS, INJURY

CHILD
IMPACT1
RESPONSE

SOURCE

D.C.C.IM.O.1-I. filc.
Letter signed &
dated 05.06.92.

- fudier legal advice heen
sought.

- I'.II.N. I

lo continue'
weekly visits.

I'.i-I.N. 1 reports spols. on .
Girl 3 to S.P.1I.N. by .phone.

P.l.1.N. records
signed LYL &led
05.06.92.

Letter from D.C.C./M.O.lI. to
Board's legal advisor:

- outlining hprnvetncnls in
the situation and concerns
that remain.

- 1:ccls Fit I'crsons Order
should he sought.

-

Awaits legal advice.

I).C.C./M.O.II. file.
l;clter signed &
ditcd 05.06.92.
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DATE

12.06.92

s
I
SIGNIFICANT EVENTS

Sevenlh allegation re: Girl 3

HEALTH BOARD
INVOLVEMENT

I'llonc call (anonymous) lo
Social Worker 2 re: Girl 3.

CHILD
DEVELOPMENT,
ILLNESS, INJURY
Girl 3:

CHILD
IMPACT1
RESPONSE

SOURCE

Social Work lile.
Nolcs thtetl
12.06.92.

. have no p r o d hul think
Girl 3 is "hcalei~at
home",
suggcslion that Girl 3
is "never seen out wi!h
rest o f lhmily.
Whcrc is she?, Iloused
wilh the tlogs?".
12.06.92

'-lome visit by P.1I.N. I

17.06.92

lomc visit hy ['.I I.N. I

3irl 3 weigl~ed4sl. 71hs.

'.I I.N. records
;igned & dated
12.06.92.
'.II.N. records
iigned & dntcd
17.06.92.

DATE

18.06.92

TIME

HEALTH BOARD
INVOLVEMENT

SIGNIFICANT EVENTS

llame visit by Sacid
Workcr 2;

- visil niorc social thac~
previous visits,

-

lo lry and re-cngdge
parents,

- monitor Girl 3 and assess
progress.

CHILD
IMPACT1
RESPONSE

CHILD
DEVELOPMENT,
ILLNESS, INJURY

Girl 3

Girl 3:

- "appeared wcll"

-

tentlctl lo "shy
behind hcr
mother wlxn
social worker
spoke to hcr".

SOURCE

Social Work file.
Nolcs thtcd
18.06.92.

~

DATE

TIME

~-

SIGNIFICANT EVENTS

HEALTH BOARD
INVOLVEMENT

CHILD
DEVELOPMENT,
ILLNESS. INJURY

22.06.92

Nalional School.
a "nornial relationship"
will1 hcr class,

CHILD
IMPACT1
RESPONSE

SOURCE

I).C.C./M.O.II. file.
Leller signctl &
&led 22.06.92.

sllows no rcuction lo
c1~aslisc111enl,
jusl starts
blaming,
"motlc of dress and

appearance is slill a
cause for concern in
comparison to
sibliogs",

no longer l l ~ clonely,

miserable girl she 11sed
10

lornc visit by P.1I.N. I
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DATE

TIME

SIGNIFICANT EVENTS

IIEALTII BOARD
INVOLVEMENT

CHILD
DEVELOPMENT,
ILLNESS, INJURY

CHILD
IMI'.4CT/
RESPONSE

25.06.92

:hod reports sen1 by
.C.C./M.O.II. lo I3oartl's
gal atlvisor.

I).C.C./M.O.II. lilc.
Lellcr signed &
dalcd 25.06.92.

26.06.92

:Lter lo D.c.c./M.o.I~ from
rard's legal advisor .
questing meeting.
,

I>.C.C./M.O.II. lile.
Letter signed &
b l e d 26.06.92.

,

29.06.92

omc visil hy Social
'orker 2:
I'arents initially absent.

I

SOURCE

Social Worker fell parents
more welcomi~igdue to
Sociol Worker's
non-confro~~tatio~vdl
s1ancc.
Social Worker lo conlinuc
moniloring on twice
monilily basis to develop
niore pnsirive rcl;lli)nsl~ip
will1 liimily.

Girl I:

- "chtly and
friendly"
Girl 3:

- "reserved and
quiet as her
usual sell".

Social Work lile.
Case notes sigrietl &
tbtetl 29.06.92.

DATE

17.07.92

TIME

CHILD
DEVELOPMENT,
ILLNESS, INJURY

HEALTH BOARD
INVOLVEMENT .

SIGNIFICANT EVENTS

CHILD
IMPACT1
RESPONSE
Girl 3 "very
reservctl".

Phone call rrom Sociul
Worker 2 lo nlolller to
arrange borne visil in
anernoon.

SOURCE

Social Work file.
Case nolcs signed &
htcil 17.07.92.

l l o ~ n cvisil:

- I'arcnls nnl at bome~
(shopping).

- Sociul Worker spoki with

I

Girl 1 and Girl 3.

20.07.92

All children presenl.

-P.1I.N. records
signcd & daleil
21).07.92.

I.lorne visil by P.1I.N. 2
(14oliday ileliel)
No reply

Lcltcr to S.P.1 I.N.
I'rim P.1 I.N. 2
signd & h k i l
L

SIGNIFICANT EVENTS

HEALTH BOARD
INVOLVEMENT

CHILD
DEVELOPMENT,

I

CIIILD
IMPACT,

SOURCE

I'.I I.N. records and
Icllcr lo S.l'.l I.N.
signed & dated
22.07.92.

I ltme visil hy I'.I I.N. 2,

P.l.1.N. 2 rehsed access by
Ciirl I lo Girl 3.

Armngcd lo call again nn
24.07.92.
ll.C.C./M,O.Il. I&.
icucr signcd &
tlillctl 23.07.92.

Lelter from P.H.N. 2 to
D.C.L'.r%.3.K. ie Ciii 3's
wcigl~lrecord since May
1992.
[lome visit hy I'.II.N. 2.

Girl 3 ~ & ~ h 4sl.
c d 71hs.

I~.H.N.rccords
signed & dalcd
24.07.92.

--

HEALTH BOARD
INVOLVEMENT

SIGNIFICANT MOVES,
EVENTS, CHANCES

[lome visit by Social
Worker 2:

CHILD
DEVELOPMENT,
ILLNESS, INJURY

SOURCE

CHILD
IMPACT

Social Work file.
Cssc notes signctl &
tbatctl 24.07.92.

- I'an~ily infornled ol'
planned annual lcevc o r
Social Worker.,
.'

- i'arcnts did not want.Sociel
Work visits when they
would l~avcvisitors from
England in Aug~~slsl:.

- Parents lo conlacl Social
Work Department if they
had any difficullies.
D.C.C.nVI.O.11.
Plan o r Action:

-

I<cvicw again in
Septemher.

!.
D.C.C,/M.O.ll. file.
Notes dated
26.07.92.

.
SIGNIFICANT EVENTS

TIME

DATE

I

-

-

I

I'honc call From A.1S.S.W. to
pawn&, encouraged ,
attendance at O.P. paetlintric
clinic with Girl 3.

17.08.92

Home visit by P.1-1.N. ' I.

I

I

CHILD
IMPACT1
RESPONSE

SOURCE

Sociol Work notes.
I landwritten signed
& h i e d 14.08.92

1 Parenis ahsent.

14.08.92

I

CHILD
DEVELOPMENT,
IILNESS, INJURY

Home visil hy NS.S.W. re:
0.1'. paediatric clinic
appninlmenl for Girl 3.

14.08.92

1

HEALTH BOARD
INVOLVEMENT

Social Work notes
lvandwrittcn signed
& dated 14.08.92.
Girl 3 weiglred 4st. 41bs.

\'.I I.N. records
signcd & tlated
17.08.92.

- Visitors lion1 knglantl.
- P.1 I.N. I nolcs weiglil loss.

21.08.92

Lcltcr horn I).C.C./M.O.II. lo
I'aedia~rician 2 re Girl 3 to
re-admit to hospilal li~le
Augt~sl,early September.

I).C.C./M.O.II. file.
Lcllcr signctl &
dated 2 1 .OK.92.

24.08.92

I'l~onccall from mollier to
]'.I I.N. 1, requcsling P.1I.N. I
lo defer visiting tmtil visilors
return to' l',ngland.

~ . f l , Nrecords
.
signed & daled
24.08.92.

TIME

SIGNIFICANT EVENTS

Social Worker 2 informed by
parents Kelly is, now at home,

CHILD
DEVELOPMENT.
ILLNESS, INJURY

IIEALTH BOARD
INVOLVEMENT
Phone call l i o m Social
Worker 2 to report to
N S . A . M . 0 .3 on home visit
and school visit on 10.09.92.

- I'arcnls see no reason fbr
Girl 3 to bc re-adnii~ledlo
hospital.

- Kelly now al home.

CHILD
IMPACT

SOURCE

Sockill Worker 2 l)elicves
Girl 3 is gunrdctl and
dcfcnsive,

-

parcnls "use care as a
thrcal".

- llircc red marks noted
on Girl 3's face,
parents say she picks
her face.

- query i T they arc flea
hitcs.
I'hone call rrom Social
Worker 2 to Lamheth Social
Services re: Kelly

- Tcom Leatlcr unliniiliar
with case, will gel Kelly's
Social Workcr to return ihc
cull.

Social Work lilc.
Casc noles signed &
dalcd 10.09.92.

DATE

SIGNIFICANT EVENTS

TIME

lealtli ljoard receives From
aamhcth Social Scrviccs:

21.09.92

CHILD
I)EVEI,OPMENT,
ILLNESS, INJURY

HEALTHBOARD
INVOLVEMENT

Kclly reporled as:

- leaving liome aner a
family crisis.

. Closing srcmnlary
. Letter from relative- o r
Kelly's outlining concerns
re her parents care o f her
dated M a y 1988.

- "Social Services

'

'

involvcmcnt has heen
largely financial".

21.09.92

23.09.92

-

-

.oi. 10.92

SOURCE

Sociul Work liles.
Letter rrom
Lainhcth Social
Services signed &
dated 10.09.92.

"shc was cn~oliondlly
and mctlically no1
thriving".
since iiving w i i h her
grandparents she
"has 111rived &
~lcvelopcd".

I'actlinlrician 2's
report i n case
cml'crcncc notes (>I'
17.1 1.92.

il

(iirl 1 wcigllcd 451. 9111s.
.-.

,

CHILD
IMPACT1
RESPONSE

I'.I I.N. records
signed & thlctl
23.09.92.
P.1-J.N. records
silrnetl & dated

TIME

CIIILD
DEVELOPMENT,
ILLNESS. INJURY

HEALTH BOARD
INVOLVEMENT

SIGNIFICANT EVENTS

Girl 3:

Home visil by Social
Worker 2.

Parents report that, Kelly does
not want to see a Social Worker.

-

- Kelly and Girl 1 looked

Iws put on 41bs i n two
weeks.

aller younger children
while parenls were in
England.

-

Girl 3 stayed with
neighbours.

- Looked nnlidy and
lireti.

- Sociul Worker 2 'reiluesls
parents co-operalion in
persuading Kelly to lncel
her.

- I'srenis stale lhal Kelly

was

spoilt when living w i ~ h
grantlparcnls.

I

- Agrccd Social Worker
would meel Kelly on ncxl

Kelly:

- not present

-

al scl~nol;parcnls
report she is sellling
wcll into thc lhrnily in
Irclilntl.

CHILD
IMPACT1
RESPONSE
Girl 3:
presenletl as
'quiet and
wilhdrdwn and
rcil~ains
guarclcil'.

SOURCE

Social Work file.
Case notes signed &
tLalcil 15.10.92.

DATE

TIME

SIGNIFICANT EVENTS

HEALTH BOARD
INVOLVEMENT

CHILD
DEVELOPMENT
...,
ILLNESS, INJURY

very w i l l ~ d m win
~~
class.

SOURCE

CHILD
IMPACT1
RESPONSE

Social Work lilc.
Notes si~nect&
dated 16.10.92.

. generdlly satisfactory,
. grwt iniprovenicnt

from lasl year.
Visit lo Secondary School hy
Social Worker 2.

Kelly:

-

-

Social Work lilc.
voles signed &
il;~tcd l6.10.92.

SIGNlFICANT EVENTS

HEALTH BOARD
INVOLVEMENT

Up-dale report from Social
Worker 2 lo D.C.C./M.O.II.
on Girl 3 and Kelly.

CHILD
DEVELOPMENT,
ILLNESS, INJURY

- conlinucs

SOURCE
IMPACT1
RESPONSE
D.C.C.lM.O.11. file.
I<cporl signed &
tlatetl 19.1O.92.

to he

generally withdrawn
aod rcscrved w i ~ l i
social worker.

Social Worker lo;

- visit hlnighlly,
- appeamnce remains
- mainlain contact with
schools,

.:

untidy.

- appears lo have
- requests case conference.

1

I

maintained h& weight.
Kclly:

!
- parcllls report st)mc

tlillicultics orountl
Kclly no1 l~avingaacss
lo a l l ihc tl~iilgssl~..
l ~ e dwhen with
grantlporenls.

DATE

TIME

HEALTH BOARD
INVOLVEMENT

CHILD
DEVELOPMENT,
ILLNESS, INJURY

Phone call from
AKA.M.0. 3.10 P.1I.N. I
requesting report on query
that Girl 3 sleeping in class.

I

-

CHILD
IMPACT1
RESPONSE

SOURCE

P.1 I.N. records
signed & dated
04.10.92.

I'.lI.N. I rcqwstctl to view
sleeping ardngements in the
home.
Letter to Doard's legal
advisor;
. .
-

enclosing Social
Worker 2's report,

- suggesting case conference.

Tather rcfuses to show P.1I.N. 1
3irl 3's sleeping arrdngements.

P.1~I.N.I visit to National
School.

nirl 3 fulls asleep tlrnuntl
11.30 a.m. to 12.00 noon.

l'.l,l.N. rewrtls
signcd & tlalctl
10.1 1.92.

Nome visit by P.1-I.N. I.

2irl 3 weighs 4sl. l llbs.

P.1I.N. records
signed & dated
10.1 1.92.

I'ulhcr says Ciirl 3 hlls
asleep in class l i o P

DATE

12.11.92

TIME

SIGNIFICANT EVENTS

[.lome visil by Social
Worker 2.

CHILD
IMPACT1
RESPONSE

CHILD
DEVELOPMENT,
ILLNESS, INJURY

HEALTH BOARD
INVOLVEMENT

Social Work file.

Parcnls Rcporl
Girl 3:

- scttlcd wcll hack lo
school,

- haw lcarncd Lo cope
will1 her.

. "quicl,
withdrawn
and g~wrdcd
as usual".

- Responded in
monosylkahlcs.

Social Worker 2 meets Kelly
in pareds presence.

Kelly:

-

presented as
slight,! small in sfirhlre,

Zasc noles signetl &

h v d 12.1 1.92.

Girl 3:

1

SOURCE

-

Showed
reluctance to
communicate
with Social
Worker.

TIME

SIGNIFICANT EVENTS

Letter liom P.H.N. 1 to
S.P.1-I.N. on school and home
visits ol' 10.1 1.92.

CHILD
IMPACT1
RESPONSE

CHILD
DEVELOPMENT,
ILLNESS, INJURY

HEALTH BOARD
INVOLVEMENT

Kclly:

Kclly:

-

appeared hright,
nu~goingand liicndly,

-

-

parcnls rcporl "s0111c
dil'licullies will1 Kelly.

stated "sl~e
was happy lo
have made lhc
m o w and was
heginning to
scllle here".

SOURCE

Social Work Me.
Case nolcs signed &
tlatctl 12.1I.92.

TIME

HEALTH BOARD
INVOLVEMENT

SIGNIFICANT EVENTS

CHILD
DEVELOPMENT,
ILLNESS, INJURY

CHILD
IMPACT1
RESPONSE

SOURCE

I

1

qotification by
).C.C./M.O.II. of case'
eview on 17.1 1.92 to:

D.C.C./M.O.II. file.
Letter signed 8t

;elicitor,

'aediatrician 2,
3.l'.,

us.s.w.,

S.W.,
'sychologist,
'.H.N. and
4IS.A.M.O. 3.
Case review.

Girl 3:

. P.II.N. I to riduce visits

from weekly to monthly,

. Social Worker

-

to visit

every 3 weeks.

-

Other siblings:

Pacdiatrician to offcr one
more Outpalient
appointment.

- Review date sel 26.01.93.

slowly hut
progressively gaining
weight.

-

1

small liamed, may not
be as underweight as
initially feared.

Social Work lile;
casc conference
,ininules signcd &
"dated 17.11.!J2.

DATE

TIME

SiGNIFICANT EVENTS

HEALTH BOARD
INvOL~MENT

CHILD
DEVELOPMENT,
ILLNESS, INJURY

CHILD
IMPACT1
RESPONSE

SOURCE

Social Work file.
Case notes signed &
dated 23.12.92.

Phone call to mother froin
Social Worker 2 lo anange
home visit.
Mother felt it was 100 near
Christmas for Social Worker
to call.
Mother advised, Social
Worker on leave unlil
11.01.93. Duty Sociat
Worker available if necessary.
Kelly seen by neighbour's
daughter-in-law.

Letter to D.C.C.M.O.H. from
member of the public.

- looked "very thin and

D.C.C./M.O.II. file.
;Letter signed &
'dated 22.02.93.

pale",

Last known sighting of Kelly
outside of family prior to her
departure to Stansted.

- surprised "how thin she
had got".
I'hone call from Social
Worker 2 to family to arrmgc
home visit on 20.01.93.

Kelly fails to return to school
when school re-opens.

Kelly:

Social Work contacl
sheet.
Social Work Me.
Case notcs signed 8
clated 20.01 33.

I V Y

DATE

TIME

SIGNIFICANT EVENTS

HEALTH BOARD
INVOLVEMENT

CHILD
DEVELOPMENT,
ILLNESS, INJURY

I
SOURCE

i
P.1I.N. records
signed & dated
19.01.93.

Phone call from County
Clinic to P.1-I.N.re Girl 3's
non-attendance at 0 . 1 '
oaediatric clinic.
Parents not prepared to attend
Paediatrician even if they get
another appointment.

CHILD
IMPACT/
RESPONSE

Girl 3 wciglwd 4st. I I lhs.

['.I I.N. records
signed 8( dated
19.01.93

DATE

SIGNIFICANT EVENTS

TIME

HEALTHBOARD
INVOLVEMENT

-l0.01.93

Home visit by Social Worker 2.
Social Worker 2 said she would
like to see Kelly on next visit.
Mother advised she could
contact by phone "if needs be"
before that

Kelly and Boy 1 home
from school with "lummy
bug":
'ather slated:
. there are "no difficulties"

with Girl 3.
Both parents stated:
'slill some ups and downs
with Kelly".
"Kelly would not see a Sockdl
Workcr because of her
cxperienccs in London".
Kelly had hecn "upsct hy
seeing Social Worker on last
visi~".
Kelly lras askcd her parents if
they would mind if she went
hack to Englnnd.

CHlLD
DEVELOPMENT,
ILLNESS, INJURY

CHILD
IMPACT1
RESPONSE
Social Work file.
Case notes
signed & dated
20.0 1.93.

SOURCE

HEALTH BOARD
INVOLVEMENT

SIGNIFICANT EVENTS

DATE

National School visit by
Swial Worker 2.
Girl 3:

- in~erviewedby Social
Worker 2 in school.

-

ClllLD
DEVELOPMENT,
ILLNESS, INJURY
irl 3:

irl 3:

not as outgoing, bright
or happy as when she
rcturncd kern
SI. Anne's Clddren's
Centre.

cautious when
talking about
home.

complained
intermittently of pain in
her side.

rehsed to Id Social
Worker 2 !ake her home.
..
- agrecd that Social Worker
could phone parents and
tell them of the pain.

.
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Social Work lile.
Case notes signed &
clated 20.01.93.

said "she hated
I>oclors and so
did her
parents. No
i i i t t i t a !XX*

:!I

Social Work file.
Case notcs signed 8(
dated 20.0 1.93.

Pdrents not in.
...

SOURCE

she was her
parents wnulti
not send H,r a
doc~or".

Social Worker phones parents
re Girl 3's pain.

:

CHILD
IMPACT1
RESPONSE

:

..-

HEALTHBOARD
INVOLVEMENT
Social Worker 2 phones
family, speaks with fiitber
who states;

CHILD
DEVELOPMENT,
ILLNESS, INJURY

CHILD
IMPACT1
RESPONSE

SOURCE

Social Work file.
Case notes signed &
dated 21.01.93.

Girl 3 fine at home, did not
complain of pain and Id
gone lo school.
Letter from PJ1.N. 1 to
SIP.II.N., outlining G i ~ 3's
l
recent weight.

Lelter liorn
!'.I-I.N. I to
S.P.1I.N. signed &
tlatcd.

--

TIME

-

SIGNIFICANT EVENTS

Case Conference.

HEALTHBOARD
INVOLVEMENT
Social Worker to continue to
see Girl 3 monthly

- work on self esteem

Report lo case conferonce
that parents told Girl 3 if
!here was anything t o be said
lo ihc Sncial Worker they
would say it.

CHILD
DEVELOPMENT,
Girl 3 uncllanged
Still presenting tired and
untidy in school some
days.

CHILD
IMPACT1

SOURCE

Various handwritten
case conference
Ilotes.

Kclly - reporlrd as not
being at school on
20.01.93 due to tummy
bug.

Mother scnth note to
secondary school stating
they are having some
dil'ficulties with Kelly
who wants to return lo
lingland.
Kelly flies to London From

....
-.
./L

D.C.C./M.O.II. file.
Lctlcr suhmil~etlto
W.I I.H. post Kelly's
tl~lll.

Social Work filc.
Case noies dared
:13.02.93.

DATE

TlME

SIGNIFICANT EVENTS

HEALTH BOARD
INVOLVEMENT

CHILD
DEVELOPMENT,
ILLNESS. INJURY

Social Worker 2 plloncs
Girl 3's teacher.

-

at school for past 2

CHILD
IMPACT1
RESPONSE

SOURCE

Social Work
casenotas signed &
tlated 02.02.93.

days,

-

-

~

-

~~

hc feels
"somclhing wrong,
somelhing going on al
Ilomc, hut the school
c!ocsn'! know d ~i! !
is".

~

Social Worker 2 phones
mother who had conlacted
St. Thomas's Hospital.

Mother infonnad hy
Ilospilal,

St. Thom;is's

Social Work case
!nolcs signcd &
Itlatcd 02.02.93.

SIGNIFICANT EVENTS

HEALTH BOARD
INVOLVEMENT

CHILD
DEVELOPMENT,
ILLNESS, INJURY

CHILD
IMPACT1
RESPONSE

SOURCE
-

-

Social Work case
notcs signed &
tlillctl 02.02.33.

Social Worker 2 phones Ci.1'.
Advises 11im nC events of p;M
two (lays.
Ci.1'. to see hmily ill
7.00 p.m.
NS.S.W. phones
D.C.C.iM.0.I-I. and inbrms
hcr.
. I

Kelly very ill, s ~ q w l c d
mcningococcal meningitis.

Il.C.C./M.O.II.
file.

D.C.C.IM.O.II.contacts G.P.
hy phone and mecls him at
county clinic to give him
rifampicin for family.

Notes signcd &
;t$ted 02.02.93.

Ci.1'. sccs lihnily in his

(i.ll.'s vcrhill report
to inquiry.

surgery.

I>.C.C./M.O.I3.phones
AIS.A.M.0. requesting
NS.A.M.0. lo lildicr follow
ilp in ihc morning.

l~,C,C,/M.O,l~l.
Me.
Noks signed &
hlctl 02.02.93.

TIME

HEALTH BOARD
INVOLVEMENT

CHILD
DEVELOPMENT,
ILLNESS. INJURY

klome visit by Social Workcr
2 accompanied by Social
Workcr 3.

I'arenls said Ihcy Ihoughl
Kclly was:

SIGNIFICANT EVENTS

Girl 3:

- said she was

SOURCE

Suciil Work case
notes signed 8r
tlatcd 03.02.93.

very worried
ahout Kcllv.

- pi~ltingit on,

- to seek explanation from

-

CHILD
IMPACT'
RESPONSE

shc iwtl stopped ealing.

parents following rcporls
on Kelly from
St. Thomas's,

-

to advise parents that
health hoard may sekk
legal advice and they
should do same.

- said she would do

- she would not talk
anything in the world
to gct bdck to England,

- lhcy c;ould not control
her.
Social Worker 2 visils
secondary school
accompanied hy Social
Worker 3.

Kelly:

-

had not hcen at school
since Christmas.

- Girl I said Kclly was
sick.

-_

Social Work case
notes signled &
dated 03.02.93.

13!11s!(1 uowruooso~le paunwlp! m q p q pup, apelu uo!ltln![dde laplo ,uoslad l ! ~ ,
'P"O3

u o q 1 ia1q8nep-pumg

I

E6'ZI 'LI

I

E6'ZI 'LO

I

E6'1 I'YZ
E6'01 'SO

DATE

HEALTH BOARD INVOLVEMENT

SIGNIFICANT EVENTS

Application for 'Fit Person Ordcr' in respect of grand-daughter I made at Castlebar
District Court and adioumed.

20.07.94

'Fit Person Order' granted at Castlebar District Court in respect of grand-daughter I
bv consent.
Parents plead guilty to charge of wilful neglect at Castlebar Circuit Criminal Coult.
Evidence taken and matter adiourned.
'Fit Person' Orders granted at Charlestown District Court by consent.
'Place of Sdfetv' .Order mantcd in resoect of Girl 5.
Parents sentenced to 18 months inprisoment at Castlebar Circuit Criminal Court.
Inquest into cause of Kelly's death heard
in London.

Verdict:

1

Gram-negative Seoticaemia

Girl 6 born.
Wardship application in respect of Girl 6 made at Dublin High Court and adjourned
for one week.
--

Girl 6 made a 'Ward of Co~ut' at Dublin High Court.

CHAPTER 4
... -.-

-

EVALUATION OF WESTERN HEALTH BOARD INVOLVEMENT

-

INTRODUCTION:
Unlike the approach adopted by the Kilkemy Incest Investigation teamwhich, justifiably in our

!;

view, evaluated health board practice in that case in the context of prevailing contemporaneous
standards over a sixteen year period we have found it impossible to distinguish with any clarity
or accuracy practice standards of 1991193 from current standards in 1995. We acknowledge
there have been significant changes in the intervening period brought about largely as a result of
the Report of the Kilkenny Incest Investigation itself and the subsequent development of child
care services it heralded. Some of these improvements are evident already in the child care
resources, provision and practices of the Western Health Board. However it would be invidious
to identiFy aspects of health board practice and suggest that while they might have been
acceptable in 1992 that would no' lon*er be the case today. In any event that might also imply
that current standards reflect best child protection practice. Given that health board resources,
facilities and services are currently in a process of development such a claim would be e c u l t
to sustain. We have, accordingly, chosen to evaluate health board practice in this -case in the
context of the minimum standards necessary if we are to reasonably expect children at risk in this
country to be protected. We are conscious that it might be considered unfair to measure health
board practice in the period 1990 to 1993 against a set of standards which, typically, have not yet
been achieved in 1995. However .we are motivated by a concern to move as quickly as possible
to a point where we can expect children at risk to be identified and protected by the statutory
authorities to an acceptable level of effectiveness. In this regard we have been impressed and
reassured in general by the openness, commitment and frankness of the people we have
interviewed in the course of this inquixy. Many have expressed the hope that finally, some good
will emerge from the tragedy of Kelly's life and death. We hope that, where we are critical of
aspects of the health boards involvement with her family, this criticism will be interpreted as
a necessary contribution to the identification of lessons to be learned and, ultimately, to the
improvement of child protection practice generally.

It will be evident from the chronology that the Western Health Board had substantial involvement
with Kelly's family for twenty months prior to her return From London to live with them. This
involvement by the Health Board commenced'Sliortly afier the family's arrival in Ireland and
focused primarily on the welfare of Kelly's younger sister. Girl 3. within the Family.

W e the hquicy was established specifically as a result of Kelly's death, in view of the brevity
of the period duing which she lived with her family in Ireland, the inquiry team decided at an
early stage that it could not adequately evaluate the health board's involvement in relation to
Kelly without reference to its intervention with the family as a whole €$om the t i e of fust
referral in January 1991. In adopting this approach we have been repeatedly sttuck by many
parallels between Kelly and Girl 3 in terms of their development: their relationships with their
parents and, indeed, of their contact with the child welfare authorities in both the United Kinsdom
and Ireland. We have also noted the confusion

some of the media covetage of the case, in the

reporting of the health board's involvement in respect of Girl 3 which may have led to its
involvement with Kelly behg misconstrued

In spite of the similarities between KeUy and Girl 3, particularly in relation to suspected abuse,
we wish to emphasise that in child protection it is essential to view each child a. an individual
and avoid assumptions that the experience of one child will exactly mirror that of another.

Kelly's death, any child's death where abuse and neglect are at least contributory factors, is a
tragedy of the most Frightening and distressing dimensions. The understandable shock and anger
of the public response creates a need to understand what happened identify who was responsible
and how a simiiar tragedy might be avoided in the Future.

It is necessary to place such concerns in the context of our capacity as a society to protect
children at risk of abuse or neglect generally. How do we provide the legislation, the structures,
the f m c e and the personnel and then ensure that they combine effectively to protect children?
And can the protection of children be guaranteed by a &ciency

of resources ?

It would seem both necessary and appropriate that there should be accountability in our c u d
protection system and that the quality of practkt be contiikly reviewed Instances where the
system has failed to adequately protect a child should be studied to identify deficiencies and to
inform future practice.

Within the context of the current simcant
impending

development of child welfare services and the

mul implementation of the Child Care Act 1991 the inquiry team has put a particular
1

emphasis on establishing and understanding where practice in this case was less than satisfactory.
Allied to t k is the important task of identifying lessons, many of which have national
significance, which need to be learned in the interests of improvmng our capacity to intervene
effectively in order to protect children in abusive or neglectful situations.

REVIEW

AND

EVALU.4TION:

In reviewing and evaluating the Western Health Board's involvement with Kelly's family from
the time of the first contact we have been concerned to establish whether any different approach
might have resulted in a more comprehensive understanding by the health board, at the time of
her return to live with her family in September 1992, of the nature and degree of risk to which
she was exposed.

In other words, could anything have been different and if so, would that

difference have resulted in Kelly's death being prevented ?

We have, in fact, identified at least ten occasions Gom December 1990 to January 1993 when,
with hindsight, a different action or decision might have been expected However in highhghting
these it is important to caution against an immediate or simplistic llnk being made with the fact
of Kelly's death. It has to be recognised that any different approach or action by the health board
would almost certainly have been met by a correspondingly different defensive reaction on the
p a of the family. This has, in Fact, been c o n f i e d to us by both parents. We shall return to
this point in Chapter Six.

1.
JAVUARY 1991 -

During this period the then Senior Social Worker has informed the inquiry

FEBRUARY 1991 :.

that he recollects receivins two phone calls from a family relative in
London to the effect tlia1"if Kelly ever returned to her fmily she would
be at serious risk. These calls were not documented nor has this been
corroborated by any other source. Had the content o l these telephone
calls been recorded on the file? one would have expected it to be of
significance to the social worker with responsibility for the family at the
time of Kelly's return in September 1992.

2.
JANUARY 1991 :-

The substance of the information on the family nansferred by Lambeth
Social Services Department does not appear to have senerated a high level
of concern on the part

OF

the health board social work department. An

attempt to obtain more detailed information from Lambeth, at least,
might have been expected.

. .

..

FEBRUARY 1991 :- In response to a refenal from the public health nurse, the senior
social worker requested that a social worker review the file in the public
health nurse's possession prior to making a home visit. In the event
while the U.K. health authority file was reviewed, no home visit was
made at this stage. No written report was made but the social worker
concerned recollects advising the senior social worker verbally that.
further information be sought from Lambeth Social Services Department
to assist in making a social work assessment of the family. However
there is no other evidence of that recommendation having been made or
acted upon

It is arguable that, had the full U.K. social senices

information been available to the health board social work department at
that time, it might have presented a more comprehensive picture of the
family dynamics regarding Kelly and Girl 3 and their relationships with
their parents.

It would certainly have revealed the lengthy history of

concerns about these children.

It is tempting to suggest that it might even have led to a meeting

between health board and Lambeth Social Services personnel being
ananged but, realistiCXlly, it is difficult to envisage such

meeting

having been authorised in early 1991.

During the month of June there was a succession of reports to heal&
in the local community
7
indicating concerns about Girl 3. These repom consisted of aUegatibG

board parsomel from neighbours, and othe

that she had been left in the ccar of her older sister when her ppareh
visited relatives in the

U.K.;that she was stealing lunches and f a w g

asleep in school; and that she was leaving home at night to steal food
from neir$bours, on one occasion clad only in a blanket. While the&
allegations were recorded they were not investigated in the manner
required by the Revised Guidelines on Procedures for the Identificatiok
Investigation and Management of Child Abuse.

'

.

(Department. of Health, 1987)
A case conference - the first slnce the f a d y ' s move to Ireland

- was

held on 3rd July 1991 at the behest of the Actmg Sentor Area Medical
Officer who found on a

vlslt

to the farmly on 1st July 1991

Ciirl 3 appeared very different. fmrn:sher siblings who were
pla-g

happily -she was withdrawn, standing to one side, thm,

fiail and very unhappy looking;
.,

-

, .i

,

<,

..

':.?$

w.

*

she stood with her arms- folder over.'her chest, her shoulder;
hunched almost in a semi-foetab positiak
her parents were highly negative when taking about Girl 3 they said there was no hope for her, she disrupted the family and
they could not understand why she was "this way".

However this case conference failed to inject a sense of wxency to the
health board's response to the allegations or to the Fmdings of the
NS.A.M.0.; to initiate-social work intervention with the family; to lead
to an accurate assessment of the family; or to establish any effective
mechanism whereby such an assessment might be made.

5.

DECEMBER 19911

Girl 3 was admitted to Castlebar General Hospital (now Mayo General

JANUARY 1992 :-

Hospital) in December with 20 lesions which were at thy time suspected
1

of having been caused by cigarette bums. She remained m hospital for
three weeks and was then transferred on 2nd January 1991 to St. Anne's
Children's Centre in Galway where she stayed for two Further w e e b
until her discharge on 16th January 1991. During these five weeks away
from her family Girl 3's weight, which was the primary cause for
concern, increased by app'roximately 14 lbs or 23%. However in spite
of these two admissions there remained no conclus~veassessment of
Girl . 3's . physical,
.
psycholo_eical or emotional condition nor of her
relationships with, or treatment by, her parents.

While a number of

possible causes for her developmental delay and her suspected injuries
were properly identified it is difficult, albeit with hindsight, to understand
how, in the lisht of the accumulation of si-gificant causes for concern
over the preceding twelve month period, a more conclusive and accurate
assessment was not completed at this time.

6.
FEBRUARY 1992 :- Following Girl 3's discharge from St. Anne's Children's Centre a case
conference ageed that there should be a planned therapeutic intervention
undertaken jointly by a social worker and a psychologist with Girl 3 an4
separately, with her parents. Although this was initiated with the consent
of the parents they withdrew from the programme after attending only
three sessions.

The signi:ficance of this withdrawal does not appear to have been

my

appreciated in the context of the rebonsbip between health board

;

personnel and the fami&ynor to have led to a consequent

APRIL 1992 :-

appraisal of the situation.

!

The case conference held on 6th April was the F f i in all and f o d . . i v

1

less than four months. This suggests that thereiwas an exceptional level- 1
1
of concern about the family which is comborated'by the fact that in the.

1

precedins weeks the advice of the Board's legal advisor had been sou&:

-"

and he, in fact, was also present at this case conference. In evaluating:
this case conference the inquiry team bas been constrained by the fact
that the only record available is a series of handwritten notes by some of:
those attending. From these notes and evidence given to the inquiry if
!odd

appeat iha the case conference began with a number of alarming.

statements about the extent to which Girl 3 might be considered to be at
risk .but . co~cluded by deciding that the evidence available was
&cient

1
1
1

to support an application to the Distnct Court for a Fit

Person Order. It was to be a further seven and a half months before a
subsequent case conference was held. This inquiry believes that the lack
of an accurate assessment at an early stage hampered the preparation of
a cohered and co-ordinated intervention strateg. The information which
was available to health board staff was not systematically recorded and,
therefore, it was not easily accessible.

Comprehensive paediatric and psychiatric repom were not promptly
available to community care petsonnel following Gul 3's admission to
Castlebar General Hospital and St. Anne's Children's Centre.
Consequently the accumulation of evidence to support an application to
the District Court for a Fit Person Order was not as complete as it might
have been

!

1
I
I

I

I
I
1
!

I

8.
SEPTEMBER 1992:-

Kelly visited her family on holiday during the summers of 1991
and 1992. On her return to London at the end of August 1992 she
immediately announce& her intention of returning to Ireland to
permanently rejoin her family, which she did within a matter of days.
When the social worker learned of this development on 10th September
she telephoned Lambeth Social Services Depamnent that day. Kelly's
social worker was unavailable but contact was returned within a rnaner
of days. The Lambeth s o c d worker did not express any concerns about
Kelly's return to her farmly and suggested instead, that it was entirely a

i

matter for her parents. However we understand that he had had no direct
contact with Kelly's patents and had never met them. As a consequence
of this communication the Western Health Board social worker had no
's
special concerns about ~ e l I ~ retun

9.
OCTOBER 1992 :-

The health board social worker did; however, visit Kelly's school
principal.

Unfortunately there appear to have been communication

problems in relation to this visit as the social worker and school principal
have differing recollections of their interaction. It is our view that this
illustrates that the sharing of lnformation may be influenced by other
Facton.

It may, for example, reflect differing perceptions of their respective roles
and the relative dequency of contact between health board social
workers and secondary school principals. With regard to this specific
instance it is arguable that a more effective communication might have
led to the establishment of a relationship beween the school and health
board which might have been more conducive to the subsequent sharins
of lnformation and concerns.

10.

NOVEMBER 1992:-

A Further case conference was held on 17th November which decided

that the public h e a l t h m e should reduce the frequency of her home,
visits from weekly to monthly and that the social worker should visit
three wr:ekly "to maintain the relationship and develop the trust necessary;
for on-going therapeutic work". It was also a w e d that the family would
be offered one Further appointment for Girl 3 at the paediahic out-patient
c l i ~ c . The report of this case conference suggests that health board
personnel were now adopting a more op

-7

I

ic view of the family andl

interpreting recent developments more positively. Girl 3's low weight

I

and heisht were now interpreted as being consistent with the low satwe'
of the family genemlly.
believe [hat Kelly's re&

i

Significantly, although we have reason to
to her family was discussed, the formal recor

of the case conference includes no references to her whatsoever.

5

certainly appears that the implications of her return for Kelly, for he

family, or for Girl 3 were not fdly appreciated or considered

1

I
The identification of c~iticalpoints in the Western Health Board's contact with Kelly's

4

family aside, we believe it to be important in understanding what happened to review 'an
comment on the health board's involvement under the following headings :

-

Adherence to established procedures
Assessment

- Case Conferences
- Inter-disciplinary communication and co-operation
- Supervision
- Management

I

I

I

ADHERENCE TO EST.ULISHED PROCEDURES
The procedures in force at the time Kelly's family first came to the notice of the Western
Health Board were the 1987 DepartmenLof Health Revised Guidelines on Procedures for
the identification, lnvesngation and Mana~ementof Child Abuse. The Western Health
Board supplemented these guidelines with two appendices and the combined documents
comprised the overall policy of the Board for the management of child abuse cases in
its area from August 1989 to the present.

We shall deal in due course with aspects of the ,gidelines relating. to assessment, case

I

conferences, inter-disciplinary co-operation and case management. However it is clear
to the inqrury team that the procedures which provide for the identification, notification
and investigation of suspected child abuse or neglect were not followed in this case in
a number of significant respects:

..

while the procedures provide for the deleption by the Director of Community
CarelMedical Ofticer of Health of responsibility for the monitoring and coordination of cases of child abuse and neglect, delegation in this case was
. .
informaland led to inconsistent practice by community care staff;

the requirement to notlfy the D.C.CM.0.H. of allegations of child abuse were
not being followed;

the social work investigation begun in February 1991 following the referral from
the public health nurse was not completed and it was almost a further year before
social work intervention commenced;

on several occasions during 1991 and 1992 allegations from neighbom and
others in the community were not treated with urgency and in several instances
do, not appear to have been investigated at all, a number of these allegations do
not appear to have been notified to the D.C.C.M.O.H. as prescribed by the
procedures.

-

there was a bias in the health..board
area t o w d s the investigation of reposed
-,.

I

child sexual ahuse which overshadowed concerns about emotional abuse and I
neglect. statistics of which were not recorded in the Board's b u l Report fo

1

1992.
Deviation from the Department of Health guidelines is not peculiar to this case,

J
1

.m

Kilkenny Incest investi!@ion Report (1993) acknowledges that "current guidelines are no
implemented uniformly within the eiqbl h d t h board region!'

'. it goes on to m & e,,,, ! ~

important point that "Procedures in themselves, whether statutory

6 otherwise,

,I

are:q

a substitute for good practice and services must be responsive to local circumstances !an
resources must be available to ensure' that intervention is effective"

'.

Fer,woni,'

comments. in similar vela "while child abuse guidelines have been developed with

somd

success, they have also too ofien been inadequately understood and even ignored
,

Thus, it is one thing to prescribe policies through the law and procedures andquit1
another as to how, or indeed whether, they are turned into actual practices". By the sami.

I
I

token we are concerned that practice which is governed by procedures that are adhere

to only intermittently or which lead to disparities of understanding between managemen1
and practitioners is potentially dangerous to the children they purport to protect.

!

We note that there have been improvements in the interim within the Western Heal

Board to r e g h i s e and standardise the notification of child abuse. We welcome ne:
guidelines on arrangements for notification of suspected cases of child abuse betwed
health boards and gar&.

1

We also r e c o m e that a number of health boards have fuahe

amended the 1987 guidelines in order to address their shoncomings. We wish to souc(
I
a note of caution in this respect. There is a danger that this will result in a series (

1

individual sets of guidelines produced by individual health boards which may not

I

entirely umform or even consistent. This again is potentially dangerous.
I.

2.
3.

a

LMC G h e n
C. el
Sbtionery Office,Dublia Page
,Uc Guinnm C., ef al, (1993).
Ferguran H, (1994). "Child A
Analysis", Adminiantian. Vol.

4

(1993).
Repon of the Kilkemv Incea I n v a i ~ a i a n . Governm
96
Pags 97
h Ioquiries and the Repan of the Kilkenny Incest Investigation: .1 Cnli
41 No. 4, Page 405

1

It is surely not beyond the relevant personnel to adopt protocols which can be applied
consistently throughout the State. The.c~llengethen would be to hamonise these with
their equivalents in Northern Ireland. the United Kingdom and the rest of the European
Union. at least.

ASSESSMENT
"The key to working effectively with children at risk is the detailed and accurate

i

assessment of their needs from the time that the case is opened The basis of good
quality assessment work has to be accurate collation of detailed information about the
family; the childs own history and that of brothers and sisters; the observarion of their
behaviour panem over time; inter-disciplinary co-operation between the professionals
involved and the effective use of inter-disciplinarj case conferences" '.
Accurate and detailed collation of information is an essential first step in the assessment
process, yet one that all too ogen is incomplete. In understanding the ceasohs for this it
.

.

.

.

.

is important to recogrise bthe gathering, sifting and analysis of relevant informarion
is painstaking and time-coosuming and the realities of health board child protection
demands suggest that it is rarely completed with the thoroughness required

It has taken the inquuy team a significant period of time, with assistance, to piece
together the substantial amount of information available on this family. A g a t deal of
time had already been expended by health board personnel in collating information and
reports in advance of the inquiry. This is but one case where children were deemed to
be at risk. When one considers that individual health board staff may be carrying twenty
or more such cases at any one time one can begin to appreciate the size of the task
involved

4.

FjQerald J. et 4,(1991). "Sukim" .AD evaluarion
Bridge Child Care Coosulmcy Services. Page 771

-17

of the Rrnunnances l d n z to her d

4 London.

This raises issues not only with regard to the skills, resources and workload of child
protection practitioners but also the e m a t of administrative resources available, systems
for filing and retrieval of information and policies with reeard to access and sharing of
information and repons etc. Such issues have broad significance in child protection
which we shall address in chapter 6, "Findings and Recommendations".
. ..
These issues and realities apart, however, we have to say that we have found no evidence

.

7,

of a concerted anempt by the health board personnel mvolved/ ~pthe two years prior to
..
.L.
. ... ,
Kelly's death to form a comprehensive assessment of the family or of the degee of risk

,

it represented for some or all of the children. Certainly individual workers had:.tIieir
views and formed their own assessments, but we are not convinced that at any+.time
: &e$&'J:

:'":*

during this period there was a coherent 'health board assessment of the family which
$y&
could be substantiated by verifmble information.
:by,*:

.
i
.

'

t

ce
of
nd
to
nty
ask

;:,
.?d

1

n

,

There is evidence that some personnel were conscious of this deficit but felt it coul&nql
': .
be remedied until more information had become available. This suge,ests a view @
assessment is not possible until it can be definitive. We disagree. We believe that '@

..

assessment should be as comprehensive as possible but an initial assessment must at leas1
. ' .,;
be made with the recogition that it will need to be reviewed and $oi$i61y '%Sided%
.
.
the light of new information, bowledge or experience.

It also is the case that the health board had more information in its possession than wa
avaiied of. We have already referred to the review of the UKHealth Authority fi1e:P
a social worker in February 1991 which was unrecorded However that file containel
significant dormation on the family from 1976 including case conference minutes fror
the t i e of Kelly's hospital admission in 1977, aged four months. It also indicated

U1

social seMces involvement which might have been pursued for additional material.

A summary of this file was prepared at the request of the Director of Community C a
don.

in approximately March 1992 when the advice of the health boards solicitor was beu
sought

However this surninary does not appear to have led to the formulation of

coherent assessment of the risk presented.

Furthermore it would appear that while the concerns expressed by neighborn were noted
they were ,oiven only limited weig,ht:t.----Catainlythe neighbows do not appear to have
been encouraeed
- to expand on their concerns. for example by meeting with health board
staff, although the Director of Community Care did meet with a neizhbour following
Kelly's death. There has been considerable ambivalence by health board staff generally
in accepting anonymous refenals, fmtly out of fear that they may be malicious or
vexatious and, secondly, because they are of limited value in the event of legal action
being required if the refemr is unwilling to give evidence in court proceedings. That
may have been a difticulty in this case prior ro Kelly's death but haJing met with some
of these neighbours in the course of this inquiry we are satisfied that they could have
shared dormation in conf~dencewhich would have facilitated an accurate assessment of
the family being made. Furthermore the' 1987 Depanment of Health Guidelines require
that "all reports of child abuse (including anonymous calls) should be investigated"

'.

It is our understandug that this is now standard practice in the Western Health Board.

It is rare in cases of suspected child abuse and neglect for all of the relevant mformation
to be immediately apparent and available to the worker(s) mainly involved Assessment
and internention in the interests of protecting children typically involves the idenhfication
and sharing of relevant mformation, often from many diverse sources. This is panicularly
so in cases of emotional abuse and neglect where the evidence may not be very specific
or clearcut.

"More than any other single form of abuse, the detection and diagnosis of neglect is
dependent on establishing the importance and collation of sometimes small, apparently
undramatic single pieces of factual information which, when seen together, are of
considerable significance.

Information relating to these s i p s is likely to be spread

throughout the community of child care professionals, and the implications for multi-

disciphmy working are immense. .Some of that information may be hard fact, whilst
some of it may be more in the nature of expressing a concern"
5.

6.

'.

Deparimem of Health. (1987). Revised Guivideiinn on PrOCcdures ior the ldrn(ificadon.
Manasemat of Child Abusr Dublin. Govemmmr Smtionery Off~ce. Page 9.
Ekgenld

Page 4.

el al, (1995).

lavaieadon

and

Paul: Oath h u P b Ydccr. Loodon, Bridge Child Care Consultaocy Scrviccs.

We are satisfied that the unpoaance of the school in contributing infomation, ~eclficaily 1

-.

with regard to Girl 3: was recogised and the health board made regular contact with
teachers who were occasionally invited to attend case conferences. ALSO,

it was the

health board social worker who took the initiative in visiting Kelly's school shortly afier
she was enrolled to asceriain how she had settled and to request that she be contacted
should the school have any subsequent concerns. However the school principal h a a
different recollection of this visit. It is i m p o n ~ ~tot understand and address the issues
which Lead to such differences of perception and the respective expectations of both

/

schools and health boards if they are to combine effectively in he interests of protecting
children at risk

I
i
I

I

We shall return to this point later.

From our review of the health board's @volvement in this case it appears that the actual
experience and observations of professional staff in their contacts with Kelly's family and
individual children were neither adequately collated nor assessed in terms of the degree
of risk they represented for one or more children.

The following i r e just some. ixamples:

Girl 3 was described in July 1991 as "withdrawn standing to one side, thin, frail and very

'1I

I
I
f

:)

unhappy"; she stood with her arms "folded over her chest, her shoulders hunched almost
in a semi-foetal position";

on the same occasion both her parents were described as beins very negative when talking
about Girl 3 -they said there was no hope for her, she dismpted the family, etc., and they
did not b o w why she was "this way";

Girl 3 was described to another worker by her father as a troublemaker who needed a
'shock' and to h o w she could be sent away; she was different from other children as
no matter what one did for her she would not do what one wanted; he had tried
everything that his parents had done to him, i.e., "slaps and deprived of things";

I

-

father was described as a very strict discipiinarian;
- - -,.

-

Girl 3's marked difference from her siblings in appearance and demeanour never changed;

-

when asked in school why she appeared to be tired Girl 3 replied tbat she got up early
in the morning to "walk the dogs";

-

the house was described as very untidyldirty with paint peeling off the walls.

On

occasions there were up to four d o g in the house and they had to be locked in a room
when visitors, including health board

-

stat called;

Kelly's progress was reported to have been very dramatic since being removed from her
fady;

-

it was noted at the case conference on 28th February 1992 that meals and food had been

used as a form of punishment by the f a y ; reports had been received from both
nei&bours and school about Girl 3 stealing food; her weight had been a continuing cause
for concern yet increased by approximately 23% during the five weeks in which she was
away from home in Castlebar General Hospital and St. Anne's Children's Cenee.

Similarly information about the parents' attitudes and motivation regarding their
children's welfare was not sufficiently weighted. For example:

-

their reluctance to sign consent forms (for school medical examination and for
psychological intervention);

-

thek habitual failure to keep pediatric and other out-patient appointments;

-

their failure to demonstrate concern about objective facts, for example, Girl 3's seriously
delayed physical development;

-

theu withdrawal from the joint social workipsycholog therapeutic prommme
..-,.
(Febmary 1992);

Clearly all of these factols were noted by individual workers and by the relevant case
conferences.

What was missing in our opinion however, was the formulation of a

comprehensive and accumte assessment of the actual degree of risk to which Girl 3 at
I

least was exposed. It would seem that the case conference of 6th April 1992 seriously
considered making an application to the District Court for a Fit /Person Order in respect
of this child but reluctantly concluded that there might not have been sufficient evidence
There was concern that an I

to have confidence that an order would be ,pnted.

application which failed might actually increase the level of risk to ths child This was
a reasonable concern but we are not satisfied that there was sufficient understanding of

'

~

the level of risk to the child if an application was not made.

We also believe that a filler accumulation and analysis of avaiiable data would have
significantly strengthened the health board's case, particularly if allied to a well
established and respected. Framework for assessment such as that outlined in Figure 1.
Fergwson

' arpes

that rhe assessment process should also include an assessment of

existing !aowled_ee gaps: "On a case by case level, it requires that "risk profiles" .... '
should routinely includmz an assessment of the extent of knowledge gaps.

F&ik

assessments need to incorporate an understanding of the limits of social intervention. It
is striking how difficult professionals find it to face up to this and to spell out knowledge
gaps.

However, attention should be given in case conferencesireviews and informal

decision-making contexts (such as staff supervision) to wlrat it appears cannot be done
(our emphasis) to --rantee

the protection of children".

"The aim of assessment is to p i d e action"

7.

8.

'
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A framework for constructinq a svstemic map of a familv and its professional network

THE FAMILY

Family Genogram
What is the legal status of the children, parents, etc. ?
Who are the current members of the household ?
Who islare the child's caretakerls ?
What have been the significant life cycle changes ?
What have been the significant relationships over time ?

THE PROBLEMS
What is the history of problems in the family ?
What help was attempted ( and by whom) ?
What was the effect of these attempts to help ?
Who islare worried now, and about what ?
Does the family believe there are problems now ?

THE PROFESSIONAL NETWORK
What is the history of professional contacts with the family ?
Which professionalslagencies are currently involved ?
What are their statutorylprofessional obligations ?
What are the aims of their contacts ?
What are they doing in pursuit of those aims ?
What is the family's relationship to the professionalslagencies ?
What is the family's reaction to professional attempts to help ?
What are the significant relationships amongst the professional network ?
What changes have there beenlare expected in the professional network ?
What case conferences have there been, and with what outcome ?
Who is the allocated social workertkey worker ?
What is hislher assessment of risk and is the child adequately protected ?
(Reder P.;Duncan S . , Gray M., (1993), Beyond Blame, p. 28
New York, Routledge

I

Without a proper assessment there can be no effective plan and without a plan there can
be no coherent direction in the management of a case. AS a consequence the purpose and
objectives of intervention will be unclear and there will be no frame of reference by
which progress, or the lack of it: can be judged. This is likely to lead to "drift" w h c b

1
1

increases pressure on frontline staff who find they are carryin? responsibility without
clarity of expectations of them, of their boundaries or of the support and ,@dance

available. to them. Typically it is at this stage that workers describe their role as a
"mo~toring"one.

i
1

;

The situations where monitoring is apprppriate are limited and must be within the context

I

of planned intervention. Where there is. no ,plan monitoring is of little value and may
..
acrually be daqerolrs for it gives the
. &qression
ep.,of intervention when the reality is that

I

there is none.
.

_

..%_.A. 2:' ., . .
The absence of assessment may &o
,. .
leave an effective vacuum which allows unverified 1
.....,.
. AX .i . . .
1
or unexplored stories. myths.and theonesto take hold. Onk such in this case was the oft..
!!.& > -;c
. , ....
.+ .
.
quoted statement (at least in the family's fist year m kei&d) tbat they were very
. .- 5 ' . #.,I ....
opposed to social work intervention due to their experience
. . .of ,social s e ~ c e in
s England
'

f

.?.?..

.

.

2

L

I

I.

There does not appear to have been any sub&antial quistiining bf whether the
..r.i. ,- ;. . ., . .
had an ulterior motive in stating that they did not wish to have soclal work intervention.
'

,

-. .

Y
1

It seems, in fact! that the family were resistant to any pr&fessional &ho pwsued the

concerns about the children. In fact there was no e x c e p t i o ~ lresis&nce to the socia.
worker who commenced involvement in January 1992. Yet this statement achieved
curtency of its own and was a significant factor in the non-involvement of the heal

1

board's social work department throughout 1991 which was unusual for a case in whic
there were such concsrns about the welfare of children.

A further risk of an ineffective assessment process is that it allows workers to develop
a f~vedview about a case which fails to acknowledge objective facts or new information.
Such fuced views can become pervasive w i t h a network of professional colleagues.
Reder et al sugest that this may arise where "workers may be so conscientious that they
are unable to take a step back and instead they resolutely continue with the same focus.
Furthermore. the stress of child protection work can drive staff to seek allies to share
theu anxieties or confirm theu beliefs" '.

In this case, it appears to the inquiry team, a view was forme? which became both
pervasive and resilient, that successive children became!would

become the target for

abuse as they approached adolescence. Thus Girl 3's situation b e p n to be understood

as a symptom of the parents' difficulty
. . in managing the transition of theu child into
adolescence as, it was assumed, had also been the case with Kelly.

-

lhs view, with which we disagree, appears to have continued for a considerable period
even. after Kelly's death It ignores the fact that Kelly was admitted to hospital in an
emaciated state' i t the age of only four months when her sister was already a healthy
eighteen month old.

It also fails to explain how this eldest sister appears to have

survived adolescence without the traumas suffered by KeUy and Girl 3. It is our view
that such abuse was a factor of the parents' perceptions of and relationsiup with these
daughters rather than an inevitable temporary phase to be visited on each child in turn

as they passed thou& adolescence. In the context of assessment of risk in chld
protection this becomes critical. Problems associated with child management indicate a
deficit in parenting skills which can be addressed effectively with support, ,pidance or
training. On the other hand problems relating to the way a particular child is perceived
within hisher family relative to their siblings are indicative of a much more serious and
potentially dangerous dynamic.

9.

Reder et al. (1993). Page 71.

Finally, we have already indicated our belief that it is important in prepMg:@%&&
court, and especially where the concerns are less tangible - as is

.>,~
,,

.'

-

.$

. ..;

. $

,.

$

emotional abuse and/or neglect - to relate the facts of the
abuse. Having said that, we must acknowledge that on the evide

1
ue

I

inquiry it would appear that the health board experienc

Person Orders from the District Court on the surviving children d e r KellylS;.:
This would suggest that the pessimism with which a possible appli
April 1992 was possibly well-founded even had the case b

1
1
I

I
1
f
r n

4

constructed

In this regard we find it necessary to draw attention to the fact

-

-

the District Court refused to hear evidence relating to-;
emotional abuse and scapegoath~;

-

the District Cowt ordered that all the surviving chi1
their parents for two weeks at Chnsrma~ 1993 - this

I

only on appeal to the Circuit

I.

COGby the Weste

decision;

ved

I
I
I
I

it took 8 District Court hearing before the Western Hea

its application for Fit Person Orders in respect of her s

e a

#
I

..

death

-

decisions of the District Court clearly influenced health board,s

a plan of action with regard to the children whic
necessarily in the children's best interests but
follow.

,

'

,>
.,

,

We consider this to have serious implications both for the extent to which the court
hsysem functions to protect children wha,.are vulnerable to all forms of abuse and for the
way in whch health boards interpret their responsibilities under court directions. In such
situations we believe that health boards are obliged to make an unambiguous statement
to the C o w on the

extent to which they believe they can offer protection to the

vulnerable children concerned.

CASE CONFERENCES

i
"Case conferences are an essential feature of inter-azency co-operation. They provide a
forum for the exchange of d o m a t i o n between different professionals involved with the
chld and family. The outcome of such discussions is recommenQtions to individual
agencies for action"

lo.

"A case conference is the forcun through which major issues concerning the protection

of a patticular child are
. dealt
. .with. Of all the procedures and processes involved in child
protection work it is w i t h the case conference that the most critical recommendations
are made" ".

The Western Health Board held a total of seven case conferences on Kelly's family prior
to her death, the first on 3rd July 1991 and the last on 26th January 1993. Foui
conferences were held in the period from 19th December 1991 to 6th April 1992
(inclusive), a total of almost sixteen weeks. In all, a minimum of eighteen staff attended
the seven conferences of whom only one, at most, may have attended every one.

LO.

Department of Heallh.1987. Pag= 18

11.

FTQerald

J,

et al.

(1991), Page 89

In general we have to report that these case conferences were amongst the lean
satisfactory aspects of the health board's-,. response in this c a e for the following reasons:

the absence of an effective assessment and consequently of planned intervention resulted
in the case conferences' purpose beins unclear;

the notification given for at least two of the case conferences was inadequate;

the list of those invited to attend was inconsistent;

on one occasion the frontline worker with most direct contact w ~ t hthe famiiy. the public
health nurse, was advised it was not necessary for her to attend;

the administrative recording of case conferences was inconsistent:

there are typed

minutes of only three out of the seven conferences. There are handwritten notes made
by individuals attending the other four conferences. These have not been circulated or
agreed;

no administrative staff attended any of these conferences for the purpose of taking notes
or recording decisions;

the record of those attending or sending apologies is incomplete;

the record of discussion and decisions at most of the case conferences is inadequate
-..--

There is no record of dissent or that there was no dissent;

where decisions are recorded they typically exclude a plan of action and identification of
responsibility for implementation;

I

on only one occasion is there a reference to the appointment of a key worker: this is in
the personal notes OF two participants at the 28th January 1992 case conference.
However this 'key worker' did not attend.. the following case conference on 28th February
1992 and left the community care team to take up another post shortly afterwards. This
person reported in evidence to the inquiry team that she w& unaware of her appointment
as keyworker;
.

..

written repons were provided by some workers to some case conferences. However it
would appear that the majority anending most conferences bad not prepared a repon in
advance;

there does not appear to have been any consistent practice with regard to inform<g
Kelly's parents that a

conference was taking place or of its outcome;

there were some case conference decisions which were not implemented without a clear
reason being advanced and also decisions that were changed subsequently. There is no
evidence available to the inquiry which indicates that the decisions of previous
conferences were reviewed and any changes accounted for.

These specific criticisms suggest a serious lack of clarity about the purpose and
objectives, and the chairing, recording, contrib'uting, deciding and implementing functiom
of case conferences. In the context.nf this specific case they represent a significant
potential resource which was not effective either in terms of outcome or resources.

More generally, evidence given to the inquiry team in interviews would suggest that the
discussion between participants at case conferences was also unsatisfactory. Examples
include:

there was a perception that greater weight was put on the contributions of participants
with higher status but who might not have had direct contact with any member of the
family, or whose contact was minimal;.

impressions were contributed without substantiation - they frequently then took on the

cun-ency of facts;

for example, the case conference of 17th November accepted an

.

,

..

opinion that Gul 3's low weight and height were attributable to the small stature of her
family generally, which was.kccurate and misleading

- careful charting of her own and

her siblings' developmental gowth would have demonstrated this;

statements were made which increased the anxiety of hontline staff without the support
necessary to deal with it being offered;

professional views were changed, particularly in the context of requests to give evidence
to support Fit Person applications to 'the Gout:
challenged;

these inconsistencies were not

there appears to have been a failure to appreciate the distinction between legal advice, the
..-.

purpose of which was to ensure that the health board properly discharged its statutory

8

b c t i o n s and in that respect to protect the board. and legal advice the primary objective

1

of which was to protect the interests of the child;

the case conferences were loo reactwe to recent events and reports rather than senmg
them m the context of the l'am~lyhistory.

'

i4
-

I

When the ineffectiveness of case conferences is combined with the inadequacy of

i

assessment one can begin to understand how the, interpretation and assessment of
concerns in relation to Girl 3 fluctuated and was of little assistance to frontline staff.

I

For example, the lesions with which she was admitted to Castlebar General Hospital in

I

December 1991 were variously described over the following year as having been caused
by cigarette bums, self-mutilation, fleas, a rash Concern about Girl 3's exceptionally
low weight w& described Gariously as being due to failure to thrive, food deprivation,
food refusal, and as consistent with the alleged small stature of the family generally. It
is easy to understand, therefore, the ffustration of Frontline staff who were concerned that
the more serious possible diagnoses of neglect or abuse might be accurate -but did not
have confidence in the sustainability of any case to be put before the Corn in the li&
of such inconsistency.
Ideally the case conference: should function as a support to frontline workers, conhibuting
additional relevant information to their reports of their interventions, reviewing previous
history and case conferenc:e decisions, forming a collective view on the current situation,
advising with regard to future action and assigning responsibility for carrying it out.

i

4

I
I
!

I
I
I
I
I

INTER-DISCIPLINARY. h i D INTER-.AGENCYCOMivIUNIC.4TION .UJD
CO-OPERATION
Communications between professional staff in child protection is a most complex issue
which has featured repeatedly in child abuse inquiries. Reder et sl. who studied thlrcy
five fatal child abuse inquiry reports on children who;:&ed; in the United Kinsdom
between 1972 and 1987 state "Report after report highlights how crucially relevant

.. >>..*a,.! information was not
information was not passed on to new workers or .agenc@s,and.that

.

shared amonsst concurrently involved professionals" 'f. :Sub$q5ient inquiry reports have
continued to address this issue.

1

Fitzgerald et al in their report on a child who

.

..:.>:

,

...,-

$>. .,!,..::
e month after Kelly

state "there is no doubt in our minds t k t , due,:

in need but not at risk, the quality of.inter-a
short of what would now be regrded

as.

The Kilkenny Investigation Report simil
dealt with the individual manifestations
separately and without interdisciplhaix~~

In general we have found that the s
staff in this case was quite good
between them left a lot to be desire
staff involved, both health board andino@
potentially

vital information beingid

However effective

communication is more than the s
extent by the relationships between profes~,ionals,and;~~een
agencies.

P,
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The quality of professional relationships is clearly influenced by the or~anisational
structures and practical issues such as-the location of staff.

The arrangement of a

relatively high number of case conferences may have been an attempt to transcend
logxitical consminrs and certainly with regard to this case it would appear that the case
conference became the f o m at which most information was exchanged.

Intra Health Board Communication
Communitv Care Disciplines

i

We are concerned however, at the relative lack of contact between the social worker and
public health nurse. as the two frontline workers in the case, other than at case
conferences. .kwe have already note'd we do not believe that this led to any serious
information p p s but more frequent meetings and effective communication would have
enabled them to jointly plan their interventions. to compare notes and to support each
other. It would also have demonstrated to the family that the two main health board
workers were working in concert.

To understand this lack of contact it is important to note that these worker; were based
approximately twenty miles apart, the social worker based in Castlebar with the majority
of the social work team for County Mayo, the public health nurse alone in a small health
centre in a d area close to where the family lived. Neither was there a context for a
relationship as the social worker had joined the Western Health Board only a short time
prior to assuming responsibility for this case and this was the only case they both had in
common Furthermore communications tended to be rather formal with the public health
nurse reporting matters of si-muficance in writing to her Superintendent Public Healt
Nurse who passed them, where ~devant,to the Senior Social Worker who would the

in turn, inform the social worker.

Communications between other members of the community care team were facilitated by
the fact that they were based in the sarde location. They were, however, influenced by
the inevitable issues of
goups.

status

and the relationships between the .vafious disciplinary

We shall be making a number of recommendatidk a i k d &ipi6motin,o positive

and collaborative relationships amongt community care ;staff. eith *particular reference
to child protection matter;.
..

.

,.'.;2t*... i i.'

In addition to the Mayo Community Care staff ~ 0 - 4 $ e c ~ ~ ~ ~ ' f of
~ lthe
i t Western
ies
Health Board had a sigdicant involvement in tiiis c&fii&%&tIebar

General Hospital

and St. Anne's Chil&en's Centre, Taylofs ~ill;!.~~l~~&$%$i&&2-itiZi.~!

.

:.>

..

,;,p&;*k&:$$@%it
z
ij<& * < ~
.

(b)

,

Castlebar General Hospital
The involvement of Castlebar General.
appointments for several children of tKe
from 13th December 1991 to 2nd l a
suwiving cluldren were initially a

1993. In general it would appear t
hospital supported their comrnuni

For example, outpatient appoin
,. !.;;~v..~~~',::!
-. .
penomel and indeed brought forward where~;there&~as~iai
G~edfor ,geater urgency.
. . ..
- ,-.. l i * ~.lj..C:..i. -:
.,,i__
Medical and paramedical staff g e n e r a l l y p m ~ d e d ~ ~ e p . o ~ s ~ ~ e ~ ~ e d : ~ dseveral
:a~ended
,

;

...;s.,.

,

'if,. .,*m3p7.m>%,5,

case. conferences.
.

..

.

..
,a "::,r.";..-'

Community care staff did however e x p e n e n c e ; f i ~ t ~ o $ t h a t ; n ~ ~ d e f ~ tdiagnosis
ive
was
This would
made of Girl 3's injuries and failure to thrive'~fo11~.~ig~hetthospitalisation.
have been important in supportin? the preparation of a successful application for a Fit
Person Order:

(c)

St. Anne's Children's CeSt. Anne's Children's Centre is the child psychiatric service of the Western Health Board.

I

Based in Galway it provides out patienr.clinics senerally once a month in various parts

I

of the Boards area including B a l l i q Castlebar, Roscomrnon, B a l l ' i l o e and Tuam.
Whilst it is predominantly an outpatient s e ~ c ite does include a residential centre at St.

1
I

Anne's for assessment of emotionally disturbed children.

It was to St. Anne's that Girl 3 was transferred following her three week admission to
Castlebar General Hospital in December 1990. She was adrniTd to St. Anne's on 2nd

I

1

January 1992 and &charged on 16th January. There would appear to have been a
difference of understanding between community care staff and St. Anne's as to the

1

putpose of this admission and of expectation with regard to outcome. S t Anne's saw it
as a relatively routine admission to assess whether Girl 3 was suifering from any

I
I

psychiatric disturbance which would have warranted the continued involvement of the
child psychiatric service following her discharge from the residential centre.

In the event St. Anne's found no evidence of psychiatric disturbance and did not envisage

I

any continuing therapeutic role for the child psychiatric s e ~ c e swith Girl 3 or her
family.

They did recognise that there were family relationship issues which, they

I
I

understood community care staff had been addressing and would continue to do so.

From the community care perspective it was hoped that Girl 3's admission would result

in an assessment of her emotional and psychological state and provide an insight into her

I

relationships with her parents and siblings. It was expected that the process adopted

would be intensive and focused on eliciting a disclosure from her which would shed light
on the actual cause of her injuries and failure to thrive and on her treatment by he
parents.

I

Community care personnel were disappointed that this approach did not appear to have
been adopted and that St. . h e ' s did not envisage continuing involvement due to Girl
3 beinp adjudged as not having a psychiatric disturbance.

We understand that their

dissatisfaction was compounded by what they saw as Girl 3's unexpected discharge on
16thJanuary 1992 without prior consultation and by the delay in receiving a report on
her admission which was not received until 2nd April 1992.

It is difficult to pass judgement at this remove on the relative merits of either perspective.
What seems clear, however, is that communications in this instance between St. Anne's
1

and community care personnel were overlain with professional and relational differences
which hampered the development of a unified and coherent health board response to the
needs of children at risk
..

Inter-Agency Communication and Co-operation
The primary agencies external to the Western Health Board in this case were the family
General Practitioner -and the.two schools (National School and Secondary School).

The health board staff who had most contact with the family's General Pracfltioner were
the public health nurse and the Director of Community Care. The General Practitioner
was aware of the health board's concerns and attended two case conferences.

. Within

the normal limits of his role it would seem that communications between him and the
health board were satisfactory.

Over the period of hvo years to the time the children were placed in care in February
1993 there was significant contact between health board staff and the National School,
commencing with a school medical examination on 8th February 1991, only two months
following the family's arrival in Ireland. The school was well aware of, and shared, the
health boards concerns about Girl 3, submitted reports to case conferences and was
represented at one case conference, at least.

.

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

However in spite of this level of contact school personnel have expressed hstmtion and
w

..

annoyance with regard to their experience of involvement with health board staff. One
explanation is that there is

;I

divergence of interest and responsibility between school and

health board staff combined with a misperception of each other's role and professional
constraints.

There is also a sense, though, on the part of the school that the relationship was onesided; teachers were asked for reports and information but recel.ved little in return.
This was confirmed for one of the teachers involved when, kvin~attended a case
conference at the health board's invitation, he was asked to leave once he had given his
report. This was consistent with the Western Health Board's procedures with re-prd to
the participation of external personnel in case conferences.

The inquiry team finds it difficult to understand how this practice is expected to
contribute to the development of collaborative relationships with personnel from other
agencies in the. interests of protecting children. If it does have a justifmble rationale, it
does not appear to have been explained on this occasion.

I

It is accepted that there are occasions when it is not appropriate to share information

One such was when, on the 3rd February 1993 , the day before Kelly died, the health
board was preparing a Place of Safety application and it was vital that this should
proceed speedily and confidentially.

To assist the preparation of the application
,

-

information was sought from both schools by health board staff who, perhaps justifiably,
did not feel they could be open as to their intentions due to the sensitivity of the
situation. However this was a &her

cause of annoyance for school staff as teachers

experienced it as a further example of health board reticence and failure to reciprocate

I
I
I
1

the sharing of information. Perhaps it might have been possible for the health board staff
to acknowledge the difficulty and to assure the schooi that their reticence was just~fiablel

and would be explained later.

I
I
I
I
m

Communication with the secondary school was necessarily Limited but no less
problematical. We have already referrdto the social worker's visit to the school on 16th
October 1992 and her perception of it which differed widely from that of the school
principal whom she met. The social worker states that the purpose of the visit was to
inform the principal of her involvement with Kelly's family; to find out how she was
settling in and the school's impressions of her; what her attendance record was like; and
to request that any change in Kellys performance, attendance, mood, appearance, be
notified to her. She did not disclose Kelly's history other than to refer to the fact that

I

she had remined to the family having lived apart for some time.

The school principal, on the other hami, recollec& thar not one. but two, social workers
visited to enquire how Kelly was attending and settling into school. They did not divulge
any information or ask that the school pass'on&~yinformation to the health board should
it have any subsequent concerns.
.

. . . .. .

c.

.

We fmd it impossible to state which version is the more accurate but the discrepancy is
disturbing and could have be& very significant .$ the;.context.pf ~ e l l y ' sfailure to rerum
to school after ~hrishnas. However it does se&htlearthat.onlyone social worker visited
~ ~aecolleape
d
on a
the school in October - the family social w o r k e n w a s ~ a c ~ o ~ m pby
subsequent occasion at the time of Kelly's fatal illness.

We have also established that on no occasion prior to Kelly's death did the health board
consider involving the Gardai. This was not unusual for the time, given the nature of the
case. However in view of more recent developments in child protection one would now
expect the Gardarbe involved, at least at the level of consultation, at an early stage.
Generally, we have found that all relevant agencies were positively disposed to sharing
information and to co-operating in the interests of children. This stance however was
tempered in practice by the relational context between them which contributed to
communication difficulties arising in some instances.

SUPERVISION:

Individual disciplines differ in their supervision norms.

Some have very specific

arrangements, others rend lo operate less formally. while still others do not make
provision for supervision once practitioners have reached a certain level of qualification
and experience.

Having reprd to the current, relatively underdeveloped stage of our chlld protection

I

services the inquiry team is of the view that a premium must be placed on good quality
professional supervision for all child protection staff, irrespective of hcipline. If it is
to be effective supervision requires a reasonably facilitative context in terms, for example,
of organisational stability, manageable workloads, physical arrangements and. not least.
competent s u p e ~ s o r s . Th.e task of child protection is so serious, responsible and
demanding that in our view health boards carry a heavy onus to assure the quality
of their staffs' work and a.1so to provide essential supports to those staff.

We note that in Co. Mayo during the course of the health board's involvement in this
case between 1991 and 1993 senior staff in the various disciplines attempted to be
available to support their frontline staff as required

A number of supervisors and

Frontline workers have referred to 'open door' policies, for example, being available to
their staff, debriefing after particularly difficult visits, etc. This is highly laudable i d
demonsnates recognition of the demands being made of their staff and a genuine desire

on the pan of those supenisors to be supportive.

Nevertheless we feel compelled to

caution against this type of informal support being seen as a substitute for formal
s u p e ~ s i o n . Informal debriefing sessions focus mainly on the here and now, and do not
lendthemselves to dispassionate analysis of developments over a period of time. Neither

is there time for adequate preparation.

We found there was a generally consistent level of dissatisfaction with the availability
and quality of their supervision amongst frontline workers and a realistic and fmnk
assessment by s u p e ~ s o r sthemselves.
.. -,. There appears to be over-reliance on workers to
demand supervision when they need it but this does not address the problem of it being
those who perhaps need it most who never demand it. Supervision "on demand is
neither appropriate nor effective.

There is a sense in which it may be said that a majority of staff involved in t h s case
were either inexperienced professionals or experienced professionals who were relatively

1

inexperienced in child protection work This was compounded by the fact that, where
supervision was provided, it was typically offered by an inexperienced supervisor or one
who was experienced in supervising but not in relation to child protection. This is a
generalisation it is not intended as a criticism, but it reflects to a great extent the
situation then existing in many health boards. Nonetheless it is important that recent
improvements be acknowledged For example, in Mayo in 1992 social work supervision
was offered by one acting s e ~ o social
r
worker. Shortly there will be one senior social
worker and three team leaders.
. .
They have and will' continue to make a difference, but there is a need for further .
improvement. It k essential that those chafged with the task of supervising frontline
child protection professionals should themselves have the requisite knowledge,
understanding, skills and experience to be effective. Ths must be a k e y

priority

of

the further development of our capacity to protect children.

We have been consideting supervision in terms of providing support and ,&dance

to

frontline workers in their child protectton practice. It is essential that supervision be seen
also-a Function of management. In this respect health boards now hold the statutory
responsibility for child protection which is canied out by its officers who are professional

staff in various disciplines. The boards, corporately, must be seen to be accountable for
the quality of its officers' practice. They must, therefore, demonstrate that rheir staff are
accountable to them as their employer and that they have taken all reasonable steps to
assure the quality of that practice through the provision of appropriate and effective
supe~sion.

In considering the management aspects~elevantto the Board's involvement with Kelly's
family we will comment separately on the local community care manazement issues and
those relatmg to cenml health board management.

Community Care Management;
In addressing the managem.ent issues at community care level it is imponant to explain
the context of the management of child abuse cases, and particu&wly neglect, at the time.

i

"Responsibility for monitoring and co-ordinating the management of such cases resrs with
the health boards as pan of the child care services provided within the community care

I
I
I
I

programme.
The Director of Community Care and Medical Officer of Health (DCC/MOH) or penon
delegated by turn has overall responsibility for the monitoring and co-ordination of cases
of child abuse occuning in his area"

In practice the DCChIOH

Is.

assisted in hidher task by senior staff of the relevant

disciplines, primarily put~lic health medicine, social work, public health nursing and
psychology. Mayo community care area established a 'Core Group' of senior staff in

1988 which met weekly to consider and co-ordinate the appropriate health board response
in cases of allegations of sexual abuse. Thls focus on sexual abuse reflected the response
of health boards' to the growing recognition of sexual abuse as a si-enir~cant problem.
The 1987 revision of tht: D e p m e n t of Health Guidelines had included reference to
sexual abuse for the first time. As a result the health board developed a reasonably
satisfactory approach to the investigation and management of alleged cases of child
sexual abuse.

15.

Depanment of Health. (1980, Page 8

I
I
I
I

I
I
1

Paradoxically it would seem that cases of suspected physical or emotional abuse or of
neglect came to be seen as lower priorities and in that order. Neglect, in particular, was
seen aferently from other forms of.abwse perhaps partly because individual cases are
more difficult to diagnose as deliberate neglect as opposed to inadequate parenting due
to other factors. It should be recognised however. that such cases form a substantial pan
of social workers caseloads. At any ziven time as many children are in the care of health
boards for reasons of neglectl'dequate parentimg as for all other reasons put together.
Such cases however appear not to have been notified routinely to the D.C.CJ&L.O.H.

The inquiry team is unable to say whether this deviation from the Department of Health
Guidelines happened as a result of a directive although it seems more likely that it simply
evolved It does however sugest that a relatively sudden recognition of the reality of
sexual abuse led to an imbalance in the system and a lowering of the concern and priority
accorded to cases of suspected neglect.

We do not in fact believe that this was peculiar only to Mayo Community Care k e a but
that it pervaded the Western .Health Board as a whole and possibly other health boards

as well. The Western ~ e a i t h Board
.
Annual Repoa for 1992 for example includes
statistics -for child sexual abuse only and makes virtually no reference to the Board's
involvement with other f o m of child abuse.

It should be noted at this point that the Core Group's remit has since been broadened to
include ali types of child abuse includmg neglect.

It will be clear from our evaluation so far of the health board's involvement with Kelly's
family that there is a management dimension to the shortcomings identified

These

include:

-

the formally established procedures for the recording, notification and investigation
of such cases were not followed;

-

there was no effective assessment of the risk this family represented prior to
Kelly's death;

'

-

as a result. there was no effective case management plan;

-

the organisation and operation of case conferences was unsatisfactory in many
respects.

We therefore have to conclude that there was a lack of leaderstup and direction which
led both to inconsistencies in the health board's intervention with the family and in the
implementation of case conference decisions.

/

I

This was furthLr exacerbated by a

sigdicant turnover of senior staff at the time in question.

For example, between

Febnmy 1991 and Februaqy 1993:

-

-

~

the Senior k e a Medical Officer who specialised in child abuse and represented
the DCC/MOH on the Core Group resigned with effect from 30th Apnl 1991 and
was not immediately replaced;

-

there were three Actkg Senior Area Medical Officers between May 1991 and
February 1993;

-

the DCCMOH took leave from 1st September 1991 to 16th January 1992. The
Acting Senior Area Medical Officer who had been instrumental in calling the case
conference on 3rd July 1991 resigned with effect from jlst August 1991. As a
consequence, from the beginning of September there was a complete change in the
medical team at DCCMOH and NSAMO levels;

-

there was a further change of medical personnel when the DCCMOH returned
From leave in Janualy 1992;

-

the Senior Social Worker in early 1991 was underraking a post-mduate diploma

---,.
course which required him to be absent from his office for an average of one week
in four.

He was not replaced for these weeks and as a result his staff were

unsupervised;

-

the Senior Social Worker resigned from his post with effect from 1st November
1991. He was replaced in an acting capacity by one o f j h staff from December
1991 to July 1993 when a permanent appointment was made.

We believe that this turnover at senior levels in Mayo Community Care Area detracted
from the capacity of the health board to sustain a planned, coherent and cohesive
intervention driven by clarity of objectives and desired outcomes.

However it is

important that we are clear in relation to such changes: we are not being critical of those
individuals who resigned or took leave. That was their tight. What is important from
a management perspective are the effects of such turnover and the systems that might be
put in place to minimise its impact.

In this case the combination of a lack of a

sufficiently coherent intervention strategy coupled with substantial tumover in key
positions contributed to a deficit of direction. We consider it to be the responsibility of
management to e

m that in each area there is &cient

continuity of hkalth board

personnel who have the capacity to discharge the board's child protection responsibilities
effectively.

The inquiry team does have serious concerns about the capacity ofthe present community
care Structures and arrangements to provide an effective response to the needs of children
at risk of abuse or neglect. In this regard it is important to note that for a number of
health board professional disciplines engaged in thjs work the assessment, treatment and
management of cases of child abuse is not their sole, or perhaps primary, function.

Furthermore the Duector of Community CareJvledical Officer of Health also ha
responsibility for an enonnous s p r e a d 4 function from public health issues such as
control of infectious diseases to food hygiene to services for the elderly. In addition
she/he has responsibility for the management of the health board's staff and services in
the community care area.

In the view of the inquiry team it is neither possible nor reasonable to expect one
individual to effectively manage and lead the board's statutory response to cases of

I

child abuse whilst also carrying responsibility for so many other functional areas.
We shall be returning to this issue in our reconimendations.

Health Board Management;

..

In the normal course o f e ~ e n t shealth board management would not become involved in
issues concerning individual cases

- that would usually

and more appropriately reside

with the DCCNOH and heads of disciplines. As far as we are aware. senior health
board management had no involvement in this case prior to Kelly's death.

However it is the responsibility of senior management to provide the staff, resources,
facilities and conditions necessary to enable the board's functions to be camed out in
each community care are;& in so providing they are conshained by budgetary parameters
and the policy priorities as laid down by the Department of Health and the Health Board.
They also have ultimate responsibility for the quality of management and of seMce
provided within these constraints.

We are conscious that the relative priority accorded to child protection nationally ha:
significantly changed since the period under review. Additional resources have bee1
provided which have enabled extra staff to be employed, an improved social wor!
structure to be created and new services to be developed.

Nevertheless substantia

additional development will in our view be required if children exposed to abuse
neglect are to be adequately protected by the statutory services.

(

In considering management aspects relevant to the case in question we will make both
specific and general comments:.--,.

-

We have already referred to the level of m o v e r amungt staff with supervisory
experience in Mayo Community Care area in the period 1991 - 1993. We cannot
say if this was exceptional but we are concerned at the number of 'acting-up'
arrangements that were in place and delays in replacing staff who had resigned

-

We tLrther believe that management has a responsibility to ensure that the boards
policies with regard, for example, to recording, notification and investigation of
allegations are being followed and assuring the accountability of its staff.
..

-

We consider that during the period under review there was an over-emphasis on
sexual abuse relative to physical and emotional abuse and neglect. While we
cannot comment on the origins of this the fact that the Western Health Board's
Annual ~ e ~ ofor'1992
ri
contains statistics relating only to sexual abuse suggests
that this emphasis was at least reinforced by mana,uement.

-

It appears to the inquiry team that there have been insufficient opportunities for
professional staff to benefit from management training and to engage in
collaborative initiatives with health board senior management which would serve
to improve relationships and generate greater understanding of their respective
perspectives.

-

Accommodation for community care staff in Mayo Community Care Area has
been inadequate for many years. Most staff are based in pre-fabricated building
at the County Clinic in Castlebar close to the General Hospital.

While the

facilities for staff leave a lot to be desired the waiting accommodation for members
of the public is particularly unacceptable.

I

The inqury team achowledges that this will improve in the near future when a newly
acquired premises nearby will become-available. However we question the advisability

I

of staff being accommodated solely on the basis of their disciplinary g o u p and its
implications for inter-disciplinary relationships and co-operation. We shall return to thls

I
I

issue in our recommendations.

~t a general level we do believe that it is primarily the responsibility of management to
provide the climate and conditions that facilitate the delivery of effective child protection

I

services and aeaimt which nali can be held accountable. The imertance o f a supponive
agency context includmg subility of both organisation and staffing features prominently

I
I
I
I

in the child protection literamre. We have concerns that tensions between some frontline
staff and health board management mayadveaely affect the quality of child protection
service delivery.

This is neither new nor unique to the Western Health Board but we believe we cannot
positively contribute. to ,the, development of our child protection capacity without
addressing this issue. It is fundamental and cannot be ignored

I

In our experience there is a clear lack of understanding and sympathy between health
board managements anti child protection staffs which potentially will limit the
effectiveness of interventions on behalf of children unless it is resolved.
'

While complex its source, in our opinion, lies in differences of objectives and
expectations between management and frontline staff.

To generalise, it may be

I
I
I

manifested in management questioning the realism and loyalty of its professional staff

who may, in tum, doubt the sincerity and support of management. It is our view that a

coherent and cohesive organisational approach is essential if the capacity of agencies to
intervene successfully on behalf of children at risk is to be assued. In the midst oil

'I

legislative and resource development we consider that this issue has not receive
M c i e n t attention.

I

We firmly believe that it must be acknowledeed and addressed if we are realistically to
develop the type of orzanisational culture and climate that will positively embrace the
task of protecting children from harm and will achieve the highest standards of
effectiveness and professionalism.

CONCLUSION

We have identified a number of key points in the health board's involvement with Kelly's
family when different actions or decisions might have been expected We are particularly
critical of;

-

the lack of a comprehensive health board assessment of the family and the degee
of risk it represented for some of the children, at least;

-

the ineffectiveness of the case conferences held on the family;

-

the arrangements in place to support and supervise frontline sta&

Consequently we must conclude that the system employed to protect Girl -3 failed to
achieve this objective. By the time Kelly returned to live with her family, health board
personnel, in spite of having had involvement for twenty months, had no real appreciation
of the risk to which she was exposed As a result we find that the intervention of the
health board, in spite of the best efforts of individual staff, was naive and ineffective
when pitted against parents who represented a significant danger to at least two of their
children.

It appears to us that this case illustrates many features of the deficits in health board child
protection practice which existed prior to the programme of development which was
commenced in 1993 following the publication of the Kilkenny Incest Investigation
Report, three months after Kelly's death.

While it is important to achowledge the progress made in the interim, for example, in
t e r n of staff awareness and training aad-of the provision of resources. ir is essential that
we should not become complacent. The task of child protection is complex and requres
a degree of sophistication in terms of skills. resources and pnctices which generally, we
have not yet achieved in Ireland. The remainder of this report is larzely devoted to the

task of improvins our capacity to intervene effectively to protect children.

CHAPTER 5

FEATURES OF CHILD

Through our developing
have identified a number of critical
and which feature prominently in
chapter brief outlines of the more salient issues of relevance t
to extending child protection howledge in lr&.nd ge
recommend too strongly that pro
child protection

famili

characteristics through reading,
equally essenrial that agencies

The issues addressed herearen
particular relevance to the case which is the
emotional abuse and neglect
D.C.H., Consultant Paediatrician

EMOTIONAL M U S E AND

INTRODUCTION:
Emotional abuse and nexlect of children
physical needs, to a failure to
rejection. The harmful effects
tend to vary with age. In infancy ne
obvious consequences and de
additionally present with
are likely to show behavio
significant learning difficulties.

Emotional abuse can be defined as thg..adverse effect on the behaviour and emotional

l
I

development of a child caused by persistent or severe emotional iil treatment or rejection.

2

or exposure to ongohg domestic violence. There is charactenstically an absence of
normal parental care with fa.ilure to show the expected concern and love for the child

i

It occurs in all social backgrounds and is extremely difficult to detect. It may be passive.

i

involving such practices as Leavins a child unattended for long periods. not showing

.

affection or failing to stimulate and encouraze the child when appropriate. Active abuse

I

includes threatening the child repeatedly. limiting peer contact ahd play'experiences by
confining a child to a limited space such as a cupboard or cellar, and the undermining
of self esteem by constant criticism.

1
I

-.

Neglect can be defined as the persistent or severe neglect of a child whether wilful or
unintentional, which results in serious impairment of the child's health, development or

:

I
I

welfare. There is considenrble overlap between neglect and emotional abuse. Neglected
children may be left unattended for long periods, putting them at risk of injury or death
.

i

.

as a result of home accidents. They may not be provided with adequate nutrition. shelter,
protection from injury or medical care.

PRESENTATION:

I
1

Although concern regarding standards of p a r e n i i may raise suspicions about the
presence of emotional abuse or neglect, it is most commonly detected as a result of its
consequences in the chilcl, the effects dependig on the age of the chld.

Failure to thrive is a major feature resulting from poor nutritional intake, the child's
weight and length diverg:ing from the normal expected growth c w e . In addition, there

I

may be sigs OF a severe nappy rash Where there has been serious neglect, there may
be general developmental delay, motor riillb failing to develop because n child has not)
been given the oppomity
understimulation.

to explore and social skills affected because of

1

I
I

Pre-School children:

1

-mowth pattern.

r
a

I,

I
1
1.
i;

The consequences in pre-school children of persistent abuse and neglect include a poor
Characteristically, wh$n placed in a.caring environment. the g o d

.
pattern of the child will improve. As emotional abuse and neglect is only pan. of ,the.
. --,r i
.

spectrum of abuse, signs of physical abuse may be present, especially bruisin_e. Language
delay may be a key feature. The child may also present with behaviouml problems
!

showing s i p of anxiety, poor attention and aggression. Playskills may not be develop=d.
. ,.<,-. WW,,
because the children will not have had the opportunity to mix with their peers. , ,:, -2 .C$

i

,

..

..,. -.-.,...

School Children:

School children in addition to physical features, c
appearance and possibly short stature, may have si
particularly poor concentration abilities. - Persistin
of self esteem. As a result it is difficult for these
in school, the social skills needed to negotiate
leanit. In extreme cases: self stimulation or self injurious be*ioyr*

THE ABUSIVE PROFILE:
In general there are a number of characteristic features present

I
I
P
I
the

P
t
lor

I
1
1

are abusing their chid. Three major factors relate to the p
that is abused and precipitating circumstances.

The parents will characteristically have the potential to ab
over a lifetime. They may have been abused thernsel
proper parenting pattern. They may have become iso
or use others and thus ask for help. One or other p
unable to support the abusing partner. The parents
of their child, or children

., : . .-.?is -

.d

I
I

The child may be perceived by his parents as different. Within a family, one child only
may be scapezoated. either because .hc.is seen differently by his parents. he fails to
respond in the expected manner or: possibly, the child really is different. havin~a birth
defect, learning disability or indeed possessing greater intellectual development and

I

physical ability than his parents actually have. ORen the perfectly normal child is seen

as bad wilful, stubborn demanding, spoiled or slow.

I
I

Finally, there is usually some form of precipitating crisis that sets the abusive act into
motion. This can be a rela;ively minor crisis or indeed a majorrisk. The crisis is never
the cause of the abuse but the precipitatins factor. The crisis takes place against a

I
I
I

background of other Factors such as poverty, unemployment. marital problems and
alcohol/dmg abuse.

..

Families where abuse is suspected or has actually taken place are often h o w n to the
local services. However such families may not have been e n g a ~ e beither because the

,

families have been unwilling .to link into local services or the potenrial for abuse to occur
within the family has been underestimated by the local services. If the potential for abuse

I'

is high, it is likely that every chdd in the family is at risk of abuse while. if considered
low, usually one child only is scapegoated The scapegoated child may be the child
within the family upon whom aU the family's problems and dificulties are projected and
that person is usually maintained within the family.

I
I

SPECTRUM OF ABUSE IN KELLY'S FAIIILY:
The family fit into the profile outlined above with, in particular, emotional abuse and
neglect being major components of ongoing abuse. Physical abuse was also identified,
at various times.

Within the family Kelly and Girl 3 were at particular risk, with

evidence that once Kelly was not at home, Girl 3 bore the brunt of the abuse.

I

The social work repocf prepared for Court in Mmh. 1993 by the Social Worker, reveals
siyificant factors relating to the parents' profile. While there had been concern before
the family returned from London in Co. Mayo the parents attitude and behaviour
further concerns.
They blamed Girl 3's failure to thrive on her abnormal eating pattern and behaGour,
describing her as disobedient at home and difficult to relate to. Her cigarette bascribed to self-mutilation behaviour.

were

Once engaged byjthe social worker they were

extremely resistant to implementation of a parenting plan

They apportioned all the

blame and responsibility on Girl 3 for the problems within the family. Tne father went
so far as to state that if Girl 3's behaviour got to such a point that she was out of connol,
she would have "to go into care".

'.

The parents had a similar approach to Kelly, describing her as bad spoilt and diff~cult
at varying times.

[n England they wanted Kelly to be taken into care and put in a

children's home as a punishrpent. They were angered that the social services had placed
Kelly with her Grandmother. Up to Kelly's last journey to England they continually
commented on Kelly's hehaviour, including her refusal to walk and take food in her last
few days. They were extremely secretive in Kelly's last two months by f d m g to engage
with any workers until after she had died.

Kelly, when present in the Family, 'was

scapegoated by other family members.
The longterm effects of chronic abuse on Girl 3 and Kelly is evident if one studies the
growth pattern, as charted on the percentile charts. These charts show the expected
weight and height for 94% of the population at any age. Girl 3's gain in weight during
the period of her hospitalisation in Castlebar in December, 1991 is significant, as was
Kelly's weight panem while staying with her Grandmother. In the five months KeUy
spent in Ireland she lost 33 Ibs. having been just below the 50th centile before leaving
for Ireland Kelly's height at death was on the 3rd centile. Girl 3's weight was on the
3rd centile on reception into Care but has increased a. has her height towards the 50th
centile over the past two years since being placed in Care.

Boy I, Girl 4 and Boy 2, although exposed to their parents' [eating pattern with strict and
unacceptable practices, did not bear.mast of the abuse. This is evident by their own
statements and also by their weights on reception into care, all being approximately on
the 50th centile. However, in the absence of a normai caring family environment they
have obviously suffered emotional damage.

SUMMARY:
i

i

Emotional abuse and neglect can be difficult to identify and have profound effects on
social, emotional and cog-itive development.

.

It is the psychological aspects of the

maltreatment that are of the greatest significance for future adjusment.

Within the

family, intensive intervention will be required to help the surviving members to come to
terns, not only with Kelly's death, but their father's and mother's unacceptable parenting
practices. Only by such intervention can the cycle of abuse, and its perpetuation. be
avoided in the next generation.
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THE MEAVING SCRIBED TO A CEILD:
The histotical context of a family is an essential, if sometimes undervalued ingredient for
accurate assessment of the risk presented to a particular child.

Assembling and

understanding a family history may be diff~culteither because there is scant information
or because in practice the relevant professional may not have the time resources to forage
out the information from files that were not compiled in a way that facilitates easy
retrieval. This is an issue to which we shall rerum in our recommendations. A W e r

1 by the parent(s) which
problem can be that one may be reliant on information provlded
may be one-dimensional andlor misleading.

.

In addition, it is essential that the

information available from all sources is collated both accurately and in detailed fashion.

In any event the analysis of the rnfornqtion .available re+s
,<

.

.an.understanding that the

specific roles ascribed to each family member
may have,si&~capce for the level of risk
. . .
to which they are exposed More specifically, -it is the meaning ascribed to each child
may determine whether or not that child is at risk. Whereas in
within the family
. . that
. .
most families it is expected '&at parents will make the satisfact~onof at least some of
their own needs secondaj to the satisfaction of their children's needs it seems that this
normal pattern becomes subverted in abusing families. In these cases the parents' own
need3 or the factors which have contributed to how the child is seen by the parents can
result in the child assuming a pamcular role within the family that may eventually take
over and replace the natural development of hlsher personality.

This effectively results in the child being weighed down by expectations that helshe will
compensate for past deficiencies in family functioning and "... This task is not only
impossible for the child but is the reveae of the support and dependability needed fmm
the parent. The child is both allotted a specific meaning within the family and is doomed
to fail in that role "

16.

Reder el a4 (1993). Page 52

Without an awareness of dangerousness and an understanding of its nature. professionals

-I

are likely to become drawn into the identification of stress factors (e.g. relatiomhip
difficulties, poveny, unemployment, -housing etc.) as the cause of abuse in .dan,

I.

"""

families and to their remedy as the objective of their involvement. While this may be
rele-t

and beneficial

in many

1-

instances, where the abuse is a feature of a family that

I
I
I
1'
1
I'
I'

is dangerous it will serve c~nlyto disgise the real risk, to prolong the exposure of the
child to that risk and may in fact exacerbate the situation.

Typically parents who are dangerous will adapt their presentati0,n of themselves to meet
i

the needs of patticular cucurnstances. The father in this case was described variously by
witnesses as talbtive, no~~~omrnunicative,
suaight, aggessive, hostile, charming and
intimidating; the mother was described as gentle,
commirtal, calculating.

schemix, l y ~ z pleasant,
,
non-

These are ~iemarkably varied and contradictory sets of

descriptions. Such parents will use, manipulate and exploit any wedaess in an individual
worker or in the profeuional worker network to retain control. This is facilitated by
failure on the part of workm to effectively communicate their experience oE the parent(s)
and to share information appropriately.

It is difficult to adequately convey the degree of manipulative power that such parents

I

can exert. They can exude persuasiveness and plausibility in the face of the most
incontrovertible evidence to the contrary. If the professionals are in any way uncerlain
of the hue Facts they are: most likely to be taken in by the parents' statements.
It is
essential therefore for the professionals involved to share detailed, accurate lnforrnation
and enswe that they retain a focus, at all times, on facts not perceptions.

i

I
I
I
I

Such parents can give plausible explanations to minimise their culpability for the death
of their child, where this has occurred. How much more dif'f~cult is it to accwately

predict a tragedy where one has not yet occurred ? Dale et a1 refer to the fact t b a - research demonstrates that predictors of dangerousness are poor and unrefined The)

regret the lack of a systematic way of indicating the families which pose an immediate

~,

and serious threat to the life and safety of a child and suggest that si-&icant information
in this respect can be gained from a viewpoint of how the entire family operates as
system.

i

They also make the observation that the most likely cause of a 50% reduction in official
figures in the United Kingdom for cases of fatal child abuse between the late 1970's and
late 1980's is "the vastly improved efficiency and effectiveness of inter-agency child
abuse management systems, together with increased awareness and skill on the part of
all relevant professionals to identify cases at an early stage and to take effective
protective action to prevent the classic spiraI of repeated minor injuries becornins serious
and ultimately fatal"

19.

The same authors, however, also draw attention to the dangsrousness of dysfunctional
1

professionals and inter-agency systems. The former may occur, they postulate, where
boundaries between personal needs and professional roles become confused, possibly
leading to the worker becoming over-involved and over-identified with the family. This
may lead, ultimately, to their being unable to see the direction of family processes or the
significance of certain events.

With regard to inter-agency dangerousness they cite the case conference as a prime
example and stress the imporlance of "the reco-pition that the processes operating in the
conference may be more powerful than the issues being discussed

In caricatute, the

activity 'on top' of the table - the discussion about the family - may be seriously affected
by the simultaneous activity 'below the table'. The covert activity 'below the table' may
include a wide range of power shuggles, status and experience differences, and
undisclosed personal agendas"

lo.

Fundamentally Dale and his colleagues make the case for all agencies to become
proactive in reducing theu own potential for dangerousness through providing suff~cient
training and measures for the emotional support of professionals involved in the
management and treatment of child-abusing families. They also stress the responsibility
of the individual professional in recognising and expressing their needs in these areas.

Dale H
(1986). Page 29.
Dale rt al, (1986). Pase 41.

CONTROL CONFLICTS;

-.This case illustrates several examples of characteristics which Reder et a1 in thei study

of thrty five child abuse deaths have termed collectively, care and control conRicts ".
Those which have most relevance in this case are the control conflicts of;
(a)

Closure

(b)

Disguised compliance

(c)

Flight

;
1

(a)

/
,

Closure is described as a farmly's attempts to tighten the boundary around
themselves so that they reduce their contact with the outside world and few people
are able to meet or speak with thein. Closure occurred in more than half the cases
studied and was exemplified by parents failing to keep appointments with
professionals, children not being taken to scheduled visits to health clinics and
social workers and health visitors fairing to gain entq to the family home. In the
majority of cases closure was intermittent with each recurrence coinciding with
periods of increased stress whether h m within or outside the family, together with
escalat% abuse of the children In approximately one third of cases the child's
death was preceded by a period of closure or 'terminal abuse'.

Reder and his colleagues postulate that closure is primarily an issue about control
with parents feelulg that they were in precarious control of theu lives and outsider:
were unwelcome inhuders who would M h e r undermine them. The very fact tha
allegations of abuse resulted in professionals adopting an investigative c
r n o n i t o ~ grole led, in effect, to the exaggeration of the parents' conflicts a b o ~
being controlled and they responded by shutting out the professionals in an attern1
to regain control.

We believe that Kelly's family engaged in intermittent closure throughout tl
period of the Western Health Board's involvement.
21.
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For example. they failed to keep many outpatient appointments, they did not
respond to the wrinen request-& April 1992 to meet with the Director of
Community Care and the Acting Senior Social Worker and they withdrew from the
joint intervention p r-o m e initiated by the psychologist and social worker.
Most significantly there was a terminal closure from late 1992 which continued to
Kelly's death in February 1993. During this t h e Kelly did not attend school, her
parents did not seek either therapeutic or medical assistance in spite of a mpidly
deteriorating situation and while they allowed the public health nurse and social
worker access to their home, they neither disclosed what was happening nor
responded to the workers' concerns or proposals.

In fact on her last visit prior toKeUy's death the parents told the public health
nurse that they would not be attending the paediatric outpatient appointment she
had arranged. The last known sighting of Kelly by anyone outside the family prior
to her flight to Stansted on 1st February was by the neighbows' daughter-in-law
who intervened on Christmas Eve because of a chimney fm.
The family's closure was neither complete nor consistent and is more apparent
with hindsight. More Frequently, it appears to us, they engaged in a variation of
closure, described by Reder et a1 as 'disguised compliance'.

(b)

Disguised compliance, typically, is apparent co-operation by the family which has
the effect of neutralking the professional's attempts to take a more interventionist
or controlling stance and returns the relationship to closure and the previous status
quo.
Examples of such compliance would include agreement to the proposal that

Girl 3 be transferred to St. Anne's Children's Centre and subsequent ageement to
the joint social work/psychology intervention; the parents' continuing co-operation
with the monitoting of Girl 3's weight; and their agreement to allow the social
worker to meet and speak with Kelly in November 1992.

In each instance the health board was asserting its authority in maners of child
welfare and whilst the parents-apparently complied, there was no contin*
benefit to the child in q~estion: Girl 3's weight subsequently reverred to its former
pattern; parents withdnzw From the therapeutic programme established; the regular
monitoring of the public health n m e appeared to become an end in itself; and the
parents were present throughout the social worker's meeting with Kelly and she
was never subsequentby allowed to meet the social worker.

i';
(c)

Flight is described as a form of closure in which families close their boundaries
and retreat from contact with the external world by moving elsewhere. Some of
the cases in the stu@y by Reder and his colleayes ,gaphically manifested this
cbanctedtic with numerous cbinges of address. In the case of Kelly's family the
only possible case of flight in recent years was their move to Ireland in late 1990.
It is difficult to be' sure whether thii was a case of flight or otherwise. Certainly
their new address in Ireland was given to the children's primary school and,
possibly; to other agencies in London; on the other hand Kelly's father told the
inquiry in his evidence that their trouble with Kelly was partly the reason for their
move, together with the oppommity presented by his accident compensation.

It is important that every i:ffort is made to establish previous family history and, where
relevant, to make contact with the authorities in the previous jurisdiction We s h a ~be

returning to this matter in

OUT

recommen&tions where we shall also be addressing the

need for protocols for the shanng of information on an inter-countiy basis and
particularly, within the European Union.

Reder et a1 identify with great clarity the dilemmas facing workers in situations of control
conflicts. They found a striking association between escalating abuse of a child anl
parental withdrawal from contact with professionals and others in the outside worh
which, we suggest, is ako evidenced in this case.

Withdrawal could take the form of clos~re. dis-~sed compliance or flight.

They
conclude that workers should be paniculady concerned that the nsk to a child is
increased when a family in which a b w has previously occurred shows any form of
closure.

[n

several instances a child .was killed during an episode of closure but

smdy

identified no reliable clues which could help a worker anticipate the likelihood of clobeing terminal. A particular dilemma for workers is that the difficulty in predicting
which episode of closure might end in the child's death is compounded by the fact that
it is not possible to anticipate how the family might react to mounting control from
outside. "It is impossible to predict, on present. howledge, what the parents' responses
might be to a more confronting stance and whether it will increase the likelihood of the
child being killed =.
The authors identify two significant implications for practice;

(1)
(2)

that all episodes
of. closure
should be seen as potentially fatal;
..
.
that professional's response in such circumstances must not be half-hearted
requests to see the child - ta!ung a little control may be more dangerous than
taking none at ail. ?he

intervention needs to be autharative and decisive so that

the situation is assessed and the child protected before any vicious circle can spiral
out of control. In other words, if professionals decide to take control they should
take a lot of it"

=.

The inquiry team is strongly of the view that the necessary development of child
protection in Ireland must be founded on a solid howledge base.

There is now a

substantial and expanding international body of literature on child abuse and neglect and
we consider it the professional responsibility of the relevant staff and their employers to
access it effectively. We also consider that the development of Irish-based research and
of literature is essential and must be supported and encouraged by the Department of
Health
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CHAPTER 6
- FINDINGS AND RECOkIMENDATIONS In this chapter we address the Following questions:

What happened to cause Kelly's death ?

i

Was Kelly's death preven.table ?
What ran we learn from this case for child protection, practice and provision ?

I
I
I
I

We subsequently make our recommendations for changes at the levels of policy,
provision, management and practice.
WHAT HAF'PENED TO CAUSE KELLY'S DEATH ?

When her family moved

I:O

Ireland in December 1990 Kelly remained with her maternal

grandparents with whom she had been living since May 1989. This bad come about

(

following a b r e d o w n in her relationship with her parents. The family was h o w n to
Lambeth Social Services Department and Kelly was on its' 'At Risk Register' due to
emotional and possible physical abuse. There was also concern about her low weight 'and!
height. Her parents wanted her to be taken into care as a punishment and only agreed

I

reluctantly with 'her being placed with her -grandparents. Kelly's name was removed from

the register by decision of a case conference in Lambeth in Febwu-y 1991 as she had
made considerable progress.

1

Kelly visited her family in County Mayo for two weeks in the summer of 1991 in th'
company of her uncle? aunt and cousins. She was introduced locally as a friend of he
sister, Girl 1, from London and given a fictitious surname.

I

Afier she had retumed to London it would appear that her parents had little further
contact with her until she returned ori hotiday in the summer of 1992. Her father reports
that he had no contact with Kelly during the intervening year while her mother states that
she had intermittent contact by phone in the course of telephone calls to her mother
(Kelly's ,andmother).

According to neighbours Kelly was introduced in 1992 as a cousin. Kzlly's mother,
however, denies this and has stated in evidence that in 1992 Kelly was introduced as their
daughter. Immediately on her return to London Kelly insisted that she wanted to return
to Ireland to live with her family. There were'several phone calls between Kelly, her
parents and their extended family in London.
Her parents report that they were apprehensive but did not actually refuse to allow her
to return. Her mother stated that her apprehension around Kelly's retum was partially
related to their past relationship with her and her own concern that the relationship would
again go '%om bad to worse:'. In the event Kelly did retum within a matter of days and
was enrolled in the local convent secondary school. She was placed in the same class
as Girl 1.

It would appear that problems emerged before long and within weeks Kelly expressed a
wish to return to London. This was opposed by her father on the basis that only he could
determine when, if ever, she could return. It also appears that her parents resented the
additional cost that Kelly's retum represented, in particular, the cost of the food she ate.
(Curiously, however, they did not apply to have her included as a dependent on her
father's Disabled Person's Maintenance Allowance nor for Child Benefit. We estimate
that for the five months Kelly lived with them up to the time of her death this additional
payment would have been of the order of £365.00 in total). It would appear that &om
a relatively early stage her parents began to deprive Kelly of food and also made
excessive demands of her to do chores around the house and farm.

,

Neighbours report that the heavier tasks were assigned to Kelly and Gul 3. These
included bringmg in turf and cleaning out the cowshed. Both girls also had to save turi
and were left to work in {:hebog evenwhen the infestation of midges was so extreme t h x
everyone else had to leave. No matter how well Kelly had performed a task her father

I

1

would always find some reason for dissatisfaction and to punish her. We understand that

I
1
I
1

from a relatively early stage her father would beat Kelly regularly. systematicaily and

persistently, with or without a stated reason These beatings were premeditated and a
belt, or other such device, would commonly be used.

1'

Althoqh members of he:r extended family from London visited the family in October and

again in November the seriousness of the situation was concealed. On the November
visit Kelly did not speak to her relatives and it may be speculated that she had beer
silenced.

Statements made by the parents to this inquiry paint a somewhat different picme. They
suggest that Belly viewed her re-

as an extension of her holiday and,

"

the interest4

of enabling her to settle, they made few demands of her for the f i t four to six week.

I
1
1
1

The main responsibility she was subsequently given was for washing-up but, accordin

to them, she resented having to assist in any way. Once her parents insisted Kelly
decided that she should return to London. However her parents considered that, havin

decided to rejoin her family, she should be forced to see it through. They describe Kelly
becoming pro-messively obstinate, difficult and that she began to hit out at her mothe
:

who had just discovered that she (the mother) was pre-mnt. In their efforts to best her,
what began as minor abuse spiralled out of control leading, almost inevitably, to h
eventual death.

Having considered all the facts of the case at the time the in*

team is highly sceptic

3

about this version of what occurred Duing her five months living with her pare

Kelly lost approximately 33 lbs. We are advised that it would take several months o
a girl of her age to lose this amount of weight.

It is our view that Kelly w

systematically beaten and deprived of food for much of the time she lived in Mayo.

I

There is evidence that food and its deprivation represented a major element of the
parents' methods of disciplining some.nf the children in the family. We have seen how
there were concerns about Girl 3's weight in the United Kingdom and latterly following
the family's move to Ireland. Yet her weight increased by approximately 23% during the
course of a five week absence fmrn the family home whilst in hospital and later, in
St. Anne's Children's Centre in Galway. One of the reasons the parents gave for their
withdrawal from the therapeutic programme initiated by the social worker and
psychologist in February 1992 in relation to Girl 3 was that it "had taken their power
away and now they had no way to control her behaviour through eating". Similarly there
had been concerns about Kelly's weight prior to her placemenr with her maternal
,garidmother in London. Within six months she had "settled i n put on weight and
become very chatty. She blossomed".

.,
. .

-...
..

,

.

Kelly's parents have stated that- in Yaiiuaiy'l993': She wb?almost compuisively eating
sugar "by the cupful". This had hecome .a'-some .of conflict with her; father measuring
the s u g and
~ beating her whemhe found she hid taken more. However it is our belief
that not only was Kelly deprived of food, but that b r e a e jam and;Sugaf were kept in the
room in which she slept. Bread slices were counted and the jam and sugar levelled off
and measured. If her father considered that Kelly had.eaten any ofthis food she would
be further beaten
In short, we are satisfied that Kelly was required to do heavy physical work from &I early
stage following her return and that she was regularly and systematically deprived of food
and beaten.

Furthermore she was subjected, we believe, to extreme physical and

emotional control to prevent her divulging what was happening to her to extended family,
to teachers, to neighbours or to the health board social worker.

Both parents recall the health board social worker insisting on seeing Kelly, which
actually occurred on 12th November 1992. They confum that they stated that Kelly did
not wish to talk to a sociai worker because she had had bad experiences of social workers
in the U.K. While they say it. is true that Kelly did not want to meet sociai workers they
admit that it was primarily they themselves who were unhappy about it.

Kelly's mother referred to their telling the social worker on another occasion about Kelly
missing England and her grandmother. The social worker suggested that she might talk
with Kelly but they had not agreed to this.

1;

W t do believe that the abuse: became progressively worse over the Chnstmas period and

into January 1993. Her parents have admitted that she was beaten on average twice a
day, usually with a belt.
unexpected$,

Their next door neighbows'

daughter-in-law visited

on Christmas Eve, due to the family's chimney going on fire while the

patents were out. This was the fmt time she had seen Kelly since the summer and she
noticed a marked deterioration in Kelly's appearance. As far as we are aware this was
the last sighting of Kelly by anyone outside the family prior to her flight to Stansted on
1st February 1993, less than three days before her death.

At no stage did the parents give any external indication of what was occurring, other than

that Kelly had expressed a wish to return to England. Nor did they seek any assistance,
in spite of having had ample opportunity. When the public health nurse visited on 19th
January she was told by the father that Girl 3 would not be attending any further
paediatric appointments. The social worker visited on the following day and was told by
the mother that Kelly and Boy 1 were at home from school with "tummy bugs". The
social worker did not see Kelly, however, although she appears to have given her mother
opportunities to disclose if they were having problems. Kelly's mother has stated in her
evidence to the inquiy that when the social worker left that day "there was a y t feeling

in my stomach that I should have said something to her".

She says she thought of p h o ~ n gthe social worker subsequently but did not do so.
According to her they had stopped beating Kelly prior to the social worker's visit and
before they realised that she was ill.

h e d i a t e l y following this visit the social worker visited the national school where she
spoke with Girl 3 who complained of a pain The social worker was concerned about

this pain and phoned the parents that evening without success and again on the following
morning. She spoke with the father and suggested that they take Girl 3 to the family
doctor. However the father said that Girl 3 was fine that morning, had gone to school
and had not complained to them of a pain

Some days later, on 26th January, both parents attended Castlebar General Hospital for
the mother's antenatal appointment.

Kelly's father states that his wife said on this

occasion that if they bumped into the social worker, who was based at the adjacent
County Clinic, she would tell her they were having problems with Kelly. However they
did not meet the social worker nor did they seek her out.

This w& in fact. quite typical as there was no history of the family independently
initiating contact with any service, including the general practitioner, on behalf of the
children. This is in conhast with neighbours' reports of their concern about any animal
that might be in pain. In fact we undemand that in the midst of the crisis with Kelly,
they had arranged for a vet to come to a sick cow, in or around the I lth January.

...

~

According to the parents' versioq throughout most of January they considered that Kelly
was being obstinate, defiant and manipulative in order to force them to allow her to
return to London. They were not necessarily opposed to her returning but they were
determined not to give in to her. They stated that it was sometime before they considered
that she might be ill - according to her father, even by the end of January he believed it
was a question of her not co-operating rather than being ill.

?&%

'8
.I(

~~4
.!

Her mother however says that she gradually realised over the week to ten days prior to
Kelly going to England that she was ill. She states that Kelly at thts time was in bed or,
if they got her up, at the <able. She..w_ould walk but she was weak. She last spoke to
them on Thursday 28th January. They tried unsuccessfully to spoonfeed her on the
following Saturday. 30th January.

The inquiry team wishes to state that it does not find thls version of events credible. We
have already noted Kelly's weight loss of 33 ibs during the time she lived with her
parents, which suggests deprivation of food over a period of months, and that she was

1

systematically beaten It is difficult not to conclude that her resultant condition had a
direct influence on her vulnerability to the infection which ult~rnatelycaused her death
One'of her injuries detected on her admission to St. Thomas' Hospital would, had she
survived, have required an amputation of toe. On admission she was described as
"comatose but responsive and there were multiple jittery movements of her hands, feet
and jaw. She was si-gificantly wasted. A Paediatric clinic weight, taken early in 1992
at St Thomas' Hospital, had been some 13kg (291bs. approx) heavier and there was
obvious bunock wasting". Photographs taken at the tm
i e of her admission c o n f i i this.
We consider that. con~raryto-KeUy presenting as defmt and obstinate, it was evident for
a considerable time prior to her eventual flight to England that her condition was that 01
a seriously ill girl caused, at least in part. by her patents treatment of her and who w z
urgently in need of medical anention which was denied her.

On Saturday 30th January, having realised the implications of Kelly's condition, he
father telephoned his brother in England and arranged that Kelly would fly to Stanstem
Airport on Monday, 1st February accompanied by Girl 1. He arranged the flight with
travel agent in Charlestown and ordered a wheelchau for Kelly. It would appear that

:

this stage Kelly's patents realied that they had passed the point of no return In spi
of Kelly's rapidly deteriorating condition they drove past their General Practitioner
surgery on the way to Knock w o r t .

At Knock Airpon both parents were anxious that somebody might remark on Kelly's
condition and her father has stated that,if challenged they would probably have said that
she was suffering from multiple sclerosis. While he waited in the car her father says he
considered"whether they should rake her to hospital in Castlebar but decided she could
be in hospital in London almost as soon. He also commented &hls evidence that had
a social worker made contact with them at this stage '%e would probably have covered
up". In the event nobody at the airport commented on Kelly's condition. Clearly the fact
that people in wheelchah would be a common sight at Knock Airport made it less likely
that they would be challenged
On their arrival at Stansted Airpon their uncle brought Kelly and Girl 1 home and on
realising how seriously ill Kelly was, he brought her to St. Thomas' Hospital.
Kelly was diagnosed with meningococcal septicaemia on Tuesday 2nd February. She
died in the early h o w of Thursday 4th February 1993. The inquest into her death
.
adjourned to 21st April 1993. It was further adjourned
opened on 8th February and .was

pending criminal investigations and re-opened on 21st February 1995. Having head
evidence from a number of witnesses the Coroner returned a verdict:

(1) that Kelly died of Gram-Negative Septicaemia and
(2) that she died as a result of natural causes.

Kelly's parents were charged with wilful neglect and occasioning actual bodily

on

15th December 1993. They appeared in the Circuit Court in Castlebar on 17th May 1994
where they pleaded guilty to the charge of wilful neglect. On 1st November 1994 they
were both sentenced to a period of 18 months imprisonment.

WAS KELLY'S DEATH PREVENTABLE ?
-<

In Chapter 4 we concluded that the Western Health Boards intervention was mive.anc
ineffective in its attempts to protect Girl 3 and Kelly from the danzer which their parent:
posed to them. Fundamentally the health board failed to form an effective assessmen
of the family and consequently did not devise a relevant and successhl interventior
strategy to protect the children. Indeed, by the time Kelly came to live with her famil!

in Mayo, the health board as a whole still did not have a sGcient

appreciation of th

i

nature of the family in spite of involvement over twenty months and by extension, of th
degree of risk to which she was exposed.
Had the health board's intervention been more effective it is likely that by Septembt
1992 when Kelly returned, Girl 3 would have been in care or, alternatively, at home, a
application for a Fit Person Order having failed We can only speculate on the effe
such a failure might have had both on the degree of risk to which she might then ha^
been exposed and on the relationship between the health board and the family. Howevj

an accurate assessment

OF

the family would, we believe, have resulted in Kelly's retu:

to her family bekg met with considerable alarm on the part of the health board
particular, if Girl 3 were now in care Kelly may have been considered to have retumc
to take her (Girl 3's) place. However could anything have been done to prevent h
return ? We think not, in practice. If legdl action had been taken in the U.K., it k o u
presumably have had to be taken by Lambeth Social Services Department, or t
extended family or both, jointly.

Lambeth, however, did not have any concerns about Kelly at that time and she was
the care of her -mndparents on a voluntary basis only; and whde some of Kelk
relatives may have had reservations about her return they do not appear to have been
serious as to warrant r m a to the Courts. Even if court action had been initiated, by

;

party, it is highly unlikely that it would have resulted in a ruling against the wishes
a fifteen year-old who sought to make a fresh start with her family in Ireland

By the same token we do not find credible any suggestion that an Irish c o w at that time
could or would have intervened to p-eyent this reunion, even if the health board had
sought such an order. It is also important to note that the health board social worker was
advised by her colleague in Lambeth that Kelly's amval in Ireland was entirely a matter
for her family.

Kelly then having r e m e d home, would have been enrolled in secondary school and one
would have expected the soclal worker to have made contact with the school to establish
how she was settling and to request that the school monitor her progress and keep the
health board informed of any change in her. attendance, behaviour, appearance or
demeanour.

This we undernand to have been the purpose of the social workefs visit to the school
on 12th November 1992 although, as we have noted earlier, communication between the
social worker and school principal on the occasion of this visit appears to have been
unsatisfactory. One would also have expected the social worker to have ensured that she
..
actually saw and spoke with Kelly and again it is i m p o m to note that the social worker
achieved this although it required si&~cant

determination and resilience in the face of

the parents' resistance.

The family's social worker was aware that some of Kelly's relatives visited the family
in Ireland in both October and November. By now she (the social worker) had a copy
of a letter written by a relative of Kelly's in 1988 to Lambeth Social Services D e p m e n t
detailing concerns about Kelly's relationship with her parents and their treatment of her.
She took comfort from the fact that no such indication of concern was communicated to
her or to any health board colleague following these visits.

Had an accurate assessmerit of the family been made and certainly if Gid 3 had by now,
been in care it is highly unlikely that the_case conference of 17th November 1992 would
have decided as it did. to reduce the frequency of visits by the social worker and the
public health nurse. ~ h i case
i
conference decision in fact was based on a number of
more positive reports of the family, not least on an opinion that Girl 3's low weight and
stature was attributable to the small stature of her family members generally. This was
inaccurate and misleading which would have been illustrated by careful charting of her
i

weight and height and that of her siblings over the previous two :years.

It is diffkuit to suggest that the decision to reduce the frequency of visits made a
difference prior to Christmas as Kelly continued to attend school and no reports of
concern were made by school staff. T h e social worker visited the family on 9th
December. There was a sigpificant break of contact up to mid-January wtuch was
compounded by the closwe of the school for some days due to a heavy snowfall. The
social worker was on leave from 24th December until 11th January. She telephoned
return
Kelly's mother o n her
.,
.
. but again because of the snow did not visit undl the
following week, on 20th ~ a n k y .The public health nurse had visited on 19th January.

There was nothing particularly untoward noted on either of these visits to indicate how
seriously the situation had deteriorated and the condition Kelly must have been in at that
time. With hindsight it is of course to be regretted that neither worker insisted on seeing
Kelly or, had they been refused, subsequently sought a place of safety order or Garda
assistance. But could that-have reasonably been expected ? We think not.

In the five months since Kelly's arrival there had not been a single report of concern
about her condition whether from neighbours, extended family, school Gardai or other
health board personnel. The unsatisfactory contact between health board social worker
and school principal of the previous October now assumes additional importance since,
had either been in contact with the other during January Kelly's absence from school
after Christmas might well have been considered significant.

However, it must also be recognised that parents who abuse or neglect their children are
particularly skilled at deflecting conce5: For example, on the social worker's visit of
20th January it was Kelly's mother who volunteered that Kelly was ill - with a rummy
bug

- perhaps

for fear that the social worker was aware that Kelly was not at school.

Nevertheless the social worker left the house that day with a niggling concern that the
parents' relationship with Kelly might be deteriorating. She gave Kelly's mother ample
oppormnity to disclose any difficulty but left, determined to see Kelly on her next visit.

Kelly's mother has confirmed this, stating that when the social worker left that day she
had a "gut feeling" that she should have said something to her. Unfortunately there was
to be no funher visit before Kelly was sent to London in a critical state. The case
conference held on 26th January reflects the fact that health board personnel continued
to have concerns about the wellbeing of Kelly and Girl 3 yet had neither an accurate
assessment of the situation nor effective intervention strategy. Indeed, while Kelly was
still alive at this point it would seem that in terms of the health boards capacity to
intervene, it was already too late.

Kelly's father has stated in his evidence to thLs inquiry concerning the health board's
involvement: "They didn't have any reason to worry about Kelly at the time. I mean
I can look back and say, yes that is what they should have done but it is easy to look
back and say that's what should have happened I can't say at that time they should have
done this or should have done that. We weren't co-operating with them at all so they
could only react in the way they thought fit at the time."

We believe that Kelly's parents belong to a minority of abusive parents in that the abuse
is a result of a pathological need to impose their will rather than a lack of capacity Or

an inability to cope with a number of stress factors. Consequently intervention strategies
in such circumstances need to recognise that the relief of stress will not, of itself,
eradicate the risk of abuse. In our view an accurate assessment of the family, foUowed
by an effective intervention strategy would have resulted in a
nature o f the risk to which Kelly and Girl 3 were exposed

appreciation of the

Nevertheless we Fmd it impossible to state with any certainty that such an assessment
would necessarily have prevented Kelly's death. [n the first place it is important to note
that we do not believe that her parents.ever intended that Kelly should die; secondly,
from what we know of her parents' behaviour and their statements it is likely that any
different approach by the health board would have been met by them in an even more
defensive and closed manner; and thirdly, as we have seen in Chapter 5, it is not possible
to anticipate either those instances of closure which are potentially terminal nor how a
family might react to attempts by the relevant authorities to exert additional external
control.

In fact Kelly's parents have confirmed to the inquiry that they would have

reacted against any attempt by the health board to become more intrusive. They have
further stated that as the situation deteriorated and their abuse of Kelly escalated, it took
on a certain inevitability that, in their opinion, no intervention from the health board
..
would have countered.

While we do not necessarily share her parents' description of events, based on all
relevant factors and the available evidence it is the view of the inquiry team that,
in spite of our criticism of many aspects of the Western Health Board's involvement
with this family, it is not possible to conclude that a more effective response would
necessarily have prevented1 Kelly's death.

WHAT CAN WE LEARN FROM THIS CASE FOR CHILD PROTECTION

PRACTICE Ah'D PROVISION?
We consider that there are significant lessons to be learned from this case to inform child
protection practice nationally.

We have identified substantial shortcomings in the

Western Health Board's practices and procedures, relating most notably, to failures in
child protection procedures, the absence of an effective assessment and several deficits
in overall case management, including the use of case conferences.

We have been

particularly compelled to draw attention to these shortcomings both because we do not
consider them to be unique to the Western Health Board and we believe they could have
even greater s i m c a n c e for the eventual outcome in other cases.

PRACTICE
-,.

We consider it important to recognise that no matter how effectively authorities
intervene they cannot guarantee that children will not be abused or k i e d by their
parents or carers. To suggest otherwise is tantamount to expecting that there would
be no crime because of the existence of the Garda Siochana.

This is an uncomfortable and mgic'fact but its acknowledgement is vital to the context,
management and practice of chdd protection In terms of pmctice it should not be met
with a fatalistic hopelessness but rather with an appreciation on the part of professionals
that for whatever reasons, some parentslcarers do cause serious injury and death to their

children, whether directly or indirectly. This cleariy demonstrates the importance of
accurately identifymg and effectively assessing those families which represent a serious
risk to one or more children and planning intervention accordingly.

Emotional Abuse and Neelect
The physical abuse which Kelly suffered had its genesis in emotional abuse and neglect.
There is a need therefore to recognise the si&cance

of emotional abuse and neglect as

a form of abuse that can be as dangerous as other, more obvious, forms. We have noted
the relative bias of the Western Health Board towards sexual abuse and the more recent
inclusion of all forms of abuse in its child protection strategies. The importance of
recognising indicators of emotional abuse or neglect cannot be over-emphasised while it
is equally important tha.t legal provision and practice should facilitate the protection of
chtldren at risk of these particular forms of abuse. It is particularly vital that c o r n be
receptive to hearing evidence of emotional abuse and neglect.

Sienificance of Ape
Typically it is pre-school children w h ~have
.
been considered to be most vulnerable to
abuse, both because of the fact that they have not yet acquired the intellectual, langnge,
emotional, physical or social skills to alen others and because of the limited opportunities
of the authorities to gain access to them since they have not yet begun to attend school.
Most of the children who have been killed as a result of abuse or neglect have. indeed
been preschool children. A study by Reder et a1 of thmy five children who died in the
United Kingdom while in the care of theu parents or carers found that their mean aee
was 3 years, I month. These authors refer to a Canadian study

" of 100 children who

died in Ontario between 1973 and 1982 which found that 57% of the victims were aged
below 1 year and 95% were younger than 6 years.
..
Kelly's age at the time of her death, therefore, is of particular note. Indeed the relative
lack of concern at her return to her family azed 15 years 3 months may have been
attributable, at least in part, to a perception that she was now old enoueh to look &er
herself and, if subjected to atruse, she would be able to amact attention and assistance.

That she did not do so, in the event, is itself of significance. Whether it was because she
could not, or chose not to, we may never know.

Vulnerabilitv of the Victims.
The Kikenny Incest Investigation drew attention to the fact that victims, by virtue of
their status as victims, are frequently unable to make rational choices and reasonable
responses. It also drew attention to the dynamics of domestic violence and contributed
to advancing both public and professional understandine of, and responses to, both
victims and perpetrators.

It is clearly important, therefore, that there equally be an

understanding of the vulnerability of the child victim, even where s h e is a teenaeer. This
recognition demands that we suspend our normal perceptions of teenagers and recognke
the particular profile of teenagers suffering abuse or neglect.
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Child A ~ U U and

Suoervision Orders
With the implementation ofthe C h i l d m e Act 1991 health boards will, for the first time,
have the power to apply to the Courts for s u p e ~ s i o norders on children about whose
.welfare they are concerned. It is impossible to say with certainty whether a supervision
order would have made a difference in this case but it is likely that the health board staff
concerned might have felt more confident about applying for a Supervision Order than
they did about a Fit Person Order in early 1992.

One benefit of a supervision order would be to give a health board access to a child
That alone, however will not be sufficient and indeed it has always been possible even
prior to the introduction of supervision orders to insist on access, with the assistance of
the Gardai, if the concerns were of sufficient

seriousness. However, as we have seen,

access on its own is of limited value. We believe that supervision orders will have to be
used flexibly and imagmatively if they are to be really effective.

There will be a need to develop a range of other services to which children and their
can be referred undersupervision orders; there will need to be variety with regard
to how professionals work with children, for example through h a , art therapy, sport,
etc; and professionals will need to have access to fuaher training in working with
%

children and, indeed, in accurately recogising and interprehng the sigdcance of what
they say.

Accessing the views of children
A positive feature to be noted, in spite of the fact that it was not entirely successful, was
the recognition by both the social worker and psychologist of the importance of accessing
the views of the children, in this case Girl 3 and, to a limited extent, of Kelly herself.
It is most important, although frequently dificldt, to create opportunities to hear the
views of children, particularly where they are suspected of being abused or neglected.
The social worker and psychoiogm jointly met with Girl 3 for four sessions in February
1992.

They were also meeting with her parents at this stage but when the parents withdrew their
co-operation the workers concluded that-there would be little benefit in continuing to see
Girl 3 on her own, other than as a support to her. It appean that this was not followed
further but had the parents consented we believe that it might have been helpful if it had
Later the social worker was clearly anxious to create opportunities to talk with Kelly on
her own but her parents would not a-me.

She also taked with Girl 3 in school and

r e c o d e d that she was clearly upset by events at home but did not
disclose any specific cause for concern.

I

I

Workine with children

This highlights a further feature of w o r h g with children who have been abused or
neglected Such cases are complex in the extreme and the children concerned typically
have a very mixed relationship with their parents of which extreme loyalty and collusion
are features. They do not tend to easily volunteer what is or has been happening but they
may give obscure clues even unknown to themselves. It is vital that workers recognise
and accurately interpret such clues. However it must be reco-gised that some children
never give clues or make a disclosure.

Issues of communication and cooperation
We have highlighted a number of communication deficits in this case and this has
featured as an issue in virtually every inquiry into a child death in other countries. We.
have noted that in general there was a willingness to share information but have drawn
attention to the difference between informing and communicating.
Of particular importance is the context within which infomation is impacted and this is
clearly influenced by the status and relationship of the workers concerned and of their
respective organisations andlor departments. It seems to us that this will always be a
complex and difficult area.

It will only be ameliorated in our view, by increasing awareness and understanding of
professional staff through specific tra&

initiatives which address the 'psycholog' of,

as well as the formal procedures for, interdiciplkry and inter-agency communication
and co-operation

It will be facilitated. however. by the promotion of a positive

organisational context which demonstrates a commitment to collaborative arrangements
in the interests of the welfare of children

ORGAYISATION& CONTEXT
Fundamental to the development of child protection provision is that health boards,

as the relevant statutory authorities, should perceive themselves, and he perceived,
as child protection agencies.

Clearly they are much more besides but we are not

satisfied that this basic requirement is adequately met at present. Certainly social work
depamnents, and other disciplines and services to a lesser extent, are perceived to have
a child protection fimction but we have to question the extent to which this is seen as a
corporate function as we believe it must.

The implications of health boards assuming corporate responsibility for child protection
include ensuring that all of their relevant resources and facilities are directed where
appropriate, towards the exercise of this function; that the organisational culture
accommodates and reflects the demands of child protection; and that health board
managements accept responsibility for assuring the quality of services and interventions
which includes arrangements for staff support, supervision and training. We believe that
changes in both structures and the deployment of staff are required to achieve this.

.4cknowled~ementof continuine risk
We have concluded that,tragically, children will continue to be abused by their parents
andlor carers.

It is important that health boards, in developing as child protection

agencies, accept this fact. This will allow them to focus on the objectives of identifjmg
children at risk and intervening effectively to remove or reduce the risk involved to the
child

In effect this will put the child at the centre of the health board's focus. Paradoxically
the objective of preventing all abuse--bcuses on the protection of the health board is
neither realistic nor credible and too often results in defensive or ineffective practice by
frontline staff.

We are anxious to ensure (hat t h s is not perceived as a rationalisation for ineffective
action by health boards. On the contrary we believe that a realistic appraisal of that
which can, and cannot, be achieved will lead to higher standards of practice, greater
accountability and effectiveness.

W e do recognise, however, that there is a

fundamental issue as to the extent to which health boards, politicians, the media and
the public are prepared to accept that the protection of children from child abuse
cannot be guaranteed in every instance.

Relations between manamment and frontline staff
We are concerned that there appears to be tension between frontline staff and
management which is not unique in this instance and which continues to exist We
believe that, organisationally, this is primarily a maner for management to address but
that changing the context as outlined above will be si-gificant. By the same token it is
our view that, professionally, there is an onus on child protection staff to adopt a
cons&ctive

and collaboraxive position vis a vis management which acknowledges

progress and contributes to hture policy and provision

Authority in child ~rotection
We also consider that social workers, in particular. and their supervisors need to reconcile
more effectively the dual roles of support and authority. We believe that the appropriate
use of authority in child protection is essential and we welcome recent developments in
co-operation between health boards and gardai.

A framework to protect children

It is evident from this case that there IS.-^ need to provide an effective framework for the
protection of children at risk ranging from legislation. to resources, to agency structure
and orientatio~to professional expertise, to effective inter-disciplinary and inter-agency
communication and collaboration to a continuum of s e ~ c e s .This continuum must itself
encompass a full range of child welfare, as opposed to specifically child protection
se~ces.

It must include services that are essentially preventive and supportive, services directed

towards children as well as those provided for parents and they must be inte,pted with
other relevant resources provided by schools, voluntary organisations, etc.

This is particularly relevant because in addition to the interventions such s e ~ c e provide,
s
they also offer additional oppormnities to develop relationships with children and
families. In this way they can be supportive of statutory child protection interventions,
..
orders,
.. and they may ameliorate the difficulty of families being
for example, supervision
.

resistant to developing a relationship with social workers due to their child protection
fuuction Finally, it is important to acknowledge and address the difficulty of providing
a full w e of effective services in a predominantly rural area with a dispersed
population In this regard it is important to adjust staffing ratios to take account of the
particular distances and travelling times encountered in a county like Mayo. It is also
important to recognise that amongst health board disciplines it is social workers, i.e. the
professionals with the most specific focus on child abuse and neglect, who typically travel
the most. While this has implications for actual numbers of staff it also suGests a need
both to review how staff are deployed and to explore options for the development of
appropriate and effective support services within rural communities.

The past two years have seen a substantial development of s e ~ c e to
s protect children
at risk which followed the publication ofthe Report of the Kikemy Incest Investigation
As a result, it is probable that our capacity to intervene to protect such children is now
greater than ever before. We are compelled however, to note that the shortcomings
caused by many years of relative neglect of provision for children in need cannot be
reversed within a three year programme of development. however effective it may be
Kelly died in February 1993, one week after. the Government Budset had made nc
additional provision for the implementation of the Chiid Care Act 1991 and one month
before the K i l k e ~ y case came to .public attention.

The present Government's

commitment to implement the legislation by 1996 is welcome but it is equally important
that we ensure that our capacity to ensure its effectiveness is fully developed

We find it inconceivable, therefore, that the development of child care semce:
. .
should be considered to becoming to an end. It has barely begun. In spite of th~
progress of the past two y e a current provision falls far short of a level that could b~
judged to be adequate. Child protection also must be seen in the context ofchild welfm
generally with the development of preventive and support measures so that problems c a
be addressed as early and as effectively as possible.

W e recommend most strongly that the Government make a commitment to th
continuing development of services for children over a seven to ten year periot
This should include the development of a comprehensive and integrated plan and tk
provision of the resources necessary to implement it.

The implementation of the Child Care Act 1991 in full will increase the statutory powers
and responsibilities of the eight health boards for the protection and welfare of children
Essential to the exetcise of these p o w 3 is. we believe, the development within each
health board of a perspective which gives corporate recognition to. its functions as a c u d
protection and welfare agency. This will require the commitment and leadership of senior
health board managements, supported by the Department of Health and the harnessing
of relevant facilities and services in support of this statutory function It will also require
the development of a co-ordinated and integrated approach in the planning and delivery
of services and consistency in practices and procedures both vithin and between each
health board In order to ensure that these requirements can be met we recommend
the creation of a senior professional post with.responsibility for child welfare within
the headquarters management staff of each health board.

The p o s of Director of CommunityMedical Officer for Health carries responsibility for
the monitoring and co-ordination of cases of child abuse occurring in each community
care area. However since this responsibility was first assigned the particular demands and
complexities of health boards' child protection mandate have become more apparent and
.
..
have g o w n significantly. The impending implementation of the chili+ care legislation
will impose additional responsibilities on health boards a n 4 by implication, on the
relevant management p e r s o ~ e lin each community care area. The D.C.CAvl.O.H.'s,
responsibilities however extend across a very broad range of functions, for example,
water quality, nursing homes regulations and control of infectious diseases, to name but
three. Responsibilities in many of these areas have also increased over the past ten to
fifteen years whilst others have been added. Having reviewed the disparate nature of the
current b c t i o n s of the post the inquiry team has formed the view that it is no longer
reasonable or realistic to expect the D.C.C.M.O.H. to provide the leadership and support
necessary to enable the health boards to discharge their statutory child protection function
effectively whilst also carrying out their other responsibilities as required.

We are conscious that health board m c h l r e s are currently being reviewed, particularly '
in the light of the creation of the-new Depamnents of Public Health and their
implications for the posts of D.C.C.M.O.H. While it has not been appropriate for this

'

inquiry to involve itself in the wider structural issues under review we do consider it
essential that any fume arrangements would provide for the creation of a specific post
of responsibility for child welfare, including child protection within each community care ,
area.

i

W e recommend that a dedicated child welfare management 'post be created in each
community care area to provide the leadership and direction necessary for the,
effective discharge of the board's statutory child welfare functions, including child,
protection.

-.

W e recommend that these posts be filled by professional staff with a relevant
qualification, frontline child welfare experience, post-qualifying training and a clear
interest in managing this function. We further recommend that these child care
management posts include a developmental function and responsibility for children
in care, fostering and adoption and family support services.

We consider that the Western Health Board has adopted a positive and considered
approach to the increased child care resources of the past two years with. the
establishment of its Child Care Unit at its Galway headquarters, the commissioning ot
evaluation reports on its services and the prioritising of training as a critical prerequisite
of development. Further, the establishment of arrangements for improved communication
and co-operation between the Gardayand officers of the Board is most welcome and the
benefits are already evident.

With specific reference to Mayo Community Care Area, developments have include(
additional professional arid administrative staff, appointment of social work team leaden
establishment of a new family support service in Ballina and development of foster car
and residential child care provision in the county.

These developments are to be welcomed but the challenge now is to ensure that they can
services "on the ground" to advance the
be translated into the provision of..effective
.-,.
welfare of children in the Board's area. Of Fundamental importance, in our view, is that
the Board consider how its various function. and initiatives on behalf of the welfare of
children can best be integrated into a cohesive strategy to enable it to assume its
increased responsibilities with the implementation of the child care legislation. The
acknowledgement of its increased corporate responsibility for child welfare including its
responsibility to assure the quality of its services for children at risk will make new
demands of the Board, of management and of frontline staff.

To ensure that it can assume these additional responsibilities with confidence we
recommend that the Western Health Board establish an internal, consultative
process with relevant staff and services with the objective of maximising its
organisational capacity to accurately identify children at risk in the region and to
intervene effectively to eradicate or to reduce the degree of risk to which children
are exposed. This process should result in the articulation of an agreed, achievable
..
.,
objective to be endorsed both by marqement and frontline staff; with a commitment
from management to adopt a positive, supportive approach which recognises the
complexities of child protection and the stresses it holds for relevant staff, both
individually and collectively; and with the adoption of a positive and constmctive
approach by frontline staff which acknowledges progress while seeking solutions to
continuing or emergent problems. This recommendation is founded on our conviction,
which is supported by the relevant literature, that a stable and progressive organisational
climate is a vital if frequently overlooked component of effective child protection.

We recommend that the Western Health Board review its current deployment of
community care staff. In our view the public health nune in this case was too isolated
whilst other staff were too centrally located in Castlebar. We believe it is important in
terms of the morale, professional development, psychological support and physical
protection of staff that they should not work on their own, particularly where that work
entails at least aspects of child protection.

Effective deployment of staff, particularly on an inter-disciplinary basis, offers
oppommities for the development of.@tionships

'

of trust and confidence in colleages,

across disciplines. for sharing of information, C O - w o r b g and may facilitate more
efficient and economical me of resources.

I

~ l l i e dto this we recommend that the Western Health Board give consideration be

,

to the development of multi-disciplinary

child protection teams covering a

I

geographical area. We believe that the benefits of having an inte-mated system of health

,

and social s e ~ c e swithin health boards generally is not being fully exploited in the ,
present deployment of staff. We recognise that this recommendation will have substantial

I

professional and lo_einical implications but we would like to see them tested at least on
a pilot basis.
I

The implementation of these recommendations will have implications both for community
care structures in general a n 4 specifically, for the management of, and interface between

. ,

the various relevant disciplines with a responsibility for child welfare. For this reason,
and also because we believe 'that the way child welfare staff are currently deployed and '
managed should be the subject of a national review, we recommend that the
Department of Health examine, in consultation with the relevant interested parties,
I

the most effective means of delivering child welfare services nationally.
I

While the provision of adequate resources for effective investigation and assessment is
essential, there is a danger that this aspect of child protection, can absorb an unequal share
of available resources to the detriment of treatment facilities both for victims and
perpetrators of abuse and neglect or of preventive and suppoa s e ~ c e s .We recommend,
therefore, that the Department of Health take appropriate measures to protect
resources for preventive,, support and treatment services thus avoiding their being
directed exclusively towards investigation of instances of abuse and neglect.

We recommend that th.e Department of Health adopt a proactive approach in
monitoring health boards' child care developments in order to ensure consistency
on a national scale both in provision and of procedures and practice.

We also consider that there is a need at national level to set and m o ~ t o rstandards of
practice in child protection, to establish good practice guidelines, to promote examples
of good practice and to inquire into failures of practice. It has not been possible for this
inquiry to explore in d i c i e n t depth the ar,gments for or against the location of this
function within the Depamnent of Health or, alternatively, the establishment of an
independent and authoritative CommissionedOmbudsman for Children whose other
functions might include the promotion of children's rights.

We do, however,

recommend the establishment at national level of a system for the setting and
monitoring of child protection standards, to promote examples of good practice and
to inquire into serious failures of practice.

In view of its ratification by Ireland in 1992 we recommend that all Government
actions in respect of children and, in particular, in respect of children who are
vulnerable due to abuse or neglect, be founded on the principles and articles of the

U.N. Convention on the Rights of the Child.
.

.

We are concerned about the apparent difficulty in making successfd court applications
on bebalf of children at risk as evidenced in this case. Concerns that an application on
bebalf of Girl 3 in April 1992 might not have been successful were subsequently born
out by the apparent difficulty experienced by the health board in seeking Fit. Person
Orders on the surviving children after Kelly's death. These were granted eventually when
the parents withdrew their opposition.

There is evidence to support the view of the Kilkenny Incest Investigation that the
emphasis on the rights of the family in the Constitution may be interpreted as giving a
higher value to the rights of parents than to the rights of children. There is need to
achowledge that the rights and interests of children may indeed be in conflict with those

of their parents, in certain circumstances.

This inquiry supports and echoes the recommendation of the Kilkenny Incest
Investigation Report that conside~@ion be given by the Government to the
amendment of Articles 41 and 42 of the Constitution so as to include a statement of

I

the constitutional rights of children. We further recommend that the body currently

,

reviewing the Constitution give consideration to ensuring consistency between
Ireland's ratification of the United Nations Convention of the Rights of the Child

,

and the constitutional provision in this regard.

In n e w of the potential conflict between the interests of health boards and the interests
of children we recommend the development of national standards in the provision
I

of an advocacy o r guardian ad litem service to children who are the subjects of legal
proceedings.

..

W e recommend that judges and officers of the Courts be informed of the indicators
of emotional abuse and neglect and of their particular risks to individual children.

We recogrise that there are 'conflicting views on the desirability or otherwise of the
introduction of mandatory reporting of all forms of child abuse and neglect by
professional staff. However the concern to provide maximum protection for children at
risk must, in our view, take precedence over all other concerns. We recommend that
the reporting of actual o r suspected child abuse or neglect become a legal
requirement for relevant designated staff, including health board personnel, general
practitioners, the Gardai; teachers and staff of voluntary and private child care
services.

W e also recommend that this mandatory reporting requirement accompanied by
guidelines to these staff vvho should have immunity in any legal proceedings.

The case in question also highlights the importance of acting when accmate, relevant and
appropriate information is received._about families who move to Ireland from other
jurisdictions and whose children are considered to be at'risk

It is known that such

families can be highly mobile, often motivated by a concern to escape the attention of
the relevant authorities. It is essential that they do not succeed Nevertheless their
mobility is facilitated by the increased freedom to travel within the European Union

In view of the increasing numbers of families from other jurisdictions settling m Ireland

particularly in rural areas,

we recommend that the Irish Government take the

initiative in establishing European Union protocols for liaison and sharing of
information between member States in the interests of protecting children. In the
meantime we recommend that the Department of Health establish bilateral
arrangements with other jurisdictions for the sharing of information between
relevant authorities where children are, or are suspected of being, at risk

The establishment of international
protocols governing the ~ n f o m t i o nto be transferred
..
where families whose children are considered to be at risk move between jurisdictions,
also has relevance in any situation where such a family moves between areas, even within
the same health board region We recommend that any authority where it knows that
a family whose children are, or are suspected of being, at risk has moved to anotfier
are& take all steps to ascertain the family's new address and to provide the
equivalent authority in the new area with all relevant information.

This should

include the extent to which the family was known to the services in the former area
and their motivation for moving, where known.

W e equally recommend that the receiving authority adopt a proactive approach in
seeking information on any family which has recently moved into its area in relation
to whom an allegation or referral is made.

We recommend that a national agreed standard and format be established by the
eight regional health boards for the_,.transfer of information from one board to
another.

This could then form the basis of agreements with other jurisdictions,

particularly Northern Ireland the United Kingdom and the other member states of the
European Union.

Where a family, some or all of whose children are considered to be at risk, has moved

I
I
I
I
1

from one area to another, we recommend that health boards ~ u p p o r tin principle and

facilitate where necessary, relevant staff from two or more authorities meeting, even
where this involves have1 to another jurisdiction.

We are f m l y convinced

3

assessment of concerns can be much more accurate where the relevant staff have
opportunity to meet and &cuss
documentation.

4

t h e c a s e rather than be totally reliant on steril

We do not state categorically that meetings should occur in eve

instance. We believe however that this should be an option at the discretion of the sraff

d

concerned in consultation with their line manager and that the orgmisational c h a t
should be conducive to it.
.,

.

.

I
I
I
I

We also believe that it should be possible to establish national standards with regard to
the structure of child protection files. In particular we recommend the adoption of

standardiied case summary sheet similar to the format used in the chronology
included in this report.

This should be located at the front of all files, shoul

include details of family history and be continuously updated with factual summaries
of new information and events. This summary should be considered as a key, dynami

device in child protection case management rather than as a routine administrative task

We cannot emphasise too strongly the importance of child protection staff being receptive
.. relating to families and children about whom
to and actively seekinz out, ~nformation

concerns have been expressed. The stresses and complexities of c u d protection and,
heretofore, the poor morale and inadequate resourcing which appears endemic in the area
have led, we suspect, to a subconscious "deahess" to reports and subtle diversion of
concems and allegations about children

Pmfessionals may feel already ovenvhelmed with cases and become psychologically
resistant to new refermls or, indeed, place obstacles in the way of members of the public
whowish to report their concerns, for example, by insistinp that they give their names
or come to the health board office. The Depamnent of Health Guidelines unambiguously
state that all reports of child abuse, including anonymous calls, shodd be investigated
The terms 'referral' and 'alleption' have been used almost interchangeably by health
board staff. We consider it important to distinguish between the two, not least because
while in practice they tend to amount to the same for social work departments, cases
. ..
where there are allegations represent perhaps only a small'percentage of referrals to some
other disciplines. We wish to emphasise the importance of the Department of Health
Guidelines, including the requirement to notify the D.C.CJM.0.H. or other designated
professional immediately and that all allegations be investigated utgentiy..

We

recommend that all allegations be recorded on a special colour-coded form to be
used for this purpose by all disciplines in all health boards.

This will make it

immediately apparent that allegations have been made about a child in a family. Where,
following investigation of an allegation, it is decided not to take any Further action it is
essential that this decision be recorded and explained

By the same token, where action is considered necessary following investigation

01

alleeation a wrinen repon with a substantiated recommendation is essential.

I
I

D.C.C.hl.0.H. or other designated professional must retain a separare log of
allegations and szisfy himherself that appropriate action is being taken

recommend that where a completed investigation indicates that a child is indeed

risk hisher name should be entered on an 'At Wli. Register. The o p e m t j
aspects of thts Register, including protocols for the registration, maintenance and remo

I

of a name should be enunciated by the Department of Health following consultation
the health boards, voluntary organisations and other interested parties.

I

We have reason to bt: concerned at the level of awareness and undemanding of the 19

I
!

Depamnent of Health Guidelines amongst health board and voluntaly or,gmkation c
care staff, teachers and Gar&

We also have concerns about the current leve

compliance even where the content of the guidelines is h o w n . We consider that w

relevant, every organisation is obliged to ensure that each member of its staff is hll
fait with the pidelines and is abidiig by them. In particular, we recommend
Western ~ e a l t hBoard &;ss

the current level of knowledge and compliance o

staff with the Department of Health Guidelines and establish and address

1

reasons for non-compliance.

d

The purpose of gathering, collating and analysing information is to fachtate the acc

assessment of the situation, in particular of the extent of any risk to a child The purp

1
A

of the assessment is to underpin and guide appropriate action. The formulation of
assessment must be a priority, whether based on the outcome of the initial investigati
following a case conference or on the recommendation of a worker specifically assi
to gather all available information for a subsequent case conference.

We wish

1

emphasise the importance to assessment of gathering dormation on the family histo
Assessments, particularly initial assessments, should always be reviewed in the light
new-information but it is important in the interests of a coherent intenrention to prot

(

I

children that they remain rooted in factual information and any revision be justifiable o
the basis of fact.

I

We recommend that the Western Health Board ensure that all of its child protection
staff are aware of the importance..of
-,. assessment and that all relevant staff receive
training in the identification of abuse including indices of abuse, and in risk
assessment.
We recommend that in each case the Western Health Board develop a plan of
intervention based on its assessment of the risk involved to the child. The plan must
have clear objectives to be achieved within a defmed timeframe with an established
process for review. This plan may be the product of an initial case conference but this
will not necessarily be so in every case.

Case conferences should be arranged to facilitate the implementation of planned
intervention or to review its continuing appropriateness or effectiveness. In each instance
the purpose of the case conference should be clear. Only personnel with a relevant
practice or s u p e ~ s o r yinvolvement should be present. The practice of sending deputies
should be avoided if at ail possible and should only be considered where they are
. .
. . ..
comprehensively briefed There must be clarity with regard to responsibility for chairing
and recording the case conference proceedings.

We consider it essential that case

conference proceedings be recorded by an administrative person with appropriate haining.
.,

The record should note those invited those present, those who have sent apologies; there
should be a record of the discussion, recommendations and of any dissenting views.

It should be recognised that the c h a i i g of case conferences is a particularly important
task in the process of child protection. It is the responsibility of the chair to ensure that
the conferences -

-

are professional and effective;

-

that relevant reports are provided in advance;

-

that those attending are clear about its purpose and of expectations of their

-

that the case conference retains a focus on facts, not impressions;

-

that opinions expressed are substantiated;

-

those anending be prepared to contribute to l i m e action, if necessary through the

-

.

-<

courts;

-

that all potential contributions are made and that due consideration is afforded to
all contributions.

It is also most important that there is a common uaderstanding of the confidentiality of

the case conference and that it has the power only to make recommendations since the
health board as the lead agency with statutory responsibility is accountable for subsequent
action. Where formal assessments have been made by specialised facilities it is important
that these reports be made available to the case conference. There may from time to time
be concerns expressed about aspects of confidentiality and professional boundaries in this
regard but we consider these concerns to be superseded by the interests of p r o t e c t b
,
.
children.
W e recommend that the Western Health Board take ail necessary steps to ensure
that the arrangements for the holding of case conferences be substantially
overhauled and that appropriate training be provided to relevant staff to ensure that
the case conference becomes a significantly more effective element of the Board's
child protection strategies.

W e recommend that the Western Health Board clarify the status of legal advice
given at case conferences and whether any such advice which indicates that a Court
application will not be succassful should he followed in every case irrespective of the
views of relevant staff.

We recommend that a key worker be appointed in each case and that all those with
an involvement in the case are aware of the key worker's identity and share

-

information with himher. The key
is accountable to the D.C.CJIM.0.H. or
.... worker
,.
other desi-gated professional for progess in the case and For emwing that the health
board's policies are implemented.

W e recommend that the Western Health Board, in the interests of strengthening
collaboration between agencies in support of the child protection function, give
serious consideration to reversing its policy of requesting representatives of other
agencies to leave case conferences once they have given their report.

In spite of its existing progressive approach to the provision of training we believe that
there is a continuing need for the Board to invest si-gificantly in staff traiing and
development.

We recommend that a comprehensive training programme be

developed in consultation with staff to include, inter alia,

assessment

.

dynamics of abusing families
case conference management, roles, etc
corporate responsibilities under Child Care
team development
the psychology of inter-disciplinaq and inter-agency collaboration
communication - its dynamics and processes
investigative techniques

In view of the practical difficulty of reconciling the need for a substantial invesrment in
training in various aspects of child proJection with heavy workload demands and staff
shonages, we recommend that the Department of Health explore the development of
a modular approach to the expansion of child protection training.

In t b event

credits could be awarded for the successll completion of relatively short training
modules, leading to the award of an appropriate qualification on reactung a prescribed
number of credits. This would allow for a targeted approach of training to needs whila
accommodating and indeed being complemented by, continuine practice demands. It it
I-

essential that any such development of mining would have the acquisition and extension
of child protection skills as its focus.

The provision of administrative supports to multi-disciplinary health board staff has no
been. a high priority in the past. However the effective operation of the child protectiol;
Function demands a degree of administrative coherence and support that is neither feasibl'
nor appropriately provided by professional staff.

We recommend therefore that the Western Health Board take the steps necessar
to ensure an adequate level of administrative support to child protection staff.

We also recommend that the Western Health Board ensures that all profession:
staff remain accountable for appropriate administrative tasks s u c h a s the writin
signing and dating of case notes. Notes do not have to be typed but the writer has
responsibility to ensure that .they are legible; reports should be signed rather th;
initialled and care must be taken to ensure accuracy, for example, with regard
addresses and dates

- otherwise

they may be mis-filed with potentially very serio

consequences; times of visits, phone calls etc.. should be noted and all incornins pc
must be date stamped

We believe there to be a relationship between the perceived priority accorded to a s e w
and the quality of accommodation provided for its execution. W e recommend that

:

development of child protection senices be matched by the provision of appropri:
accommodation and facilities.

We have seen that in this case there were specific problems of communication between
health board and school staff. This c y present particular difficulties in attempting to
protect children at risk We recommend that responsibility for communicating health
board child protection policy and provision to schools should be one of the
responsibilities of the new post of child care manager in each community care a r e a

We also recommend that each school nominate a teacher to develop special expertise
in the identification of child abuse and neglect and function as its liaison officer with
local health board staff. Special joint in-service training programmes should be
provided and this will assist in developing collaborative relationships locally.

We recommend that the development by the Department of Education of a new sex
education and lifeskills curriculum for primary and postprimary school students
should address issues of child abuse and neglect. In-service training for teachers of
this curriculum should include the development of skills i n identifying and
facilitating pupils who wish to make a disclosure.
..
We have already drawn attention to the need to take specific measures to improve interdiscipkmy and inter-agency communication and co-operation and to the fact that
experience does not appear to match commitment.

It is essential to understand the

dynamics and psychology of the constraints on collaboration
We recommend that the Western Health Board initiate a process to consider all
aspects of inter-disciplinary and inter-agency communication and collaboration
involving staff from each discipline and agency.

. ..

~~

-- - ... . -

We have also been concerned during the course of this inquiry by the human impact of
this type of work on the workers concerned This ranges from the apprehension with
which some staff may embark on a home visit, to the relative danger to some staff of
adopting a confrontative stance with abusing parents in an isolated home. .4t the other
end of the spectrum there is the nauma experienced .by workers in cases where a tragedy
occurs, for whatever reason, and they themselves become subjected to abuse, vilification
or innuendo.

This is itself a dificdr and complex area and we recommend that the Western Health
Board investigate measures used in other employments to provide support to

I

I
1

I
I

workers who may experience trauma in the conduct of their professional duties.

I

We believe that a progessive and proactive approach by the health board in this r e m d

I

will be repaid in the increased confidence and morale of its staff in the exercise of their
professional functions.

I

CHAPTER 7

-

CONCLUSION

-

A CHILD IS DEAD

This tragic reality can so easily be obscured by the hysteria caused by media reports,
politicians' questions, legal proceedings, professionals' vulnerability, esrablishment of
inquiries, recommendations for change in legislation3 policy, service provision and
practice. While this may be inevitable we believe it can only be justified in terms of a
commitment to improve the effectiveness of the protection we provide, as a society, to
children at risk of abuse or neglect.

.'

.In conducting ttus inquiry we have endeavoured from the beginning to acknowledge

Kellyk tragic life and death througb retaining a focus on how her distressing experience
. .
might itself c o n m t e to making children safer in Ireland We have tried to take an
approach which was characterised by thoroughness and fairness.

Our findings may be summarised as follows:
1.

We have identified substantial shortcomings in the health board's involvement
.I*

with Kelly's family over a two year period which suggests that c h i d
protection practice in the Western Health Board and, we believe, in health
boards generally, .falls far short of the standards necessary to afford adequate
protection of children;

2.

The intervention of the Western Health Board with Kelly's family, in spite of
the best efforts of individual staff, was naive and ineffective when pitted
against parents who represented a significant danger to a t least two of their
children;

3.

It cannot be concluded with any certainty, however, that a more effectiv
intervention would necessarily have prevented Kelly's death from
..-,
meningococcal infection, which was neither intended nor foreseeable, a n

b

given the nature of her parents and the unpredictability of how they might

I

have reacted against any alternative health board intervention;

4.

We do not believe it is possible to guarantee that children will not be abuse
but we believe that health boards, as child protection agencies, must aim to
ensure that all children at risk are accurately identified and that interventio

is effective in reducing the level of risk to a child o r removing it altogether;

1

I

-

5.

We consider that: substantial further development of services for the welfare
of children is required nationally and that this development must includ
improvements in legislation, policy, service provision and practice.

I

Fundamentally we believe that all practice in relation to children should have his or her

1

best interests at its core. It should actively seek out and value the child's views. Thi

will require an anitude change in order that children be regarded as active, participating,
developing citizens rather than as passive recipients of services.

I
J
J
1
I

We have been acutely conscious that this has been only the second such inquuy to b
published, the other being the Report of the Kilkenny Incest Investigation (1993).
,

are aware of other recent or current inquiries into alleged abuse in residential care cenrre
and of sexual abuse peq~etratedby a parent. Such inquiries, of themselves, can crea
a context for child protection practice which has the potential to be either beneficial

damaging. We strongly urge that every effort is taken to ensure that they make a positiv
and

C O I I S ~ U C ~contribution
IV~

to the more effective protection of children.

'

For this reason, given the relative rarity of published reports into causes of child abuse
or neglect and the fact that this is the f i t such i n q m in Ireland into the death of a
.- -,.
child we have felt compelled to include in this report substantial details of the health
board's involvement with Kelly's family. This is relniorced by several significant factors
in this case to which we wish to draw attention, viz. the potential threat of emotional
abuse and neglect to the ~hysical integrity of a child, and the fact that, in certain
circumstances, a teenager can become as vulnerable to abuse as a preschool child

In including substantial details of the health board's involvement with Kelly's family in
this report we are sensitive to the difficulty this may present to those professionals
involved who have themselves been traumatised both by Kelly's death and by events
which followed it. We wish to place on record our appreciation of their forthcoming and
constructive approach to this inquiry which, we believe, reflects their own distress at
Kelly's death and their commitment to learning lessons from the experience.

There will be those who will argue that individual practitioners should be identified and
held.accountable. O& co&rn

is to ensure that the context within which child protection

staff are engaged is conducive to high standards of practice against which they can then

.;

be evaluated Blaming individuals who are otherwise competent will be a distraction to

.

satisfy some but limit necessary action

In the event, we can state with confidence that no one professional was responsible f o r
the outcome. Responsibility for inadequate or ineffective intervention must be seen to
be corporate rather than individual. While we have inevitably had to focus on the health
boards shortcomings we wish to record that we have found many examples of
professionalism and integrity on the part of health board staff in the course of this
inquiry.

We would be concerned therefore at any attempt to apportion blame or to

identify and take action against any of the individuals involved. This would serve only
to satisfy sectional interests and would, in fact, ignore the realities and complexities of
the case.

:

It is essential. however, tha.t the case be considered and understood as a contribution to
the current development of services for children at

risk a process

in which the Westem

I

Health Board is already vigorously enaged.

I

We also wish to place on record our acknowledgement and appreciation of the impact

I

Kelly's death has had on the community in which she lived for only five months. Many
statements have been made: in the media which suggest that neighbours were less than
caring or supportive. To our knowledge, nothing could be further from the truth. From
the day that Kelly's family arrived in the area they were met with and received the type

i

of welcome, support, generosity and assistance one would expect in such a nual
community. This community has been traumatised by the tragedy that occurred in its
midst and by the media attmtion which ensued, the impact of which will continue for a

I
I
1

considerable period.

Of particular importance is that sensitivity be shown to the circumstances of Kelly's
NNiving siblings. In this regard we wish to express our concern at some of the media
reporting of this case which has identified Kelly's siblings both in photographs and
reports and has included sp&if!c petsonal information relating to some of them. We
consider Kelly's siblings to also be innocent victims of this tragedy and we would expect
a greater level of sensitivity towards them than has been in evidence from some quarters.

The inquiq team considered meeting witb the children but took the view that this might
be intrusive at this time and interfere with current health board intervention with them.
However we would not want the fact that we did not meet them to be construed as a
failure to acknowledge the importance of accessing and valuing their perspective on their
situation We did seek, through an intermediary, to meet with Girl 1, now aged 19 years,
but she declined our invitation.

It is now two and a half years since Kelly's death, yet the trauma continues for her
family, her relatives, the community and the various professional staff. It is important
that all should now have an opportunity to put the past behind them and begin to focus
on the Future. While this will be difficult, it is essential.

I
I
I
I

I
I
I
1

I

For those of us who have a professional involvement the best conmbution we can now
make to valuing Kelly is to c o ~ ~ ' ~ o u r s e 1 vtoe s ensuiing that h e qualip of our
interventions to protect children at risk is sig~ificantly enhanced as a direct outcome of

our howledge and understanding of what happened to her.

SIGNED:

Owen Keenan
Mary Finucane

Siobhan Keogh
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Appendix 1

-

List of Written Submissions Received:
- - -<.

-

Psychology Department, Mayo Community Care Area

-

Social Work Department, Mayo Community Care Area

-

Irish Society for Prevention of Cruelty to Children

-

Children's Rights Alliance

-

Appendix 2

-

WESTERN HEALTH BOARD
-

~

SURNAME:

Transfer of Area: Child Protection Notification

0.O.BIAge

Address in your area:

I

Relationship

n

I

Key WorkerlContact Person:

:hiid Carelchild Protection Concerns (please summarise the main concerns)

I
i

CHRONOLOGY OF INCIDENTSIMAIN EVENTS:
please give a brief summary of the main incidents (i.e. referral, allegations, medical, case
conferences, court action, moves), dates onloff Child Protection RegisterIlnde~lLi~t
Incident

Outcome

..-,.

e~

Please forward copies of:

l
i
*

Child Protection conference Minutes

C]

Assessment Report

0
0

Psychological Report
Current Assessment of Risk

q .

MedicallPsychiatric Report
Court Reportls
Other

u=n

High

Mod

Low

0
'0
"
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